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Abstract

The wireless sensing of various physical quantities is demanded in numerous applications. A usual wireless sensor is based on the functionality of semiconductor Integrated Circuits (ICs), which enable the radio communication. These ICs may limit the application potential of the sensor in certain specific applications. One of these applications stands in the focus of this thesis: the operation in harsh environments, e.g., at high temperatures above 175 °C, where most available sensors fail. Chipless wireless sensors are researched to exceed such chip-based limitations. A chipless sensor is setup as an entirely electro-magnetic circuit, and uses passive Radio Frequency (RF) backscatter principles to encode and transmit the measured value.

Chipless sensors that target harsh environment operation are facing two important challenges: First, the disturbance by clutter, caused by time-variant reflections of the interrogation signal in the sensor environment and second, the design of suitable measurand transducers. These challenges are addressed in the thesis. To overcome the first challenge, three basic chipless sensor concepts feasible for operation in clutter environments are introduced. The concepts are realized by demonstrator designs of three temperature sensors and are proofed by wireless indoor measurements. A channel estimation method is presented that dynamically estimates and suppresses clutter signals to reduce measurement errors. To overcome the second challenge, measurand-sensitive dielectric materials are used as measurement transducers, and are being characterized by a novel high-temperature microwave dielectric characterization method. Complex permittivity characterization results in temperatures up to 900 °C are presented.

Finally, in-depth description and discussion of the three chipless concepts is given as well as a performance comparison in wireless indoor measurement scenarios. The first concept is based on polarization separation between the wanted sensor backscatter signal and unwanted clutter. The second concept separates tag and clutter signals in the frequency domain by using harmonic radar. The third concept exploits the slow decay of high-Q resonances in order to achieve the desired separation in time domain. This concept’s realization is based on dielectric resonators and has demonstrated the capability of wirelessly measuring temperatures up to 800 °C without requiring an optical line-of-sight. This performance significantly exceeds temperature- and detection-limitations of commercially available sensors at the current state-of-the-art.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation and Structure

The onset of the 21st century is witnessing a tremendous increase in the number of installed sensors worldwide. The trend covers sensor applications in various control and monitoring tasks as found in industry, logistics, medicine and consumer electronics. From a business perspective, the increase is globally noted and forecasted with annual market growth rates of at least 7% in the first decades of this century [Con], [Inc]. From a technology perspective, the increasing number of sensors is seen in close relation to the emergence of the Internet of Things, a visionary network of physical objects embedded with electronic communication technology. This vision includes pervasive sensing in the living environments of a smart city and in the production environments of the Industry 4.0. It is motivated by the prospect of economical and ecological benefits, as sensing elements allow for increasing process efficiencies.

Part of the development is the increasing employment of wireless sensors, which are based on radio communication. Compared to a wired sensor, a wireless sensor tag can offer significant advantages, when the tagged object is moving, far away or otherwise hard to access. Selective interest arises in the development of wireless sensors for specific applications, which cannot be served by commercially available sensors at the current state-of-the-art. Such specific applications are found when either very low costs of the sensor node, or its operation in harsh environments is demanded. A harsh environment can for example require operation of the sensor in high temperatures, or under nuclear radiation. It can furthermore require a high integration of the sensor into a product or production cycle as well as high reliability and durability over years.

The case of high-temperature operation is highlighted: silicon-based Integrated Circuits (ICs) are core elements of usual sensor nodes, and reach their temperature operation limit below 175°C. But various potential sensor application scenarios demand for significantly higher temperature ranges, e.g., in metal foundries, where the temperature of a workpiece shall be controlled from a nearly liquid state to room temperature, in a turbine engine, where measurements of temperature and gas concentrations offer crucial information concerning blade lifetime and combustion efficiency, and in automated metal working, where temperature and torque of drill bits or milling cutters deliver valuable information about the tool wear.

In order to serve such specific application scenarios, chipless wireless identification and sensing systems are researched. The chipless system consists of an active reader unit, and a passive ID or sensor tag that is interrogated wirelessly. The chipless sensor
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is setup as an entirely Electro-Magnetic (EM) circuit, and avoids the implementation of integrated semiconductor circuits. It does not require a local power supply and excludes means of energy harvesting. Instead, chipless sensors use passive EM backscatter mechanisms on radio frequencies, usually between 0.5 GHz and 30 GHz. The basic functionality of a chipless system is therefore related to radar principles and the backscatter signal of the sensor tag carries the wanted measurement information. As a consequence, chipless systems can overcome chip-based limitations. Nevertheless, a chipless system has to face unwanted radar clutter interferences, which are caused by reflections of the interrogation signal in the environment of the sensor. This interference is especially critical when the clutter signals are overpowering the wanted tag response and are time-variant due to movements in the environment. It results, that clutter often represents the largest challenge for a successful chipless wireless tag detection.

The main goal of this thesis is the development of a chipless temperature sensor that targets operability in harsh environments, such as in the highlighted high-temperature scenarios. As derived from the scenario considerations, the technical goals of this chipless sensor include: 1) wireless detection in spite of strong and time-variant clutter, as expected due to moving, rotating and vibrating metallic components in the environment; 2) temperature measurement capability in ranges beyond the chip-based limit, i.e., above 175°C; 3) operability without requiring a strict optical line-of-sight between reader and sensor, as moving elements, such as machine components, dirt or cooling liquids often reduce the optical visibility; and 4) a reasonable large wireless reading range, as hot or moving elements require a certain distance between tag and reader antenna.

All four goals are addressed in the thesis. The first goal of operability under clutter occurrence represents one core motivation. The thesis presents therefore a general investigation of three chipless concepts. These three concepts are based on a physical separation of tag and clutter signals either in Time Domain (TD), in Frequency Domain (FD) or by polarization. Each concept is fundamentally introduced, carried out by a practical sensor realization and validated in wireless measurements. Performance aspects of the concepts are analyzed and compared in indoor measurement scenarios. In extension of these concepts, a channel estimation approach has been developed for chipless systems. The approach targets a further suppression of clutter interferences and the reduction of measurement errors. The three developed concepts as well as the channel estimation method are generally not limited to a specific measurand, but are suitable for various physical quantities. Nevertheless, in this thesis, an exclusive implementation of the temperature sensing is taken, because it allows for a direct comparison of the concepts and because temperature is one of the most widely sensed variables in industry.

The second goal of high-temperature sensing and high-temperature operation leads to the question of a suitable measurement transducer. Under consideration of the mentioned chipless core concepts, this question is reasonably answered by measurand-sensitive dielectrics. Sufficient knowledge of the complex microwave dielectric properties of potential transducer materials is therefore a prerequisite in the
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Temperature sensors are one of the most widely used sensor types. They are used in numerous applications and as each application brings different demands, a large variety of temperature sensor technologies have been developed. This section gives a classification of commercially available state-of-the-art temperature sensors, as well as an overview on recent works on electromagnetic chipless wireless temperature sensors.

1.2.1. State-of-the-Art of Commercial SAW and Chip-based Sensors

A categorization of different temperature sensing technologies is given in Figure 1.1. The largest amount of employed temperature sensors are wired sensors. One representative are resistance thermometers, where the dependence of the electrical conductivity of a certain metal on temperature is used. An example is the classical platinum resistance thermometer, like the Pt100, which is usually used in ranges up to 600 °C [SAB]. A second representative of this group is the thermocouple, which uses the thermoelectric Seebeck effect: if the ends of two one-sided connected metals are exposed to a temperature difference, an electric potential difference is generated. Thermocouples are commonly used in ranges up to 1300 °C [SAB] and have been used in ranges up to 2300 °C in special applications [Kör98]. Further wired sensors are, e.g., fiber optical distributed systems, based on the Raman effect or silicon bandgap sensors. The latter ones use the temperature-dependence of the built-in potential of p-n junctions. As mentioned below, silicon bandgap sensors are also found in chip-based wireless sensors, as they are easily integrated in silicon ICs.

The group of wireless sensors can be divided into optical, electro-acoustic and purely electromagnetic types. Optical sensors detect thermal radiation, that is emitted by any body warmer than 0 K. According to the Stefan-Boltzmann law, the
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Figure 1.1.: Categorization of temperature sensors.

power $P_t$ radiated from a body grows quartic with temperature, i.e., $P_t \propto \varepsilon_t \vartheta^4$ when $\varepsilon_t$ describes the body’s material emissivity constant. Wireless optical temperature sensors are, e.g., Infra-Red (IR) cameras and IR thermometers. Commercial products are available for temperature ranges from $-40^\circ\text{C}$ to $2000^\circ\text{C}$ [Flu]. Optical sensors are widely used, yet they have drawbacks in three aspects: (1) they require a direct line-of-sight to the measurement point, any obstacle in the line disables the measurement; (2) secondary IR radiators in the environment can lead to faulty measurements, when their IR radiation superimposes with the targeted body’s radiation. This can be due to reflections or through-the-target transmission of the secondary radiation; (3) The emissivity constant $\varepsilon_t$ is in general material-, frequency- and temperature-dependent. Hence, an accurate measurement requires knowledge of the target material’s specific emissivity. Especially metallic objects are hard to measure as their emissivities are low and their IR reflection coefficients are high, especially for planar and smooth surfaces.

The two latter representatives of the wireless group, electro-acoustic and fully electromagnetic chip-based sensors are focus of the following two subsections.

Electroacoustic SAW sensors

Passive wireless sensor and Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) transponder that are based on Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) propagation are commercially available. SAW transponder are built up as an antenna that is connected to a piezoelectric crystalline substrate. Interdigital transducers and reflectors are usually placed onto the substrate as planar metal electrodes. An incoming RF signal will cause surface charge displacement on the substrate which then leads to elastic deformation of the crystal grid based on the piezoelectric effect. The elastic deformation then propagates
on the substrate as an acoustic surface wave. Reflections of the acoustic wave, that are caused by the planar electrodes, will be re-transduced to an electric signal and backscattered towards the SAW reader. [Fin03]

SAW temperature sensors use the temperature-dependence of the propagation velocity of the acoustic wave on the substrate. The difference in propagation delay between reflector elements is used for temperature measurements [Sch+98].

SAW sensors are offered for temperatures up to 400 °C [CTR]. Operation of SAWs in temperature ranges above this point is the focus of research activities [Beh+13]. Difficulties that arise when operating SAWs at higher temperatures are:

- the temperature stability of the substrate,
- the temperature stability of the housing,
- the increasing transmission losses of the substrate, and
- the temperature instability of the electrodes, which includes metal agglomeration, diffusion, degrading, oxidation and loss of adhesion [Hor+98].

These difficulties can lead to a limited life-time and/or reduced backscatter power [BBF11], which in turn, reduces the operability. Typical reading ranges of SAW sensors at room temperature are between 1 m and 4 m, depending on the reader and tag antenna gain [BBF11]. [BBF11] reports a 70% range decrease of an SAW tag operating at 300 °C in comparison to a tag operating at room temperature. The commercially available SAW sensor in [CTR] is specified for a reading range of 30 cm and an accuracy of ±2 K for temperatures up to 400 °C.

Electromagnetic chip-based wireless sensors

A number of different chip-based wireless sensor systems are commercially available. These systems can be grouped into active chip-based and passive chip-based transponders. Active transponders are usually powered from a local battery and possess a full RF transceiver chain, including up- and downconversion, filtering and signal amplification. This group comprises sensors that operate in wireless local area networks (WLAN), Bluetooth or ZigBee radio networks as well as active RFID sensors.

The most popular representative of the group of passive chip-based wireless transponders is the RFID. Passive RFID tags do not carry batteries. Instead, they harvest energy from the reader’s Continuous Wave (CW) RF signal to power an IC. This powering is usually realized by a rectifier that consists of a diode and a capacitor in the simplest case. The transponder’s response signal is generated by backscatter modulation. The basic functionality of this modulation principle is sketched in Figure 1.2. As explained in Section 2.1, any receiving antenna generates a backscatter wave, similar to RF reflection at a material boundary. Herein, the (complex) amplitude of the backscatter wave is strongly dependent on the antenna load. The passive
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Figure 1.2.: Backscatter modulation in chip-based passive RFIDs.

transponder switches the load of its antenna between two impedance states, and consequently modulates the reflection envelope over time to encode data.

Based on this principle, passive RFID sensors have been developed, where both, reading of the tag ID and reading of a temperature measurement value is possible. The additional sensing functionality can be realized by implementing a silicon bandgap sensor inside the tag IC. The achieved measurement value can be transmitted to the reader under support of the UHF EPC Gen. 2 communication protocol with operation at 900 MHz. A few UHF RFID tag ICs with temperature sensing functionality have been realized in CMOS technology: [Yin+10] reports a sensor for temperature ranges from −20°C to 30°C with a read sensitivity of $P_{\text{min}} = -6\,\text{dBm}$ and a temperature measurement accuracy of ±0.8 K. [EM] offers a commercially available UHF IC for sensor-and-ID RFIDs for temperature ranges of −40°C to 60°C with a read sensitivity of −8 dBm and an accuracy of ±1.0 K. In comparison, commercially available UHF RFID chips without sensor functionality (i.e. for ID-only tags) have read sensitivities as low as −18 dBm [NXP]. The read sensitivity determines the minimal input power $P_{\text{min}}$ that has to be delivered to the tag’s rectifier in order to power-up the IC. From this sensitivity, the forward-link read range $d_{\text{max}}$ of the passive RFID system can be derived. This range describes the maximum distance $d_{\text{max}}$ between tag and reader that still allows for this power-up. It is given by

$$d_{\text{max}} = \frac{c_0}{4\pi f_0} \frac{10^{(\text{ERP}_{\text{max}} + G_T - P_{\text{min}})/20}}{10^{(\text{ERP}_{\text{max}} + G_T - P_{\text{min}})/20}}$$

where $G_T$ describes the gain of the tag antenna (given in dBi), ERP$_{\text{max}}$ the equivalent radiated power level of the reader (given in dBm) and $P_{\text{min}}$ the above mentioned read sensitivity of the tag chip (given in dBm). For an operation frequency of $f_0 = 900\,\text{MHz}$, an ERP level equal to the maximum of european regulations of 33 dBm, a dipole antenna with $G_T = 1.76\,\text{dBi}$ as well as perfect power matching, this read range is calculated to 11.5 m for the ID-only RFID tag. The sensor-and-ID RFID will see a 68 % smaller range with its 10 dB lower sensitivity. Its maximum range is 3.6 m under the same conditions.

Taking a look at the basic setup of such a chip-based transponder, it is obvious that the IC delivers core functionality, such as logic, control and signal handling. These functionalities are delivered from a number of diodes and transistors in the
1.2. Wireless Temperature Sensors

circuit. Their basis are junctions of doped semiconductors. During standard operation of a semiconductor junction, conduction mechanisms are mainly based on the extrinsic carriers, which originate from the dopants. Intrinsic carriers, in contrast, can be excited across the bandgap, when the junction temperature rises. As a consequence, the number of intrinsic carriers will outnumber the extrinsic carriers for sufficiently high temperatures\(^1\). This effect leads to malfunction of the junction and eventually to thermal breakthrough in the device [Pie96]. The temperature limit of a specific semiconductor material is dependent on its doping concentration and its bandgap energy. [TS02] names 175 °C as the upper application limit of usual silicon semiconductor circuits. Most commercially available ICs are specified to maximum operation temperatures of 125 °C (or less) for reliable operation [Wika].

Other semiconductor materials, such as gallium arsenide or gallium nitride, are used to develop high-temperature electronics as their bandgaps are significantly higher than the one of silicon. Yet, the development of semiconductor systems is connected to extensive costs, and silicon is a standard solution for mass market products. To the author’s knowledge, there is no commercially available chip-based wireless sensor, that is capable of operating in temperatures above 175 °C. This drawback motivates research on chipless sensors for high-temperature applications, especially when niche markets are addressed in specific application scenarios.

1.2.2. Recent Developments of Chipless Temperature Sensors

The focus of this thesis lies on chipless wireless sensors. Herein, the term chipless refers to a fully electromagnetic circuit, that acts as a passive backscatterer of RF signals. At this stage, an overview on recent publications on chipless temperature sensors is given to complement the intended overview of this chapter. It is noted, that the basic working principles and setups of chipless sensors are introduced in Chapter 2. A few expressions and understandings of Chapter 2 are therefore already anticipated.

Table 1.1 lists 19 different works on chipless temperature sensors, which are classified and compared\(^2\). Herein, properties are listed that concern the setup of the sensor tags as well as indicators concerning their performance. The setup properties include the transducer, the information encoding, the structural form and the planarity of each sensor tag. The performance indicators include the proof of wireless operation, the maximum operation temperature and the reading range. The properties and indicators are briefly discussed in the following. All works of this comparison operate between 1 GHz and 30 GHz.

The first setup property concerns the temperature-dependent transducer and the transducer material of the sensor. [PK10] and [Gir+12] use commercially available SMD thermistors to modulate the amplitude of a signal with its temperature-dependent ohmic resistance. Bimorph metals are used in [Tha+10a], [SP09], and [Man+13].

\(^1\)Compare Appendix Section A for details.

\(^2\)The given classification is partly based on the overview on chipless RFID tags and chipless strain sensors in [Man+13].
| Material/Principle | Transducer | Freq.-Position Enc. in FD | Freq.-Position Enc. in TD | Loaded antenna | Shorted antenna (resonator) | # | # | Reference
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| polyamide (TL resonator) | Avn | S.A. | m | ✓ ✓ | BST (capacitor) | [Gha+13], [TCB09] | 4
| metal (cavity resonator) | Avn | T.A. | j | ✓ ✓ | metal (SMD resistor) | [CEG12] | 5
| bimorph metal (TL resonator) | Avn | S.A. | j | ✓ ✓ | BST (capacitor) | [Kub+14b], [Kub+14c] | 6
| microfluid (short circuit) | Avn | T.A. | j | ✓ ✓ | ceramic (DR) | [Kub+13a] | 7
| metal oxide (SMD resistor) | Avn | S.A. | j | ✓ ✓ | BST (capacitor) | [Boc+14] | 8
| ceramic (socket antenna) | Avn | T.A. | j | ✓ ✓ | ceramic (DR) | [CEG12] | 9
| carbon nanotube (resistor) | Avn | S.A. | j | ✓ ✓ | BST (capacitor) | [Gir+12] | 10
| bimorph metal (TL resonator) | Avn | S.A. | j | ✓ ✓ | metal (SMD resistor) | [Tha+10b] | 11
| metal (cavity resonator) | Avn | T.A. | j | ✓ ✓ | metal (SMD resistor) | [Zai+14] | 12
| bimorph metal (TL resonator) | Avn | S.A. | j | ✓ ✓ | BST (capacitor) | [Bou+13] | 13
| microfluid (capacitor) | Avn | T.A. | j | ✓ ✓ | ceramic (DR) | [CEG12] | 14
| ceramic (socket antenna) | Avn | T.A. | j | ✓ ✓ | ceramic (DR) | [CEG12] | 15
| carbon nanotube (resistor) | Avn | S.A. | j | ✓ ✓ | BST (capacitor) | [Kub+13b] | 16
| metal (cavity resonator) | Avn | T.A. | j | ✓ ✓ | metal (SMD resistor) | [Gir+12] | 17
| metal oxide (SMD resistor) | Avn | S.A. | j | ✓ ✓ | BST (capacitor) | [Boc+14] | 18
| ceramic (socket antenna) | Avn | T.A. | j | ✓ ✓ | ceramic (DR) | [CEG12] | 19
| carbon nanotube (resistor) | Avn | S.A. | j | ✓ ✓ | BST (capacitor) | [Gir+12] | 20
| metal (cavity resonator) | Avn | T.A. | j | ✓ ✓ | metal (SMD resistor) | [Tha+10b] | 21
| metal oxide (SMD resistor) | Avn | S.A. | j | ✓ ✓ | BST (capacitor) | [Boc+14] | 22
| ceramic (socket antenna) | Avn | T.A. | j | ✓ ✓ | ceramic (DR) | [CEG12] | 23
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[Tha+10b], that are deflected by temperature-dependent material elongation. The bimorph structures detune capacities or resonators and hence, allow for modulation of resonance frequencies. The most commonly used material are ceramics with temperature-dependent permittivity. They are either low permittivity dielectrics with \( \varepsilon_r < 100 \) (called ‘ceramic’) as in [Boc+14], [CEG12], [Che+15], [Kub+13b] and [Kub+15], or the high permittivity ferroelectric Barium Strontium Titanate (BST) as in [Kub+12a] and [Sch+14a]. All named ceramic sensors, except [Sch+14a], use resonators for frequency-position modulation.

The second property concerns the encoding of the measurand, i.e., the chipless modulation as described in Section 2.2. Here, either amplitude, phase or frequency-position encodings are found and the Rx signal is either evaluated in time or frequency domain. Except for [Gir+12], [Bou+13] and [Sch+14a], all setups use FD evaluation. Furthermore, it becomes obvious that the majority of the setups uses frequency-position encoding of the measurand. This is probably due to its higher suitability for time-variant environments compared to amplitude modulations as discussed in Section 2.2.

The third setup property concerns the sensor structure. All setups are either realized as a loaded antenna (L.A.) or as a shorted antenna/resonator (S.A.), as refered to in Section 2.2. In the former case the temperature transducer either directly forms the load of the antenna or it is embedded in circuitry elements that load the antenna, such as delay lines or filters. The loaded antenna category also includes tags with two antennas. In the latter case, the tag is setup basically as a resonator and the measurand influences this resonator directly.

The last setup property relates to the structural form. Nearly all publications are setup as planar circuits. Only [Bou+13] and [Gha+13] use coaxial cables and horn antennas on the tag side, what makes their setups more bulky and probably only suitable for a few applications\(^3\).

Taking a look at the performance indicators, first the verification of the chipless sensor functionality in wireless measurements is noted. This indicator is fulfilled by 13 of 19 publications. Six publications present only simulation or conceptual results.

The second performance indicator is the maximum operation temperature as given in the publication. Many of the publications present operation up to modest temperatures below 100°C. [SP09; Kub+13b; Boc+14; CEG12; Che+15] prove operability in the high-temperature regime, above the 175°C limit of silicon. This high-temperature regime is of special interest in this thesis due to its strong link to harsh environment applications.

The third performance indicator is the wireless reading range. As most publications do not directly specify a maximum range, the distance \( d \) between reader and tag antennas, as given in the wireless setup of each publication, is noted to approximate the range. The reading distance is of special interest when environmental constraints such as high temperature, nuclear radiation, or the movement of machines forbid

\(^3\)The application scenario of structural health monitoring reasons the non-planar setup of [Gha+13] well and operability of this sensor with a compact loop antenna has also been demonstrated.
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Figure 1.3.: Maximum temperature and reading distance of publications on chipless temperature sensors; Table 1.1 refers.

a short-range placement of the reader unit. The possibility to operate with a large remote distance is expected to be generally beneficial in many applications.

Here, it should be noted that the reading range is usually affected by the constitution of the sensor environment. The impact of clutter and noise (compare Section 2.3) as well as the desired measurement accuracy influence the maximum range\(^4\). In spite of the lack of perfect comparability at this stage, the range as it is given in the publications is still believed to be an acceptable indicator for the wireless reading quality. Yet, it should not be seen as a very absolute number. Reported reading distances range from 3 cm to 4 m. [CEG12], [Che+15], [SP09] and [Tha+10b] report distances below 20 cm.

Figure 1.3 depicts the two performance properties, range and maximum temperature of all publications that prove wireless reading. Published sensors that are non-planar are marked in the figure, as they can profit in terms of reading range when using horn antennas on the tag side. This profit comes at cost of a significantly larger transponder volume. Inside the figure, also the 175 °C limit and the 20 cm range limit are marked. The 175 °C limit is taken from the mentioned temperature limit of silicon ICs, and marks the onset of the high-temperature regime as understood in this thesis. The 20 cm range limit is understood as a minimum reading distance where operation of wireless sensors in harsh environments becomes applicable. Moving elements in an application environment often require a certain distance between reader and sensor. Furthermore, sensors operating below this limit are likely operating in the reactive near field of the reader antenna, and might therefore be assigned to inductively coupled systems rather than far-field systems.

The publications that evolved out of this thesis are marked in blue in the figure. To

\(^4\)A discussion of the impact of the environment constitution on the range of the sensors of this thesis is found in Section 4.4
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the author’s best knowledge, among these publications is the first chipless wireless sensor that has been capable of operating beyond both, the 20 cm and the 175°C limit [Kub+13b]. Furthermore, there is the first chipless temperature sensor that uses polarization separation of clutter and tag response [Kub+12a], as well as the first realized harmonic radar sensor with frequency-position encoding [Kub+14b]. Finally, it is noted that this harmonic radar concept has enabled the design of the sensor with the largest reading range among all planar setups [Kub+15].
2. Fundamentals of Chipless Wireless Sensors

This thesis investigates chipless sensors. As detailed design and performance aspects of the developed sensors are given in the subsequent main chapters, first an introduction to the underlying chipless principles is given.

A chipless system mainly consists of two elements: a reader, also called interrogator, and a sensor, also called tag, sensor tag, or transponder. In a wireless reading scenario, tag and reader are inside the measurement environment and the tag is facing the reader antenna as shown in Figure 2.1.

The attribute chipless in the term chipless system refers to the sensor tag only and not the reader. A chipless sensor is understood as a passive wireless sensor that works entirely electromagnetic and that does not employ integrated semiconductor circuits, i.e., ICs and microchips. Furthermore, it does not possess any local power supply like batteries or energy harvesting devices and its operation frequency is within the microwave frequency range, typically between 0.5 GHz and 50 GHz.

The reader is an active element in the chipless system. It usually consists of an RF source, one or two antennas, an RF receiver and a control and evaluation unit. During a reading process, the reader sends an RF signal towards the tag and receives the sensor’s response signal, which is generated by passive backscattering of the interrogation pulse by the sensor tag. Subsequently, the reader evaluates the response and derives the measurement value.

The wireless path from the reader towards the tag, the generation of the tag’s backscatter response and the wireless path back towards the reader are standing in the main focus of this thesis. Three basic concepts to realize this wireless ‘core’ are presented and discussed throughout the work.

All three concepts, as well as all previously listed publications in Section 1.2.2, are based on passive backscatter principles. Passive backscattering of RF signals is therefore introduced in the following Section 2.1. Section 2.2 introduces the basic setup of a chipless sensor tag that results from using backscatter principles. Section 2.3 describes challenges that are inherited from the wireless backscatter principle and challenges that arise when targeting high-temperature operation.

2.1. Passive Backscatter Principles

The backscatter principle is based on reflection of EM waves by passive objects. The Fresnel equations describe reflection and transmission of incident planar waves at planar boundaries. For objects which are infinitely large, or at least large compared
to the wavelength a reflection factor $\gamma_m$ can be defined. It depends on the object’s material as well as on the field orientation and angle of incidence of the wave. In the simplest case, when a free-space wave incides orthogonal to the object, the reflection coefficient becomes

$$\gamma_m = \frac{Z_m - Z_0}{Z_m + Z_0} \tag{2.1}$$

where the free-space wave impedance is given by $Z_0 = \sqrt{\frac{\mu_0}{\varepsilon_0}} \approx 377 \, \Omega$ and the object material’s wave impedance

$$Z_m = \sqrt{\frac{j\omega\mu_m}{\kappa_m + j\omega\varepsilon_m}} \tag{2.2}$$

is given in dependence of the material’s conductivity $\kappa_m$, permittivity $\varepsilon_m$ and permeability $\mu_m$. The electric and magnetic field vectors of the reflected waves are directly proportional to this reflection factor and to the magnitude of the incident vector. Hence, the reflected power scales proportional to the square of $\gamma_m$. Metallic planes with a high conductivity have reflection factors close to -1, i.e., nearly 100% of the incident RF power is reflected. Dielectric materials such as plastics, glasses, concrete or brick have relative permittivites between 3 and 9, leading to reflection coefficients between 0.27 and 0.5, i.e., 7 to 25% of the incident power is reflected by the dielectric.

For objects with arbitrary shape and size, the Radar Cross Section (RCS) is commonly used to describe the amount of backscattered RF power. The RCS $\sigma$ is defined as the magnitude of the reflected power density $S_r$ at an observer point that is spaced by distance $r_0$ from the object, in relation to the magnitude of the incident

Figure 2.1.: Chipless wireless system in an indoor environment: The reader (1) transmits and RF pulse towards the sensor tag (2), which is equipped with a measuring transducer (3). The wanted tag response (i) and unwanted clutter (ii) from static and moving objects is backscattered.
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power density $S_i$ at the object position

\[ \sigma = 4\pi r_0^2 \frac{S_r}{S_i}. \]  

(2.3)

Herein, the observer point is distant enough to assume plane wave propagation. The RCS of a specific object, also referred to as radar target, generally depends on its shape, size and material as well as on the wavelength. Furthermore, the orientation of the object to the incident wave as well as to the observer position is of importance. For a monostatic RCS, excitation and observing direction are identical, whereas they are different in a bistatic RCS measurement.

In the monostatic scenario, where the reader’s Rx and Tx antennas are identical and have gain $G_R$, the radar equation

\[ P_{Rx} = \frac{\lambda^2}{(4\pi)^3 d^4} P_{TX} G_R^2 \sigma \]  

(2.4)

describes the Rx power $P_{Rx}$, received from a scattering object with a certain RCS at distance $d$. It becomes obvious, that the Rx power is directly proportional to the RCS.

The optical backscatter region is defined as the frequency range where the size of a scattering object is significantly larger than the operation wavelength. In this region the RCS of a metal sphere with radius $r_s$ is independent of wavelength and equal to $\pi r_s^2$. Hence, a metal sphere with a diameter of approximately 1.13 m has an RCS of $1 \text{ m}^2$. The RCS of a flat metal sheet with area $A_p$ can be approximated as

\[ \sigma_s = \frac{4\pi A_p^2}{\lambda^2} \]  

(2.5)

for normal frontal incidence [Sko08]. At an operation frequency of 3 GHz, a $1 \text{ m}^2$ RCS will be reached by a 16.8 cm long, square sheet. Due to its shape the sheet backscatters significantly more directive than the sphere, so that a smaller physical area can lead to a larger equivalent backscatter area and to a larger backscatter power density in a certain direction.

Taking a look at slightly more complex structures, the backscattering of a tag that possesses an antenna is of high relevance in chipless systems. An RF field, that incides onto an antenna, will couple energy from free space into the antenna load. This is the classical purpose of an antenna. But as currents (and fields) are induced in the antenna, these alternating currents (and fields) will themselves re-induce fields and consequently, re-radiate power into free space. In an equivalent circuit that describes the transmitting mode of an ideal antenna, the antenna is usually modeled as a complex impedance $Z_A = R_A + jX_A$ and the power that dissipates in the radiation resistance $R_A$ is radiated. In the receiving mode of this antenna the exciting incident RF field is represented by a source and the antenna load $Z_L$ is connected to the antenna terminals as shown in Figure 2.2a. The antenna impedance $Z_A$ can be
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considered as the generator impedance of the circuit. The power that now dissipates in the ohmic radiation resistance is exactly the re-radiated backscatter power.

As a consequence, one is able to describe the radar cross section $RCS_A$ of an antenna in dependence of its gain $G_T$, impedance and load. Following the derivation of [NR06], it is given by

$$\sigma_A = \frac{\lambda^2 R_A^2}{\pi |Z_A + Z_L|^2} G_T^2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.6)

It is observed, that the power density of the wave that reflects from the antenna is proportional to the square of the antenna gain and proportional to the radiation resistance $R_A$ relative to $X_A$. The latter appears reasonable as the power that dissipates in the imaginary part $X_A$, does represent stored near-field energy and does not contribute to radiation. In terms of the antenna load, three specific cases of equation (2.6) are noted:

1. if the antenna is terminated with a perfect open, $Z_L \rightarrow \infty$, the RCS vanishes to zero, as there is no current in the equivalent circuit;

2. for the case of a matched load, $Z_L = Z_A^*$, the RCS becomes $\frac{1}{4} \frac{\lambda^2 G_T^2}{\pi}$. If load and antenna impedances are also real-valued, $Z_A = R_A = R_L$, one achieves the maximum possible power transfer from the incident wave to the load. In this case there is as much power delivered to the load as re-radiated into free-space;

3. in the case of a shorted load, $Z_L = 0$, and a real-valued antenna impedance, the backscatter power comes to a maximum. Then, the antenna RCS is

$$\sigma_{A,s} = \frac{\lambda^2 G_T^2}{\pi},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.7)

and four times larger than in the case of a matched load.
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One observes that shorted antennas can be used to generate comparatively strong backscatter signals. This aspect is used in backscatter modulators in chip-based systems, where the antenna load is switched from a matched case to a high-reflection case and in a number of chipless approaches, such as mentioned in Section 1.2.2.

The RCS of a shorted antenna is compared to the RCS of a flat metal sheet in Figure 2.3. The figure indicates that the above mentioned 16.8 cm square sheet has the same RCS = 1 m² as a shorted 12.5 dBi antenna at 3 GHz.

If we now move from a CW consideration to a pulse system, a further aspect of antenna backscattering can be considered. Figure 2.2b, shows an RF pulse which incides onto an antenna that is connected to a transmission line and a load. The incident pulse (I) will cause an initial reflection at the radiating element, e.g. the dipole wire, due to re-excitation as mentioned above. Furthermore, pulse energy will be coupled onto the transmission line. This energy can dissipate in the load, as well as be reflected by the load and backscattered by the antenna. For a short pulse or a long transmission line, the antenna backscatter signal can hence be divided into a structural mode (II), i.e. the initial backscatter of the antenna structure and an antenna mode (IV), i.e. the secondary backscatter from the load. Case (1) of the antenna RCS of Equation (2.6) may then be interpreted as the case where the structural mode (II) superimposes with the antenna mode (IV) with a 180° phase-shift, leading to a vanishing sum signal. Case (2) may be interpreted as the case of vanishing antenna mode, due to perfect absorption in the load. Then, only the structural mode (II) can be received. Case (3) describes the case of constructive interferene between antenna mode (IV) and structural mode (II) that leads to a maximum RCS. For a sufficiently high time- and pulse-resolution, the single backscatter modes become distinguishable in TD [Lin89]. Consequently, the RCS becomes a time-dependent

\[ G_T \text{ (dBi)} \]

\[ \text{RCS (m}^2) \]

\[ w \text{ (cm)} \]

Figure 2.3.: Radar Cross Section (RCS) of a square metal sheet with edge length $w$, according to (2.5), and of a shorted antenna with gain $G_T$, according to (2.7), at 3 GHz. The SIR of Section 2.3.3 is marked as an example.
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![Diagram showing chipless modulation types](image)

Figure 2.4.: Chipless modulation types: a) amplitude-modulation or phase modulation of the Rx signal $s$ in Time Domain (TD), b) amplitude modulation of the RCS in Frequency Domain (FD), c) frequency-position modulation of a FD signature.

Furthermore, it is noted that the structural mode (II) often directly superimposes with structural reflections (III), such as reflections from the close environment of the antenna (e.g. housing, mounting) or from the antenna ground (e.g. for a patch antenna). This can lead to practical difficulties when trying to determine and differentiate the antenna mode.

2.2. Chipless Modulation and Sensor Setup

Chipless transponders encode measurement information in the backscatter signal. This information is decoded in the reader by measuring and evaluating the backscatter signal. This information encoding can only be realized under consideration of the specific chipless limitations. The lack of (integrated) logic and control functionality makes it very difficult to generate a time-switched carrier-modulated signal. Instead, chipless sensors allow the measurand transducer to directly influence properties of the RF backscatter signal. This influence, i.e. the encoding of information on the tag, is denoted as chipless modulation. Chipless modulation can be distinguished from chip-based modulation by the determination of the system bandwidth. In the latter case, the bandwidth is determined by the modulator, i.e. by the modulation spectrum, whereas in the former case the bandwidth is determined by the reader source and the tag modulator has practically no influence on it\(^1\).

Based on the discussion in [Man+13], the influence of the transducer onto the backscatter signal can either be evaluated in a TD signal observation, referring to time-domain signatures, or in a FD observation, referring to frequency-domain or spectral signatures. In general, these two signature types can be combined with either phase-, amplitude- or peak/pulse position- tuning. This results to six possible chipless modulation types, of which mainly four types are used in literature on

---

\(^1\)except for attenuation of frequency components
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Figure 2.5.: Chipless tag types: (a) loaded antenna, reflection type, (b) loaded antenna, transmission type, and (c) shorted antenna.

chipless sensors. The four principles are sketched in Figure 2.4 and described as:

- **Amplitude modulation of a TD signature** is usually realized by implementing a measurand-sensitive antenna load that leads to measurand-sensitive amplitude of the antenna mode;

- **Amplitude modulation of a FD signature** is usually realized by implementing a resonator, whose losses, and, hence, resonance amplitude is influenced by the measurand;

- **Phase modulation of a TD signature** can be realized by measurand-sensitive complex reflectors on a transmission line loading an antenna; and

- **Frequency-position modulation of a FD signature** is usually realized by measurand-sensitive detuning of resonances.

The term *modulation* may be interchanged by *encoding*. Publications concerning each type are referenced and compared in Section 1.2.2.

In order to implement chipless modulators, a chipless transponder basically comprises an antenna and a load. Yet, a large variety of possible realizations exists, in which each realization differs in its type of antennas, loads and their combinations. Nevertheless, it is possible to distinguish three typical transponder types, which are sketched in Figure 2.5:

a) **Loaded antenna, reflection type**: the transponder receives and backscatters via one antenna, the load is generally complex as well as frequency-dependent and measurand-sensitive. The load can, e.g., be realized as a specifically terminated delay line or as a filter structure. All four modulation types can be realized by this structure.

b) **Loaded antenna, transmission type**: the reader signal is received via a first antenna, coupled to the load and backscattered via a second antenna. The load is principally similar to the load of the first case.
c) Shorted antenna: A single antenna receives the reader pulse and backscatters a measurand-sensitive response. Tags of this type usually use frequency-position modulation.

Tag types a) and b) have in common that the load accounts for the encoding of the measurement information. These two types are referred to as ‘loaded antenna’ (L.A.) in the comparison of Section 1.2.2. Tags of type c) are usually realized as resonators or antenna-like resonators. They are referred to as resonance ‘particle’ in some publications (e.g. [Man+12]) and denoted as ‘shorted antenna’ (S.A.) in the comparison of Section 1.2.2.

Concerning the modulation types, a short judgement shall be noted. The analog transmission of the backscatter signal over the radio channel inherits its convolution with the channel’s transfer function in TD. For a single line-of-sight channel, the transfer function describes primarily a significant signal attenuation. This attenuation is strongly dependent on the reading range, on the orientation of the antennas, on the presence of media that influences the antenna radiation patterns and on the presence of lossy media on the propagation path. The amplitude of a wireless signal is, hence, highly susceptible to channel parameters. Based on this observation, a chipless amplitude modulation scheme is judged only weakly suitable for dynamic environments. The introduction of amplitude references might decrease the susceptibility to a certain degree [Sch+14a], yet, frequency-position modulation is believed to have higher suitability. The resonance position is not affected by any of the parameters of a single line-of-sight channel named above. Due to this, all developed sensor prototypes of this thesis use resonance-position encoding.

2.3. Challenges of Chipless Sensor Systems

Recalling the backscatter principle of chipless sensors, a couple of challenges arise in their design and operation. Important challenges for practical sensor operation are described subsequently. These challenges (or difficulties) are categorized into two groups, namely challenges that primarily concern the operation at high temperature and challenges that concern the wireless communication channel. This categorization is not to be seen in absolute terms, as cross-links and cross-influences between elements of the same and adjacent group exist, yet it is believed to ease the understanding. The categorization is depicted in Figure 2.6.

Concerning the goal of the development of a chipless high-temperature sensor, the challenges of material losses, related to the temperature, and the clutter, related to the wireless communication, often represent the largest hurdles. Their impacts and their mitigation are core topics of this thesis.

2.3.1. Challenges related to High-Temperature Sensing

The former group of high-temperature related challenges includes the material stability, the sensor transducer and RF material losses. These challenges are briefly
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Material stability

Chemical and mechanical material stability is of basic importance as high-temperature operation limits the number of applicable materials. Polymere molecules have melting temperatures typically below 180°C (Polyethylene), and even specially developed high performance plastics are only stable up to 260°C (Polyetherimide) [Wikb]. Hence, their applicability is strongly limited.

The limited suitability of doped semiconductor materials for circuits at high temperature is discussed in Section 1.2.1. Due to the increase of the intrinsic carrier concentration with temperature, the setup of controlled semiconductor circuits becomes very costly at high temperature, as Silicon ICs reach their limits below 175°C.

Ceramics, in contrast, are usually sintered above 1100°C and are able to act as suitable dielectrics. Pure metals can form electric conductors up to their melting range, which can be between 660°C for aluminium and 1768°C for platin.

Aside from material melting, the material stability of metals is also reduced by corrosion/oxidation processes, diffusion processes, agglomeration and softening. These factors generally increase with increasing temperature. Herein, the increase of the reaction rates of the oxidation and diffusion processes versus temperature can be approximated by the Arrhenius relation.

Measurement transducer

Core element of each sensor is the transducer, which translates the physical measurand to an electric property. In a chipless system this transducer meets high demands as it directly modulates the RF signal. The transducer choice becomes even more difficult at high temperatures.

Figure 2.6.: Challenges of chipless sensors.
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RF material losses

Due to increasing lattice vibrations material losses, including both conductor and dielectric losses of the RF signal, are usually increasing with increasing temperature. E.g., the conductivity of copper drops by a factor of 5.5 from room temperature to 1000°C [Mat79]. Increasing conductor as well as dielectric losses inevitably lead to reduced antenna efficiency, increased transmission line loss and decreased resonator quality (Q) factor. These factors in turn lead to decreased Rx power in a chipless scenario and decreased measurement accuracy (compare Sections 4.3.1 and 4.4).

2.3.2. Challenges related to the Wireless Communication

The second group of challenges relates to wireless communication aspects. Herein, the signal detection and signal superposition play important roles. It includes the radar clutter, the weak Rx power, multipath propagation effects as well as legal frequency regulation.

Clutter

The direct reflection of RF waves from passive objects has been introduced in Section 2.1. In radar systems, the term clutter, or radar clutter, describes all unwanted reflections of the RF signal from objects in the ambience of the target. These ambient reflections are (at least partly) received by the reader and superimpose with the wanted target signal. In contrast to classical radar, where, e.g., an airplane is surrounded by air and open space, chipless systems often operate indoors and the sensor is surrounded by plenty of clutter objects. Especially, regarding operation in harsh environments, many metal surfaces in the direct vicinity of the sensor are expected. These objects may include static elements (such as machine housings, mountings, etc.), as well as moving and vibrating elements (such as engines, conveyor belts, die cutters, milling tools, turbine blades, ...). Hence, clutter signals with strong amplitude and time-variant shape and phase have to be expected.

The superposition of this clutter with the sensor backscatter signal can be quantified by the Signal to Interference Power Ratio (SIR)

\[ \text{SIR} = \frac{P_t}{P_{cl}}, \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.8)

defined as the relation between the power received from the sensor tag \( P_t \) to the power of the sum of all received ambient clutter signals \( P_{cl} \).

If we recall the considerations about the RCS of Section 2.1, it becomes obvious that the clutter power \( P_{cl} \) will generally scale with the surface area of the environmental objects and for indoor scenarios the surface area is obviously large. The sensor tag, in contrast, is desired to be small in order to be applicable. Consequently, the tag will inevitably show a small backscatter power \( P_t \) compared to the clutter power in many scenarios. This relationship is underlined by the scenario example in Section 2.3.3 and by the depiction in Figure 2.3.
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The result are SIRs significantly smaller than 1, and the observation that the tag signal will likely drown in the superposition with unwanted signals, which may be several decades stronger. It is stated, that the clutter represents often one of the strongest limitations in a chipless system. For a proper tag detection, especially in time-variant environments, clutter countermeasures are necessary. Four countermeasures are presented and discussed in the main chapters of this thesis.

In addition to its absolute power, the time response of clutter signals is of special interest in chipless systems. The time response is basically depending on three parameters: first, the sensor environment, what includes the size, place and material of objects; second, the radiation pattern of the reader antenna, as it describes the amplitude and phase of the incident interrogation pulse; and third, the bandwidth of the Tx pulse as it describes the time-duration and spatial resolution of the stimulus.

Figure 2.7c sketches the clutter envelope in time domain that is caused by the environment example of Section 2.3.3. This envelope can qualitatively represent typical clutter signals of indoor reading scenarios. The clutter signal starts a few nanoseconds after the Tx pulse is transmitted. This delay relates to the wave’s travel time from the source through the antenna into free space and backwards. The initial reflections from the environment will be received first and incide with largest amplitude. Yet, several echoes and multiple reflections from different objects will be received as well and lead to a certain signal decay over time. Depending on the size and material constitution of the room, the clutter decay can extend over some hundred nanoseconds.

Rx power

According to the radar equation (2.4), the Rx power from the sensor tag drops biquadratic with the tag-to-reader distance, $P_{Rx} \propto d^{-4}$. In other words, the tag-to-reader communication inherits a double free-space path loss. This double loss can be quantified to 84 dB for a distance of 1 m at 3 GHz and increases by 12 dB when doubling the distance. The circumstance of high path losses leads to low Rx powers at the receiver. Consequently, the relation between the powers of the Rx signal and of the receiver noise, usually denoted as the Signal to Noise Power Ratio (SNR), can become critically low. This requires low noise receivers and/or high gain reader antennas. The example of Section 2.3.3 will give a further discussion of this circumstance.

Still, it should be noted that in many chipless scenarios the clutter power is significantly larger than the noise power (compare Figure 2.7). Hence, the clutter interference and its SIR is often more critical than noise interference and its SNR.

Multipath propagation

Multipath propagation in a radio channel describes the superposition of a signal with itself and is caused by the occurrence of multiple propagation paths between transmitter and receiver of the signal. Each non-line-of-sight path is usually gen-
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...erated by one or several reflecting environmental objects in the surrounding of the line-of-sight path. In a chipless system, as in any backscatter system, the effect of multipath propagation can occur twice: first, on the Tx direction of the interrogation signal from reader to the tag, and second, on the reverse direction of the desired backscatter signal from tag to reader. The multipath effects on the two directions are generally not identical, as likely neither the radiation patterns of reader and tag are identical, nor are the environments symmetrical.

The multipath superposition can lead to two negative impacts in a chipless scenario: First, destructive superposition occurs when two travelling paths coincide with travelling delays around 180°. Then reduced excitation power of the tag and reduced Rx power at the reader occurs. The desired Rx signal is now more vulnerable to noise and clutter. Eventually, the desired Rx signal might even be cancelled out completely. Second, multipath interference generally leads to a frequency dependence of the communication channel’s transfer function. Thus, the amplitude of the transfer function shows ripples. Even if the decrease of the Rx power is uncritical, the rippled course may distort the spectrum of the backscatter signal and consequently lead to detection inaccuracy. Section 4.4 discusses aspects of multipath interference.

**Frequency regulation**

Legal frequency regulation and assignment can limit the operation of chipless systems in practical applications. Limits occur due to limited permitted Tx power, which itself limits reading distances in relation to noise and the SNR, and due to limited frequency ranges, which restrict the operation bandwidth of the chipless sensor.

### 2.3.3. A basic scenario example

In order to illustrate the aforementioned wireless communication-related challenges in a chipless system, a simple scenario example is regarded in this section. In the scenario a shorted antenna acts as a backscatter sensor and is standing at a distance $d_1$ in front of the reader antenna. Two metal sheets are located in the measurement environment. The first sheet stands at a distance $d_2 = 1\text{ m}$ in front of the reader antenna, and the second one at a distance $d_3 = 2\text{ m}$ behind the reader antenna. The setup is sketched in Figure 2.7a.

Suppose, the tag antenna has a gain of 4 dBi at an operation frequency of 3 GHz, then according to equation (2.7) its RCS is equal to $0.02\text{ m}^2$. If the first metal sheet has a size of $20 \times 20\text{ cm}^2$, according to (2.5), its RCS is $2.01\text{ m}^2$ and thus, 100 times larger than the RCS of the sensor tag. After (2.8), the SIR is then $-20\text{ dB}$. This SIR is marked in Figure 2.3.

The reader transmits a radar pulse with a power of 0 dBm via a 13 dBi horn antenna. The reader will subsequently receive the horn mismatch reflection, the metal sheet clutter reflection, the wanted backscatter signal of the tag as well as receiver and ambience noise. These initial Rx powers are depicted in Figure 2.7b:
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The reflected antenna mismatch level is usually around −10 to −20 dB; the noise level scales proportional to the Rx bandwidth and is typically around −80 dBm or less. After (2.4), the Rx backscatter power of the tag will be at a level of −44 dBm for a distance of \(d_1 = 1\) m, and the clutter power is at −24 dBm. The tag power will drop by 12 dB when doubling the tag-to-reader distance.

In contrast to the mentioned low SIR, the SNR will be comparatively high at +36 dB at 1 m distance and would decrease down to 0 dB if the tag was moved to 8 m distance.

The clutter reflection of the first metal sheet is not only received by the reader antenna, but it propagates towards the second metal sheet where it is reflected again. This secondary reflection leads to repeated re-reflections of the pulse between the two sheets. The reader will receive each of these reflections when they pass its Rx antenna. Hence, the reader will receive multiple clutter echoes of the Tx pulse\(^2\). The echo amplitudes will decay exponentially over time, as each reflection scatters the incident wave in space. Figure 2.7c shows the envelope of the Rx signal \(s(t)\) in Time Domain (TD). Here, the second sheet has a size of 30×30 cm\(^2\) and the reader antenna

\(^2\)For the sake of simplicity, the reflection of the pulse on the structure of the reader antenna is neglected here.
has a gain of $-7 \text{ dBi}$ in reverse direction towards the second sheet. The figure shows the clutter echoes that can be considered as a series of dirac pulses for an infinitely short pulse. As the bandwidth of the system will be limited in practice, the finite pulse length will lead to a broadening of the diracs and a continous time-spread of the clutter superposition. This broadening is shown for a Gaussian Tx pulse with a length of 3 ns, equivalent to a bandwidth of 333 MHz.

The example underlines that even in a simple environment with comparatively small environment objects, a direct tag detection is impossible as the SIR is low and the tag signal will drown in the clutter. Hence, this thesis investigates countermeasures and reading approaches to detect the wanted sensor signal against the clutter. The investigated methods are introduced in the following subsection 2.4 and discussed in the main chapters.

2.4. Clutter Countermeasures

Chipless wireless sensors are using backscatter principles. Their wireless operation has immanent challenges as discussed in the previous Section 2.3. From these challenges, the occurrence of radar clutter is probably the largest hurdle concerning the wireless communication: The sensor environment generates unwanted backscatter signals that superimpose with the wanted tag response. This superposition is especially critical since the power of the clutter is usually significantly stronger than the tag signal and since the clutter signals are usually time-variant. This variance has to be expected in any non-static practical application, where any movement, vibration or rotation of objects in the sensor’s environment and of the reader antenna will cause the clutter’s time dependency.

In order to operate chipless systems in practical environments in spite of the occurrence of clutter, a number of different countermeasures can be taken. These countermeasures aim at suppressing the clutter impact, and hence at increasing the SIR in order to establish proper tag reading. In the following a number of countermeasures are introduced, which are categorized into two groups.

The first group consists of countermeasures with a high suitability for practical application. Each of these measures is analyzed and treated in detail throughout the thesis. The first three of the following suitable measures are put forward into three chipless concepts targeting operation in time-variant environments. The measures are:

- **Polarization separation** of wanted tag response and unwanted clutter signals as discussed in the dual-polarization concept of Section 4.1,

- **Frequency Domain (FD) separation** of tag und clutter signals as discussed in the harmonic radar concept of Section 4.2,

- the **Time Domain (TD) separation** of clutter and tag signals as used in the high-$Q$ resonator concept of Section 4.3, as well as,
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- the application of **channel estimation** means as introduced in Chapter 5 in order to dynamically estimate and suppress clutter interferences.

The **second group** consists of measures which are rated as only weakly suitable for chipless operation in high-temperature environments. This rating is reasoned for each measure below. The weakly suitable countermeasures include: clutter reference measurements, a highly directive reader antenna and Ultra Wideband (UWB) pulse operation.

- **Clutter reference measurements**: the clutter signal of a specific setup can be measured by installing the reader antenna and measuring the room’s backscatter signal when the sensor tag is not installed. This Rx signal is then called reference and it is subsequently substracted from each measurement of the setup with the sensor tag. Hence, the method determines the difference between the empty room and the room with the tag, which cancels the largest part of the clutter. This way, the method also measures and cancels the antenna mismatch. The reference measurement approach usually achieves good results, but it is strictly limited to static setups. That means, that each movement of environmental objects in the room, or of the reader antenna, requires re-measurement of the clutter reference. This, in turn, requires the manual effort of de-installation and re-installation of the sensor tag for each re-measurement. This effort is even neccessary for slightest movements in the sub-\(\lambda\) range (i.e. usually sub-cm range) as even small movements lead to a phase difference between the actual clutter and the reference clutter signal. As a consequence, the method is not suitable for time-variant scenarios.

The method of clutter reference measurements is used in several publications on chipless systems, such as [PK09; VPT11; Ven+14a].

- **High directivity reader**: In order to suppress unwanted clutter signals, it appears thinkable to use antennas with very high gain, respectively, very directive radiation pattern. This way a narrow beam could be used to ‘illuminate’ only the tag by a small spot and blend the environment out.

Yet, the very directive reader approach inherits three significant drawbacks, which reason its low suitability: First, as directivity increases and spot size decreases, the placement of the sensor tag is only allowed within the spot, i.e., it becomes more restricted. This contradicts a dynamic scenario, where the tag is allowed to move, as it might be connected to a moving component in a manufacturing process. To countersteer this placement constraint, a scanning beam is thinkable, that searches for the tag. However, this scanning beam requires a tremendous design effort on the reader side, which contradicts an inexpensive realization. Second, very high gain antennas are inevitably large in size. This size requirement is impractical for many application scenarios.

Third, for many application scenarios, the directive reader approach will not lead to sufficiently high SIRs as the antenna focussing is limited by near-field
Figure 2.8.: Focus size $d_x$ versus antenna gain of an aperture antenna when using the far-field calculation from the HPBW (FF est.) and of simulated horn antennas including the antenna near field (NF sim.). Parameters: distance $d = 1$ m, operating frequency $f = 3$ GHz, aperture efficiency $\varepsilon_{ap} = 0.5$. $d_{ff}$ indicates the far-field border, $d_{rnf}$ the border of the radiating near field.

effects. The gain $G_0$ of an aperture antenna with rectangular aperture size $W_x \times W_y$ and aperture efficiency $\varepsilon_{ap}$ increases with increasing size according to $G_0 = 4\pi\varepsilon_{ap}\frac{W_x W_y}{\lambda^2}$. The Half Power Beam Width (HPBW) of this antenna will decrease with increasing antenna size. The HPBW scales to $\text{HPBW}_x \propto \frac{\lambda}{W_x}$ in $x$-orientation and is written accordingly for the $y$-direction. The directive antenna will generate a field concentration on a surface facing the antenna in a distance $d$, as sketched in Figure 2.8a. The height $d_x$ of this 3 dB spot is calculated as $d_x = 2d \tan(\text{HPBW}_x/2)$ when far-field propagation is assumed. The far-field spot size is plotted in Figure 2.8b versus antenna gain for a distance of $d = 1$ m and an operation frequency of 3 GHz. In direct comparison, the figure also shows the spot size $d_x$ of a horn antenna with increasing size and gain as obtained from 3D full wave simulation. It becomes obvious that the spot size of the simulated horn coincides with the theoretical far-field spot size only for small gains below 15 dBi. For larger directivities, the focal area of the horn hardly increases. This limitation occurs when the focal area of the surface moves into the antenna near-field. Inside the reactive near-field region, the field focus is lost.

If we now consider the scenario example of Section 2.3.3, the spot size limitation becomes comparable to the interference power. For simplification, it is assumed that the spot size can be seen equivalent to the size of a plain metal object in terms of clutter power. From Figure 2.3, it is then concluded that a spot size of less than 6 cm $\times$ 6 cm would be required for SIRs larger than 1. Yet,
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Figure 2.8b indicates, that the spot will not focus smaller than 30 cm, which is 5 times larger than required. Consequently, the directive reader approach will only lead to SIRs smaller than 1 in this example.

- **UWB pulse operation**: the rule of constant time-bandwidth products $B_p T_p = c_p$ relates the time period $T_p$ of a pulse to its bandwidth $B_p$ and to a pulse shape-dependent constant $c_p$. According to this rule, the generation of temporal short radar pulses is possible by spending a large system bandwidth. A short radar pulse allows for spatial separation of backscatter objects in radial direction, as long as the backscatter pulses do not overlap, i.e., as long as the time delay $\Delta t$ between two pulses is larger than their pulse duration, $\Delta t > T_p$.

Hence, the radial spatial resolution $\Delta z$ is derived as

$$\Delta z = \frac{1}{2} c_0 T_p = \frac{1}{2} c_0 \frac{c_p}{B_p}. \quad (2.9)$$

As an example, a bandwidth of 4 GHz will allow for a spatial resolution of 3.75 cm, assuming $c_p = 1$. If the backscatter response of the sensor tag is now as short as the interrogation pulse, a spatial separation of the tag response against the environment clutter is possible, as long as the tag and the objects are radially spaced by at least a few centimeters.

This UWB approach is used in several publications on chipless systems, such as [Ram+11; Gir+12; Sch+14a]. Yet, the approach fails, when the sensor is directly mounted onto a random environmental object, or when other environment objects are located at practically identical radial distance as the tag, as the required bandwidth would then become infinite. For many practical scenarios the UWB approach is consequently judged unsuitable.
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The design of an electromagnetic sensor raises inevitably the question of a suitable measuring transducer. Especially, for a chipless tag that operates at high temperatures, the transducer meets high requirements. Here, the transducer is embedded into the RF signal path, and directly modulates properties of the RF signal as described in Section 2. As the goal of this thesis is the design of a temperature sensor, the desired transducer will convert the local temperature of the tag to an electric property.

In an equivalent circuit of a chipless sensing system, the transducer can be regarded as a temperature-sensitive passive impedance. Principally, the measurand can influence ohmic properties, i.e., the real part, of this impedance or its imaginary part. In the former case, metallic or dielectric temperature-dependent losses can influence the RF signal amplitude. This principle is used in a few chipless amplitude-modulation approaches, as introduced in Sections 2.2 and 1.2.2. In the latter case, inductivities or capacities are influenced by temperature-dependent permeabilities or permittivities. This allows realization of chipless phase or frequency-position modulation approaches, as introduced in Section 2.2.

This thesis focuses on the realization of frequency-position modulation techniques under support of temperature-dependent capacitive transducers. This choice is motivated due to two reasons. (a) Frequency-position modulation is believed to benefit from its propagation loss- and propagation phase-independent signal detection. This stands in contrast to most amplitude and phase modulation techniques (compare Section 2.2). (b) The setup of suitable inductors for radio frequencies in the gigahertz range is usually more complicated than the setup of capacities. Increasing ohmic losses and parasitic effects commonly decrease the inductive behaviour with increasing frequency. Additionally, a continuous and reversible temperature-dependency of the permeability is not given by most materials in the high-temperature regime.

As a consequence, dielectrics are the primary basis for all temperature transducers of this thesis and all of these transducers are capacitive. Dielectric material properties, such as the relative permittivity, its temperature-dependency and the dielectric loss are in the focus of this section. A comparison of dielectric properties of a few materials at room temperature is given in Section 3.1. Properties and usage of the ferroelectric BST is introduced in Section 3.1.

The knowledge of dielectric properties of many materials at high temperatures is limited. Especially concerning microwave properties, the dielectric characterization in high temperature ranges requires considerable effort. This topic is addressed in
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Figure 3.1.: Properties of a few dielectric materials at room temperature; frequency range between 1 GHz and 10 GHz.

Section 3.2. There, a novel resonant high-temperature characterization method for high-$Q$ materials as well as characterization results, are presented.

3.1. Materials and Material Characteristics

In principle, a large variety of dielectric materials is known. For application at high temperature, especially ceramic dielectrics are suitable. [Seb08] presents a noteworthy review of developed ceramics for application at microwave frequencies. It lists more than 2200 different compounds and 36 single crystals, that have been manufactured and characterized.

Relevant material properties are the relative permittivity $\varepsilon_r$ and the dielectric loss tangent, given as the inverse of the material $Q$-factor, i.e., $Q_{\text{mat}} = 1/\tan\delta$. The $Q$ factor is often given in the product with the measurement frequency, named $Q_f$. This product accounts for the typical increase of the material loss with frequency and often allows for a better comparison of different materials.

The variation of the permittivity in a certain temperature interval $\Delta\vartheta$ is usually given by the temperature coefficient $\tau_\varepsilon$

$$\tau_\varepsilon = \frac{1}{\varepsilon_r} \frac{\Delta\varepsilon_r}{\Delta\vartheta}.$$ (3.1)
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which normalizes the permittivity change to the absolute value of the permittivity. For a chipless sensor, the change of the material permittivity is supposed to result in a shift of the resonance frequency, in order to transduce the measurand to an electric property, that is suitable for wireless reading. The normalized change of the resonance frequency in the given temperature interval

\[ \tau_f = \frac{1}{f_0} \frac{\Delta f_0}{\Delta \vartheta}, \]  

(3.2)

is called temperature coefficient of the resonance. An increasing material temperature coefficient will usually lead to an increasing frequency shift. For a simple LC resonator, the relation between material and resonance coefficients can be approximated by \( \tau_f \approx -\frac{1}{2} \tau_e \) for small temperature intervals.

Figure 3.1 shows quality factors and temperature coefficients of a few ceramics at room temperature for microwave frequencies around 1 GHz to 10 GHz. The plot includes pure SiO\(_2\) (Quartz) with a permittivity of 3.8 (properties taken from [Sha+16]); alumina with a permittivity of 9.5 (own measurement); two non-specified ceramic compounds from manufacturer TCI, namely K-50 with a permittivity of 49.8 (own measurement) and K-140 with a permittivity of 140 (properties from [TCI]); as well as a BST thickfilm with \( \varepsilon_r = 390 \) (own measurement) and a BST bulk ceramic with \( \varepsilon_r = 2800 \) (own measurement). The plot indicates the highest \( Q_f \) of \( 62 \times 10^3 \) GHz for the lowest permittivity material, Quartz, and the lowest \( Q_f \) of 57 GHz for the highest permittivity material, bulk BST. A general trend of increasing dielectric loss with increasing permittivity is concluded. This trend is also stated in [Seb08]. The magnitude of the temperature coefficients of the listed materials range from 29 ppm/K for Quartz, up to \( 23.7 \times 10^3 \) ppm/K for bulk BST. A general increase of the permittivities’ temperature dependencies is observed with increasing permittivity. It is noted that the sign of the temperature coefficient \( \tau_e \) is usually positive for low permittivity materials and negative for high permittivity materials [Seb08].

For the design of a chipless temperature sensor, the choice of an adequate transducer dielectric must be oriented on those mentioned properties. It seems that a certain material cannot provide maximum temperature-sensitivity and highest material quality simultaneously. The material choice will likely require a compromise and include given constraints, such as size, operation frequency, desired accuracy or temperature range.

**Ferroelectric transducer**

The ferroelectric BST is among the materials with highest permittivity and highest temperature coefficient. Its permittivity is tunable by applying an electrostatic field across the material. This tunability has been studied [Tan+03] [Men+11] and applied in number of voltage-tunable RF components, such as varactors, phase shifters and filters [Mau+11].
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Figure 3.2.: Dielectric properties of BST: a measured thick-film at 5 GHz, a measured bulk ceramic at 1 GHz, and a fitted bulk model from [VZ00].
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For temperatures above the Curie temperature, the material is in its paraelectric phase. Here, the permittivity decreases hysteresis-free with increasing temperature. Figure 3.2a shows the measured permittivity of a BST thickfilm over the range of \(-50^\circ\text{C}\) to \(150^\circ\text{C}\) at 5 GHz as well as of a BST bulk ceramic from \(10^\circ\text{C}\) to \(50^\circ\text{C}\) at 1 GHz. Additionally, modeled material characteristics, as described in [VZ00], are given in relation to the bulk permittivity. Both samples have a Curie temperature of approximately \(0^\circ\text{C}\). It is evident that the bulk ceramic shows a significantly higher permittivity. At \(20^\circ\text{C}\) the bulk permittivity is 2800 and seven times higher than of the one of the thickfilm. The normalized slope of the permittivity is plotted in Figure 3.2b as the \(\tau_\varepsilon\) versus temperature. The maximum slope is observed at \(20^\circ\text{C}\) and decreases slightly towards higher temperatures.

The Curie temperature of BST depends on the Barium to Strontium relation in the compound, and increases with increasing Barium content. This allows for a shift of the permittivity curve and temperature sensitivity maximum. It principally enables the design of a maximally sensitive material at a given operation temperature.

Figure 3.2c takes note of the material Q factors. A maximum \(Q\) of 160 is reached at \(60^\circ\text{C}\) for the thickfilm (at 5 GHz) and 230 for the bulk (at 1 GHz). The \(Q\) decreases with further increasing temperature.

Due to its high sensitivity, BST has been chosen as the transducer material in the chipless crosspolar sensor of Section 4.1. Based on the development and material handling experience of tunable BST varactors, the transducer is realized as an interdigital capacitor as drawn in Figure 3.3. The capacity is formed by planar fingers with a length of roughly 200 \(\mu\text{m}\), that are electroplated on a 3 \(\mu\text{m}\) thick BST film. The setup of an interdigital capacitor on a bulk BST, in comparison to the film, could increase the temperature sensitivity further, expectedly by a factor of up to 2.2.

The manufactured BST thickfilm capacitor shows a component quality factor of 30 at 3 GHz, which includes metallic losses arising from the RF current in the conductor layer. The capacity of the component is 0.5 pF at room temperature and decreases for increasing temperatures, as expected from the permittivity decrease in Figure 3.2a. The precise course of the capacity of the element versus temperature is plotted in Figure 4.10 in Section 4.1.
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3.2. Microwave High-Temperature Material Characterization

As a matter of course, the employment of dielectrics as transducer materials in RF components requires knowledge of their RF properties. This refers especially to the dielectric properties at high temperatures, above 175°C.

The dielectric microwave characterization of materials at high temperature holds a couple of difficulties. The difficulties include, e.g., the temperature control of the sample, the thermal limits of RF cables and measurement equipment as well as the increasing metallic losses with increasing temperature. Nevertheless, a number of high-temperature dielectric characterization setups have been presented. Among them are broadband, non-resonant transmission/reflection methods, who are using either a) coaxial probes, b) hollow waveguides or c) free-space setups:

a) [Ger+99] presents a stainless steel open ended coaxial probe for measurements up to 1000°C and frequencies between 0.3 and 6 GHz. The complex permittivity of a porous alumina composite and of nephelene syenite has been determined. The authors state that their method is limited for tan δ ≥ 0.05 due to reduced accuracy of low loss determination.

[Har+91] presents results measured with a coaxial probe for silicon nitride and a phosphate bonded alumina at temperatures up to 500°C and frequencies between 2 and 18 GHz. Loss tangents are in the range of 0.2.

b) [FGL11] presents a high-temperature setup for reflection measurements in a hollow waveguide. Characterizations between 3.3 and 4.9 GHz and temperatures up to 1600°C are possible. The permittivity of an alumina sample is determined, yet, the material’s loss tangent appears uncertain.

[LSE11] presents a transmission-type waveguide setup, that is made of the steel Inconel and operates in the frequency band from 8 to 12.5 GHz and temperatures up to 1000°C. The ceramic Macor has been characterized and the lowest loss tangent is in the range of 0.005. The authors discuss inaccuracies arising due to thermal expansion of the setup and sample as well as corresponding correction methods.

[HK96] presents a partially heated waveguide for transmission measurements as well as a temperature-compensating calibration approach. Measurement results of a combustion compound for temperatures up to 1000°C in the frequency range of 7.5 to 12.5 GHz are given. The measured loss tangent is in the range of 0.004. The authors state capability of measuring tangents that are close to 0.001.

c) [Var+91] presents a free-space setup where the sample is placed inside a furnace and between two spot focusing horn antennas. The furnace is heated up to 850°C and the operation frequency ranges from 13 to 17.4 GHz. The dielectric constants of quartz and boron nitride are given. The authors comment that
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their transmission characterization approach is reliable for loss tangents down to 0.025.

It appears, that these broadband techniques can deliver good results in terms of the determination of the dielectric constant in various ranges. Yet, the accuracy of the loss tangent is limited in all setups, and not suitable for low loss materials with \( \tan \delta < 1 \times 10^{-3} \). This result generally agrees with findings of standard broadband characterization methods, which operate at room temperature [She09].

Higher precision of low loss material characterization can be achieved with resonant techniques. Here, only few setups are found that show results at elevated temperatures. Besides its transmission method, the free-space setup of [Var+91] shows the capability of measuring thickness resonances. Here, loss tangents as low as 0.005 have been presented. [Ho88] presents a waveguide cavity, that allows for sample characterization under support of the cavity perturbation method at 35 GHz. The sample is heated up to 1100°C, while the cavity is evacuated and water-cooled to remain at temperatures below 100°C in order to keep metal losses as low as possible. The characterization of an alumina sample is presented with loss tangents as low as \( 3 \times 10^{-4} \).

In this section a novel resonant high-temperature characterization method is presented. The method aims at combining the benefits of a free-space setup with the precision of resonant characterization. This way, the necessity for elaborate cooling and vacuum installations is avoided and the heating is performed inside a commercially available furnace. At the same time loss tangents approaching \( 1 \times 10^{-4} \) are measured. Furthermore, the method is suitable for various sample sizes, as no precise and temperature-stable sample fitting is necessary.

The characterization is based on resonances inside a cylindrical dielectric, i.e., inside a free Dielectric Resonator (DR). As mentioned before, the term free denotes, that the DR is only, or almost only, surrounded by air. This free placement stands in contrast to classical resonant characterization methods, where the sample is surrounded by metal boundaries, either in direct contact (e.g. in the Hakki-Coleman method [HC60]) or at a defined distance (e.g. in the cylindrical cavity resonance method [She09]). Resonant behaviour of free DRs is therefore introduced in Section 3.2.1, while the characterization method as well as characterization results are presented subsequently in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.

3.2.1. Modes and Radiation Characteristics of Dielectric Resonators

This section studies electromagnetic resonance behaviour inside dielectric objects, usually referred to as free DRs. The term free denotes, that the sample is only surrounded by air and not by metallic or magnetic boundaries. Free DRs are used in the material characterization method of Section 3.2 and in the chipless sensor of Section 4.3.1. For both applications a basic understanding of properties of the resonant modes is required.
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The following descriptions refer to cylindrical shaped dielectrics, but may be transferred to other shapes as well\(^1\). Section 3.2.1 introduces the occurrence of resonances inside free dielectrics, whereas Section 3.2.1 describes radiation characteristics of DRs when excited with plane waves. The far-field excitation is used to analyze application in backscatter systems as described in Sections 3.2 and 4.3.1.

Modes

A cylindrical DR with permittivity \(\varepsilon_r\), height \(h\) and radius \(\rho_0\), oriented in \(z\)-direction, is sketched in Figure 3.4. Resonant behaviour of the DR is understood when taking a look at wave propagation in a dielectric rod. The rod is formed by longitudinal extension of the height of the DR, i.e., by \(h \to \infty\). The fields of the rod waveguide are subsequently briefly described. In-depth derivations and discussion is found in [KG98].

Every electromagnetic field that fulfills the wave equation, given exemplarily by

\[
\frac{1}{\rho} \frac{d}{d\rho} \left( \rho \frac{d}{d\rho} E_z \right) + \frac{1}{\rho^2} \frac{d^2}{d\phi^2} E_z + \frac{d^2}{dz^2} E_z + k^2 E_z = 0 \quad (3.3)
\]

for a longitudinal \(E\)-field component in cylindrical coordinates, can propagate in the dielectric rod as a wave with wave number \(k = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda}\). The wave equation can be solved by separation of variables, i.e., by separation of the dependencies in \(z\)-, \(\rho\)- and \(\phi\)-direction. The separation leads to harmonic differential equations for \(z\)- and \(\phi\)- dependencies and to a Bessel equation in \(\rho\)-dependency. Requiring finite field amplitudes and periodicity in \(\phi\) leads to longitudinal fields in the form of

\[
E_{z,1} = A_1 J_m(k_{\rho 1}\rho) \sin(m\phi - \phi_0) e^{(-j\beta z)} , \quad \rho < \rho_0 \quad (3.4)
\]

inside the dielectric and

\[
E_{z,2} = A_2 K_m(k_{\rho 2}\rho) \sin(m\phi - \phi_0) e^{(-j\beta z)} , \quad \rho > \rho_0 \quad (3.5)
\]

in the free-space outside the rod. The fields travel with propagation constant \(\beta\) in \(z\)-direction. Here, \(k_{\rho 1}\) and \(k_{\rho 2}\) denote the material- and frequency-dependent radial wave numbers, of which the former is valid inside the rod and the latter outside the rod. \(A_1\) and \(A_2\) are the amplitudes of the \(E\)-field. The \(z\)-components of the corresponding \(H\)-field of this wave are written simultaneously to Equations (3.4) and (3.5). These \(H\)-components have amplitudes \(A_3\) and \(A_4\). Equations (3.4) and (3.5) indicate, that the harmonic differential equations are solved by complex and real-valued oscillations in \(z\) and \(\phi\). The Bessel equation for the \(\rho\)-dependency is solved by Bessel functions of the first kind \(J_m\) and modified Bessel functions of the second kind \(K_m\), each of order \(m\). Under support of the Maxwell equations, the

\[\text{For example, rectangular shaped dielectrics for application in Dielectric Resonator Antennas (DRAs) are presented in [MI97].}\]
corresponding $\phi$- and $\rho$-components of $\hat{E}$ and $\hat{H}$ are derived from the $z$-components above. As an example, $E_\phi$ becomes

$$E_{\phi,1} = \frac{1}{k_{\rho_1}^2} \left( j \beta m \frac{A_1}{\rho} J_m(k_{\rho_1}\rho) + j \omega \mu_0 k_{\rho_1} A_3 J'_{m}(k_{\rho_1}\rho) \right) \sin(m\phi) e^{-j\beta z}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)

inside the dielectric ($\rho < \rho_0$) and

$$E_{\phi,2} = -\frac{1}{k_{\rho_2}^2} \left( j \beta m \frac{A_3}{\rho} K_m(k_{\rho_2}\rho) + j \omega \mu_0 k_{\rho_2} A_4 K'_{m}(k_{\rho_2}\rho) \right) \sin(m\phi) e^{-j\beta z}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.7)

outside of the rod ($\rho > \rho_0$).

The four field amplitudes $A_i$ can only be determined, when the continuity conditions of the tangential field components are fulfilled. These conditions yield four equations, each one for $E_z$, $E_\phi$, $H_z$ and $H_\phi$ at $\rho = \rho_0$. Searching for non-trivial solutions of these four equations under support of matrix notation leads to the determinant condition

$$F_1(x) F_2(x) - F_3(x) = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.8)

with

$$F_1(x) = \frac{J'_m(x)}{x} + \frac{K'_m(y)}{y} \frac{J_m(x)}{K_m(y)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.9)

$$F_2(x) = \frac{J'_m(x)}{x} + \frac{K'_m(y)}{y} \frac{J_m(x)}{K_m(y)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.10)

$$F_3(x) = \frac{\beta m}{k_0 \sqrt{\varepsilon_r}} J_m(x) \left( \frac{1}{x^2} + \frac{1}{y^2} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.11)

when the material-dependent wave numbers are substituted in $x = k_{\rho_1}\rho_0$ and $y = k_{\rho_1}\rho_0$. For each order $m$, a number of $n$ solutions of condition (3.8) can be found. Herein, the number of eigenvalues $n$ is limited, when only guided waves are considered. Hence, the dielectric rod waveguide possesses a set of field modes, denoted with indices $m$ and $n$. For $m = 0$, Transversal Electric (TE) and Transversal Magnetic (TM) waves are propagating in the waveguide, that show no $\phi$-variation. For
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$m > 0$, hybrid modes (HEM) propagate, with both $E$- and $H$-components in transversal and longitudinal directions. It is important to note, that finding the modes of a dielectric waveguide requires numerical efforts, as (3.8) cannot be solved analytically.

Moving from a dielectric waveguide to a dielectric resonator, discontinuities in $z$-direction are introduced. These discontinuities are given by two additional dielectric-to-air boundaries distanced by the DR height $h$ (see Figure 3.4). An initial waveguide field will be partially reflected two times at each of these boundaries, leading from a travelling wave to a standing wave inside the DR. Hence, one observes resonances. Furthermore, the discontinuities lead to radiation. For lossless dielectric media, a straight rod waveguide will deliver the full amount of propagating power to the end of the line, whereas the open DR eventually radiates 100% of its field energy into free-space.

The field distributions of the resonant DR modes are based on the field distributions of the guided modes. Yet, the additional $z$-boundaries increase the effort of deriving and describing them significantly:

An accurate mathematical description of the electromagnetic field in a dielectric resonator is considerably more complicated than the field description in a hollow waveguide resonator. [KG98]

This circumstance has brought up a number of different approaches of solving the resonant field problem. Approximate models, such as the Cohn model [Coh68] and the Itoh-Rudokas model [IR76], have been proposed. The Cohn model assumes a perfect magnetic conductor on the DR surface, which replaces the dielectric-to-air boundary. Itoh and Rudokas develop approximations by inserting perfect metallic boundaries at a distance of the DR. These approximate models give a reasonable insight into basic DR modes, yet they are are limited in accuracy and/or focus on shielded DRs as used in filters or oscillators. [KG98] presents an accurate numerical approach to solve DR modes. It uses the surface integral equation technique, in which a set of electric and magnetic currents on a phantom surface serve as field excitation. The solution requires significant computational efforts, including application of the method of moments. [KGJ84] presents field plots of the five lowest modes, that have been calculated by the integral equation technique.

One main field of application of DRs are DRAs, where the radiating nature plays a major role. In this context, [MB94] presents curve-fitted formulas of resonant frequencies and radiation quality factors of the first basic DR modes. These comprehensive descriptions have been achieved by inclusion of several publications on DRs, including publications on the above mentioned approximate and numerical models.

As this thesis focuses on the radiation characteristics of basic and higher order modes in order to use DRs in backscatter scenarios, RCS-analyses of cylindrical DRs have been performed. The results presented in this chapter have been achieved by plane wave excitation, using the commercial 3D EM solver CST Microwave Studio.

In close similarity to the modes of the dielectric waveguide, the DR modes are classified into transversal TE and TM, and into hybrid modes (HE, EH or HEM). The field variation in azimuth $\phi$- and radial $\rho$-directions are denoted with indices.
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$m$ and $n$ as described above. Additionally, index $p + \delta$ with $p = 0, 1, 2, \ldots$ denotes the number of variations along the $z$-axis, wherein the symbol $\delta$ holds for a "non-full" variation, as the field zeros are found at $z \to \infty$.

The first/fundamental mode of a DR is usually (depending on the geometry relation $\rho_0 h$) the TE$_{01\delta}$. Radiation characteristics of this basic and higher order mode are presented in the following section.

Some higher order modes are attributed to whispering gallery field distributions, where the major field concentration is found in a ring along the outer edge of the DR. These modes are often referred to as WGE$_{mnp+\delta}$ or WGH$_{mnp+\delta}$ modes. For the former modes, the electric field is dominantly lying in planes transversal to the propagation direction, and in the latter case, the magnetic field is dominantly transversal [KEM96]. In the notation, $m$ still holds for the azimuth variation of the field components and it is usually high, i.e., $m \gg 1$.

Radiation Characteristics

In order to use DRs in chipless backscatter scenarios, important characteristics are the backscattered power, taken as the RCS, the radiation pattern and the resonance bandwidth.

The radiation quality factor $Q_{\text{rad}}$ of a certain DR mode is defined as the ratio between the stored energy $W_{\text{EM}}$, i.e., the EM energy inside the DR and its near-field, and the amount of radiated energy $W_{\text{rad}}$, i.e., the energy radiated by the DR in one oscillation cycle,

$$Q_{\text{rad}} \overset{\text{def.}}{=} \frac{2\pi}{W_{\text{rad}}} W_{\text{EM}}$$

under the assumption, that no other loss mechanism is present. In an equivalent circuit of the resonator, where the DR is described by a series $RLC$ circuit, the radiation quality factor $Q_{\text{rad}}$ describes the relation between the radiation resistance $R_{\text{rad}}$ and the inductive and capacitive elements $L_r$ and $C_r$ of the resonator

$$Q_{\text{rad}} = \frac{1}{R_{\text{rad}}} \sqrt{\frac{L_r}{C_r}}.$$ (3.13)

In a backscatter system, the radiation quality factor of a specific mode describes a lower limit of the resonance bandwidth, that can be observed when measuring the RCS of the DR versus frequency. This limit can be measured if the dielectric losses of the DR tend to zero, i.e., $\tan \delta \to 0$, as the relation

$$Q_{\text{rad}} = \frac{f_r}{\text{BW}_0}$$

between the resonance frequency $f_r$ and the 3 dB-bandwidth $\text{BW}_0$ of the peak.

The radiation pattern of a fundamental DR mode shows strong analogy to the pattern of a dipole. The basic modes TM$_{01\delta}$ and TE$_{01\delta}$ are represented by

\[^2\text{compare Figure 4.19a}\]
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longitudinal-oriented single electric or magnetic dipoles [MB94]. Using the orientation of Figure 3.4, these dipoles are consequently $z$-oriented and located on the origin of the coordinate system, i.e., on the center point of the DR. If the electric or magnetic dipole is oriented transversal, it represents the hybrid mode EH$_{11}$ or HE$_{11}$. The radiation pattern of a higher order, non-fundamental, mode shows analogy to a multi-pole, i.e., an array-arrangement of dipoles. This array may consist of an even number $N_d$ of either electric or magnetic dipoles in symmetrical arrangement. As the potential number of dipoles and the number of symmetry planes in a cylindrical shape is theoretically unlimited, an infinite number of higher order modes exists.

Although the analogy between dipoles and DR modes holds primarily for their far-fields and associated radiation patterns, distinct similarities are also found in the field distributions of their near-fields. Yet, the dipole representation cannot hold for the dielectric-to-air permittivity discontinuities and their induced Bessel-shaped radial amplitude dependencies as indicated in Equations (3.6) and (3.7).

Figure 3.5 compares four different modes of a cylindrical DR. It shows the dipole representation, and the normalized RCS-backscatter pattern in two planes, namely in the transversal $xy$-plane and in the longitudinal $yz$-plane, of the TE$_{01\delta}$, TE$_{011\delta}$, HEM$_{22\delta}$ and WGE$_{60\delta}$ mode. The TE$_{01\delta}$ is represented by a single magnetic dipole with its typical omnidirectional pattern and a maximum directivity of $D = 1.5$. The TE$_{011+\delta}$ is represented by two magnetic dipoles ($N_D = 2$), stacked in $z$-direction. Its pattern is rotationally symmetric and has four maxima in a longitudinal cutplane. The HEM$_{22\delta}$ is represented by $N_D = 4$, vertically oriented magnetic dipoles in regular arrangement. The pattern shows four main lobes and four nulls, each spaced in $\phi$ by $90^\circ$. Compared to the single-pole, the directivity of this mode has more than doubled to $D = 3.4$. The WGE$_{60\delta}$ mode shows six $E$-field maxima and six $E$-field minima inside the DR in a regular circular arrangement. It is therefore analog to $N_D = 12$ electric dipoles in vertical orientation. The pattern shows 12, equally strong lobes with $30^\circ$ spacing and a directivity of $D = 5.1$. Both, the patterns and directivities of the 2-pole, 4-pole and 12-pole modes indicate an element spacing approximately equal to $\lambda/2$ in the analog dipole models.

Figure 3.6 shows the normalized $E$-field distributions of the modes. As examples, the $E_x$ components of the TE$_{01\delta}$ and HEM$_{22\delta}$ modes, and the $E_z$ component of the WGE$_{60\delta}$ are plotted along the radial $y$-axis at resonance, for an aspect ratio of $\rho_0/\lambda = 1$. As expected from Equations (3.4) to (3.7), the field distribution of each mode in radial direction is a combination of Bessel functions of the first and second kind. Distinct field maxima inside the dielectric ($y < \rho_0$) and increasing field concentrations towards higher order modes are recognized.

The maximum resonance amplitude values of the $E$-fields, when excited with a plane wave with amplitude $E_i = 1\;\text{V/m}$ and resonance at $f_r = 3.8\;\text{GHz}$ are given in Figure 3.7. The figure also shows the maximum values of the RCSs of each mode. The TE$_{01\delta}$ exhibits a maximum amplitude of $6\;\text{V/m}$ for $\varepsilon_r = 25$, which nearly doubles when increasing the permittivity to $\varepsilon_r = 50$. The DR radius $\rho_0$ reduces approximately proportional to $1/\sqrt{2}$ when doubling the permittivity under the constraint of con-
Figure 3.5.: Resonant backscatter radiation pattern of DR modes: (left side) mode representation with magnetic (yellow) and electric (violet) dipoles; (center) pattern versus $\phi$ for $\theta = 90^\circ$; (right) pattern versus $\theta$ for $\phi = 90^\circ$ (aspect ratio $\frac{a}{h} = 1$).
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Figure 3.6.: $E$-field distributions of the DR modes in radial direction along the $y$-axis.

Figure 3.7.: Maximum values of the RCS and of the field strengths (for $\varepsilon_r = 25$ and a plane wave excitation with amplitude $1 \text{ V/m}$) of the DR modes.
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S. resonance frequency. For the HEM\(_{22}\), the field strength shows two maxima and two minima as the \( y \)-line crosses two of the four dipoles. The absolute field maximum quadruples when increasing \( \varepsilon_r \) from 25 to 50. The field of the WGE\(_{60}\) tends to zero in the inner part of the DR and has a maximum of 160 V/m for \( \varepsilon_r = 15 \) at \( y = 0.85\rho_0 \). It becomes obvious that the field strength increases significantly with increasing mode order \( N_D \) and with increasing relative permittivity.

When excited with a plane wave with amplitude \( E_i \), the coupling of the DR to free-space and the RCS pattern determine the amount of power accepted by the DR. For a lossless dielectric this accepted power is equal to the re-radiated power of the resonance and can be calculated from the bistatic RCS if the structural reflection of the DR can be neglected\(^3\). The radiated power of the resonance mode is then given by the closed surface integral over the power density of the backscatter wave, given by

\[
P_{\text{rad}} = \frac{E_i^2}{4\pi Z_0} \int_\sigma \int_\phi \text{RCS}(\theta, \phi) \sin(\theta) \, d\theta \, d\phi.
\]  

(3.15)

For a constant resonant frequency, this radiated power increases with the mode order: The HEM mode radiates approximately double, and the WGE radiates approximately four times the power of the fundamental TE mode. This increase is caused by the increasing physical and electrical sizes of the higher order modes. In combination with the increasing directivity, the higher order HEM and WGE have 4.5 and 13.6 times higher RCS amplitudes than the TE.

The distribution of \( E \)- and \( H \)-fields inside and around the dielectric allows for a determination of the EM field energy stored by a specific mode. The field energy inside a given volume of isotropic media is given by the volume integral

\[
W_{\text{EM}} = \frac{1}{2} \int_\rho \int_\phi \int_z (\varepsilon E^2 + \mu H^2) \, \rho \, d\rho \, d\phi \, dz,
\]  

(3.16)

which includes both electrical and magnetic energy densities. Figure 3.8a displays the energy of the three introduced modes versus volume size \( \rho_v \). The volume is defined as a cylinder, which is centered to the DR, and given by \( \rho \leq \rho_v \) and \( z \leq \rho_v \frac{h}{\rho_0} \). Herein, the relation \( \frac{\rho_0}{h} = 0.5 \) is chosen equal to the DR proportion. Although, the energy densities are locally different, at resonance, the stored energy consists in equal parts of electric and magnetic components (in average), when the chosen volume is large enough. The stored energy increases rapidly with increasing volume size up to \( \rho_v = \rho_0 \), where the integral volume is equal to the DR volume. Above this point, i.e., when the integral volume stretches into the air, the energy increase slows down significantly. For the TE\(_{01}\), with \( \varepsilon_r = 25 \), 87% of the total EM energy inside the volume \( \rho_v \leq 2\rho_0 \) is located inside the DR. For the HEM\(_{22}\) with \( \varepsilon_r = 50 \) this fraction is already 98%.

Furthermore, it is observed, that the total EM energy of each mode increases with increasing permittivity, although the absolute volume size decreases due to the constraint of constant resonance frequency. The energy increases as well, and even

\(^3\)compare Section 2.1 for an explanation of structural antenna reflection.
more significantly, with increasing mode order \( N_D \). The WGE mode with \( \varepsilon_r = 15 \) stores 4.5 \( \times 10^3 \) times more energy than the TE with \( \varepsilon_r = 50 \).

Figure 3.8b takes a look at the radiation quality factors \( Q_{\text{rad}} \) of the three modes. These \( Q \) factors are derived from full-wave simulations and calculated as defined in Equation (3.14). The quality factor increases exponentially with increasing permittivity:

\[
Q_{\text{rad}} \propto \varepsilon_r^P,
\]

where the exponent \( P \) is mode dependent. The figure shows both the quality factors, as obtained from RCS full-wave simulations of the three discussed modes, as well as interpolation curves for each mode. In double-logarithmic scale these courses appear as straight lines. The line slope allows for a direct determination of the exponent \( P \) and lies between 1.27 and 2.49 for dipole \((N_D = 1)\) and quadrupole \((N_D = 2)\) modes. Consequently, one expects even higher exponents for increasing \( N_D \), as found in this work. Table 3.1 summarizes radiation characteristics of the three modes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>( \rho_{0,n} )</th>
<th>( P_{\text{rad},n} )</th>
<th>( D )</th>
<th>( Q_{\text{rad}}(\varepsilon_r = 25) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TE(_{01}\delta)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEM(_{22}\delta)</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGE(_{60}\delta)</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>( 1.6 \times 10^6 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The permittivity- and mode-dependency of the radiation-\( Q \) is directly related to the size of the DR. As mentioned in Sections 2.2 and 4.3.1, the DR can be modeled as a shorted antenna. As a consequence, similarities between the radiation-\( Q \) of a DR and the radiation-\( Q \) of an antenna appear likely. The Chu-Harrington limit relates the lowest achievable radiation-\( Q \) of an antenna to its size, precisely, to the radius \( r_c \) of the smallest possible sphere that encloses this antenna [Chu48] [Har60]. This limit is derived by expressing the antenna’s radiation by a spherical mode of order \( n_c \), which in turn can be represented by an equivalent circuit of order \( n_c \). The circuit describes a concatenation of \( LC \)-elements and the ohmic radiation resistance of the antenna. The quality factor of this resonant circuit is equal to the radiation-\( Q \) of the antenna and given by

\[
Q_{\text{rad},C} = \frac{(k_0 r_c)^3 (H' H_1 - HH_1') - 2 k_0 r_c H^2}{H}
\]

where \( H = h_{n_c}^{(2)} h_{n_c}^{(2)*} \) and \( H_1 = \text{Re}\{h_{n_c}^{(2)*} h_{n_c+1}^{(2)}\} \). Herein, the term \( h_{n_c}^{(2)} \) expresses the spherical hankel function of the second kind and order \( n_c \) [Han81].

Figure 3.8c plots the Chu-Harrington \( Q \)-factor for mode orders up to \( n_c = 7 \) versus the size of the antenna sphere, normalized to the free-space wave length, \( k_0 r_c \).
Figure 3.8.: DR mode properties: (a) EM energy versus volume size; (b) radiation quality factor versus DR permittivity; (c) radiation quality factor versus DR size in correlation to the Chu-Harrington limits (CHL) of order $n_c$. 
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It becomes obvious that the $Q$ increases rapidly for electrically small antennas. Moreover, it is obvious that, for a fix antenna size, the fundamental order $n_c = 1$ shows the lowest $Q$, and increasing the order leads to a continuous increase of the radiation quality factor.

Figure 3.8c also shows the radiation-$Q$ of the three discussed DR modes. Here, the size of the DR relates to the size of the antenna sphere as $r_c = \sqrt{\rho_0^2 + (h/2)^2}$. The $Q$ of the DR modes show distinct correlation to the Chu-Harrington limits, even though, small simulation inaccuracies are recognizable: The fundamental TE$_{01\delta}$ is lower-bound by the fundamental Chu-Harrington order $n_c = 1$, the TE$_{011+\delta}$ and HEM$_{22\delta}$ are lower-bound by $n_c = 2$ and the WGE$_{60\delta}$ by $n_c = 6$. It becomes obvious that for each DR resonance the number of analog dipoles $N_D$ relates to a certain Chu-Harrington order $n_c$: For fundamental modes $n_c = N_D = 1$. For higher order DR modes the dipole arrangement inside the DR is seen in relation to the excitation of the plane wave. The four dipoles of the HEM$_{22\delta}$ mode consist of two pairs, one pair of dipoles in phase with the excitation and two dipoles with 180° phaseshift. The two pairs relate therefore to $n_c = N_D = 2$. This observation holds as well for the WGE$_{60\delta}$. Here, the 12 electric dipoles are again pairwise in-phase and equally coupled to their neighboring dipoles, which results to $n_c = N_D = 6$.

The number of reactive elements in the equivalent circuit of Chu’s wave model increases with increasing mode order $n_c$. This in turn, leads to a higher energy storage in the circuit. In the dipole representation of the DR mode, a physical analogon is seen: An increasing number $N_D$ of dipoles increases as well the capability of storing energy. Each dipole will couple parts of his energy into its neighboring dipoles and vice versa. The energy storage increases and each single dipole radiates less energy into free space. By definition, this increases the radiation quality factor.

Concerning the mode and RCS properties it is noted:

- the field strengths inside the DR, the stored energy inside the DR and the radiation quality factor increase with permittivity $\varepsilon_r$ and mode order.
- the resonant RCS amplitude is generally independent from the radiation-$Q$, and from the DR permittivity (for a certain mode and constant resonance frequency). The RCS amplitude does depend on the mode, on the excitation field strength, and (slightly) on the aspect ratio $\rho/h$ of the DR.
- according to Equation (2.7), the resonant RCS amplitude is inversely proportional to the square of the resonance frequency, i.e., $|\text{RCS}| \propto f_r^{-2}$.

These mode aspects play an important role when choosing a suitable mode for a chipless backscatter system. Especially, the possibility of generating high resonance quality factors, even for low permittivity dielectrics, is used in Sections 3.2 and 4.3.1.

### 3.2.2. Resonant High-Temperature Characterization Method

The presented dielectric characterization method excites dielectric resonance modes and evaluates the backscatter radiation of the resonance. This way the method is
linked to chipless sensing principles. In particular, it is strongly related to the high-\( Q \) temperature sensing approach of Chapter 4.3.1.

Furthermore, the characterization method is oriented on the specific needs of this sensing approach. Therefore, the method targets the dielectric characterization of low loss materials, and is only weakly suitable for high loss material. The method has been developed for cylindrical shaped ceramic material samples. Yet, it generally allows for characterization of arbitrary shapes as well.

The procedure of the characterization method includes basically four steps: 1) Measurement of the DR sample in a low reflective environment at room temperature, 2) measurement of the sample inside a furnace at elevated temperatures, 3) determination of the mode’s properties, i.e., resonance frequency and radiation \( Q \), and finally, 4) calculation of the complex dielectric properties from findings of steps 1) to 3).

The characterization method is based on the assumption that the furnace setup of step 2 does not significantly influence the radiation properties of the DR mode, that is chosen for characterization. This assumption is reasoned by the observation in Section 3.2.1, that the majority of resonance energy is usually concentrated inside or close to the DR. This holds especially for higher order modes and high permittivities, i.e., for modes with high radiation quality factors. The environment in a certain distance of the sample will consequently only slightly influence the resonance energy. Nevertheless, the placement of the sample and the sample holder (in steps 1 and 2) are important aspects, and should be realized with care. This placement as well as further details on the four steps are explained as follows.

**Step 1: Measurement of the sample at room temperature**

The DR is placed inside an environment that approximates an infinite free space. The sample is afterwards excited with an RF signal that approximates a plane wave. For this purpose, the sample can be placed on a styrofoam holder, whose permittivity is close to 1, and placed on top of microwave absorbers as shown in Figure 3.9a. A horn antenna is placed above the sample and connected to a network analyzer. The network analyzer excites the RF signal and measures the backscatter from the DR. Resonance modes of the DR can be easily identified in the backscatter signal by simple time gating of the complex scattering parameter \( S_{11} \). This method for resonance identification is explained in detail in Section 4.3.1. The absorber and styrofoam holder will provide a fast decaying clutter signal, as well as the avoidance of multipath effects, so that a clean and free resonance behaviour should be observable. Under consideration of the findings in the previous Section 3.2.1, an adequate mode with sufficiently high radiation \( Q \) is selected. The resonance frequency \( f_r \) and the total quality factor \( Q_{0,f} \) of the peak of the chosen mode are measured and noted.
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Figure 3.9.: Setup of the dielectric characterization method: a) free setup, b) inside oven.
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Step 2: Measurement of the sample at elevated temperature

The sample is placed inside a furnace as shown in Figure 3.9b. Inside the furnace a thin alumina sheet can function as the sample holder. This sheet should have only slight influence on the resonance behaviour of the chosen mode in comparison to setup 1. The interior of the oven should be large enough to surround the sample with adequate air space. The horn antenna is mounted in equal orientation to the sample as in the room temperature setup. Furthermore, the oven frame has to allow for penetration of the EM wave. Metal covers should at least partly be removed.

The chosen resonant mode of step 1 is excited and observed at the desired elevated temperatures. At room temperature, the difference $\Delta f_s$ of the sample’s resonance frequency between in-oven and free setup is noted.

Step 3: Determination of the mode properties

The radiation quality factor $Q_{\text{rad}}$ of the chosen mode of the sample as well as the resonant frequency $f_r$ for a certain permittivity can be determined from approximation formulas, such as given in [MB94], from models and accurate solutions, such as mentioned in Section 3.2.1, or from fullwave simulations of the sample. Herein, the determination of these two resonance properties has to cover the permittivity range of the sample as well as the sample’s thermal expansion range over the desired temperature range. The radiation properties are consequently modeled in dependence of two parameters

$$f_r = f(\varepsilon_r, \alpha_\vartheta)$$

$$Q_{\text{rad}} = f(\varepsilon_r, \alpha_\vartheta)$$

if the thermal expansion is described by the expansion factor $\alpha_\vartheta$.

Step 4: Calculation of the dielectric properties

The complex dielectric properties of the sample are calculated in this last step. Therefore, the measured peak resonance positions $f_r$ and the measured peak bandwidths $BW_p$ at all measured temperatures are taken into account.

The time-gating used in the measurements relates to a convolution of the resonance peak with the window function in FD. This convolution has two impacts on the resonance peak: first, it decreases the peak amplitude, as part of the resonance energy is "cutted away". This reduction is usually uncritical for sufficient SNRs. Second, the convolution leads to a deformation of the peak, that usually increases the 3-dB bandwidth. The peak broadening is determined by the relation between the resonance’s time decay constant $\tau$ and the length of the gate window $T_w$. Herein, an increasing window length in TD leads to a lesser increase of the peak bandwidth. In order to get an accurate knowledge of the resonance $Q$ of the sample, this peak broadening is corrected, i.e., the true peak quality factor $Q_0$ is calculated from the
measured peak bandwidth $BW_p$. For sufficient SNR and SIR, the true peak $Q_0$ can also directly be calculated from the energy decay $\tau$ of the signal envelope in TD\(^4\).

After determination of the true resonance $Q_0$, the dielectric properties at room temperature $\vartheta_0$ are determined under support of the mode characteristics found in step 3. The permittivity

$$\varepsilon_r(\vartheta_0) = f(f_r), \quad \vartheta = \vartheta_0$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.21)

is derived from the measured resonance position when inserted into Equation (3.19).

The material losses at room temperature are derived when the true resonance quality factor $Q_0$ and the previously found permittivity at room temperature are inserted into (3.20). The material losses are then given by the loss equation

$$Q_{\text{mat},f}(\vartheta_0) = \left(\frac{1}{Q_{0,f}} - \frac{1}{Q_{\text{rad}}(\varepsilon_r, \alpha_{\vartheta})}\right)^{-1}, \quad \vartheta = \vartheta_0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.22)

At room temperature the thermal expansion of the sample is usually zero, and the expansion factor $\alpha_{\vartheta} = 1$.

For elevated temperatures inside the oven setup, the measured peak properties are taken and correction terms from the free space setup are added. As mentioned above, herein only a slight influence of the environment of step 2 onto the resonance mode is assumed. Therefore, comparatively simple correction is applied.

The permittivity at higher temperatures is determined by correction of the resonance shift $\Delta f_s$ and insertion into (3.19)

$$\varepsilon_r(\vartheta) = f(f_r + \Delta f_s), \quad \vartheta > \vartheta_0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.23)

The oven environment introduces a further loss mechanism that influences the radiation $Q$. In first line, dielectric losses occur inside the alumina sheet in the direct vicinity of the sample. These losses are summed up in the quality factor of the holder and the environment, named $Q_H$: It leads to the loss equation

$$Q_{\text{mat}}(\vartheta) = \left(\frac{1}{Q_0} - \frac{1}{Q_{\text{rad}}} - \frac{1}{Q_H}\right)^{-1}, \quad \vartheta > \vartheta_0,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.24)

which allows for determination of the dielectric loss tangent of the sample. The environmental $Q$ is herein calculated by

$$Q_H = \left(\frac{1}{Q_0(\vartheta_0)} - \frac{1}{Q_{\text{mat},f}(\vartheta_0)} - \frac{1}{Q_{\text{rad}}(\varepsilon_r(\vartheta_0))}\right)^{-1},$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.25)

that takes into account the material $Q$ calculated from the free space setup, as well as the measured quality factor inside the oven at room temperature and its corresponding radiation $Q$. This approach corrects the material $Q$ of the oven setup at room temperature to the same value as the free setup.

\(^4\)Compare Figure 5.2a in Section 5.1
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Figure 3.10.: Relation between true peak bandwidth and measured peak bandwidth for the time-gated measurements.

Figure 3.11.: Mode properties of the HEM_{226} used for characterization of the K-50 sample.
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Figure 3.12.: Dielectric material properties of the alumina sample at 6.8 GHz. (Ref. HC: Hakki-Coleman characterization at 3.3 GHz)
Figure 3.13.: Dielectric material properties of K-50 sample at 3.2 GHz. (Ref. HC: Hakki-Coleman characterization at 2.4 GHz)
3.2.3. Characterization Results

Two ceramic samples have been measured with the previously described free DR high-temperature method. The first sample is a cylinder measuring 41 and 20 mm in diameter and height, made of a 99.5% alumina from manufacturer Ceratec (Kreuztal, Germany). The second sample measures 24 and 13 mm and is made from the ceramic K-50 from manufacturer TCI Ceramics (Pennsylvania, USA) [TCI].

The two samples are measured, according to the description in the previous Section 3.2.2, in free space and inside a furnace. The chosen modes are the whispering gallery mode $\text{WGE}_{60}^{\delta}$ for the alumina sample, with resonance around 6.8 GHz at room temperature; and the hybrid mode $\text{HEM}_{22}^{\delta}$ with resonance around 3.2 GHz for the K-50 sample. These two modes have been discussed in Section 3.2.1.

The thermal expansion of the samples is included in the characterization in order to achieve a precise determination of the permittivity. The thermal expansion coefficients of the two samples have been taken from the manufacturer’s datasheets, and are in the range of 7 ppm/K and 10 ppm/K for the alumina sample and the K-50 sample. The latter sample will consequently grow approximately by 1%, equivalent to $\alpha_{\vartheta} = 1.01$, for a temperature difference of 1000 K.

The mode parameters of the $\text{HEM}_{22}^{\delta}$ mode of the K-50 sample are plotted in Figure 3.11 for 0 and 1% thermal expansion. The radiation quality factor of this mode decreases from 2400 to 1800 when reducing the sample permittivity from 50 to 45, and is only weakly influenced by the thermal expansion. The resonance frequency decreases noteworthy by 30 MHz when the sample expands by 1% in the plotted permittivity range.

The measurement results also include a correction of the peak bandwidth in order to counteract inaccuracies resulting from the time-gating. These inaccuracies relate to the resonance time decay, i.e. to the peak bandwidth, and to the length of the window. Figure 3.10 plots the relation between true resonance bandwidth and measured bandwidth for three different window lengths. The results are obtained under usage of a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) transformation with a Hann windowing. As expected, for a large peak bandwidth, the peak width before and after the gating is equal, whereas increasing peak $Q$ increases the bandwidth difference.

The obtained complex dielectric properties of the two samples are shown in Figure 3.12 for the alumina sample and in Figure 3.13 for the K-50 sample. At room temperature, the results are compared to a reference characterization of the identical samples, which has been conducted with a standard Hakki-Coleman setup. This reference is labeled ’Ref. HC’ in the figures and relates to characterization frequencies of 3.3 GHz for the alumina sample and 2.4 GHz for the K-50 sample.

The relative permittivity of the alumina sample increases from 9.60 to 10.63 when heating from 21 to 900°C. Herein, the measured permittivity at room temperature agrees well with the Hakki-Coleman reference, which gives 9.65, equivalent to a tolerance of only 0.5%.

The permittivity of the K-50 sample has been determined to 49.63 at room temperature with the presented free DR method. This value is compared to 49.45, which
results from the Hakki-Coleman method. It is equivalent to a tolerance of 0.4 %. The sample’s permittivity decreases to 45.0 when heating to 600 °C.

The material losses of the two samples are shown in Figures 3.12c and 3.13c. The figures include the measured peak quality factors $Q_0$ and the modeled radiation quality $Q_{rad}$. The resulting material quality factor of the alumina sample decreases from 5800 to 680, when heating to 900 °C. The material quality of the K-50 sample has been determined to 8760 at room temperature and decreases to 930 at 600 °C. At 600 °C the loss tangents of the K-50 sample are 2.5 times higher than the ones of alumina.

Discussion

The proposed method provides high-temperature material characterization of low loss materials with a simple setup.

The determination of the relative permittivity has shown agreements with uncertainties of less than 0.5 % at room temperature. For higher temperatures, the characterization of the permittivity of alumina has shown a 10.7 % increase from room temperature to 900 °C. This increase agrees to the findings of [Ho88], who has noted a 12 % increase of alumina’s permittivity at 35 GHz in the same temperature range.

Concerning the material losses, the proposed method has shown capability of determining loss tangents as low as $1 \times 10^{-4}$. Yet, visible differences between the loss values of the Hakki-Coleman method and the proposed method exist. Three remarks concerning these differences are noted:

- The Hakki-Coleman method refers to different measurement frequencies than the proposed free DR method. For the alumina, the measurement frequencies differ by a factor of more than two. This frequency increase is likely to lead to an increase in loss tangent. Characterization at similar frequencies will decrease the uncertainty.

- The Hakki-Coleman measurement results include a correction of the metal losses of the setup. This correction is based on the derivations in [HC60], but includes uncertainties in relation to the conductivity and surface roughness of the metal.

- The accuracy of the loss tangent calculation of the free DR method is strongly related to the knowledge of the radiation quality factor. Here, possible inaccuracies are found in the simulation setup, that is used to determine the radiation $Q$.

Finally, concerning elevated temperatures, an impact of the furnace environment including the alumina sheet holder, represents a possible error source. The calculations in step 4 (see Section 3.2.2) can be extended in order to include a temperature and frequency dependent radiation $Q$ inside the furnace. This will likely increase the accuracy of the loss characterization. Besides, further reference values of the tested
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materials, especially at high temperature, will allow for a better judgement of the material $Q$ determination accuracy of the proposed method.
4. Chipless Sensing Concepts

This chapter presents three basic chipless sensor concepts. Each concept is designed to allow for a tag detection in environments with strong time-variant clutter signals. This way, the concepts target application in harsh environments as found, e.g., in industry.

The chipless concepts are subsequently presented and realized with dedicated temperature sensor designs. Briefly introduced, the concepts are:

- **Polarization separation**, where clutter and tag response are lying on different polarization planes. This approach is investigated in Section 4.1 with a sensor tag, that uses a dual-polarization scheme, i.e., it receives the reader interrogation signal on a linear polarization plane and backscatters on an orthogonal polarization plane.

- **Frequency Domain (FD) separation** of clutter and tag response is used in the harmonic radar approach of Section 4.2. Here, the sensor tag generates and backscatters the first harmonic of the fundamental interrogation frequency. As the clutter occurs only at the fundamental frequency, clutter and tag are easily separated.

- **The Time Domain (TD) separation** of clutter and tag signals is used in the high-\(Q\) resonator approach in Section 4.3. The interrogation pulse excites a resonator in which energy decays slower than the backscatter energy of clutter reflections. The detection of the tag signal is then possible at late time instants, after the clutter has decayed sufficiently.

The temperature sensing functionality of the three realized tags is proofed with wireless measurements. Furthermore, a performance comparison of the tags in three wireless indoor scenarios is presented in Section 4.4.

4.1. The Dual-Polarization Concept

This Section introduces a chipless temperature sensor that is based on a dual-polarized reading scheme. The reading scheme uses two linear orthogonal polarization planes: one plane to transmit the RF power from the reader towards the tag and the second plane to backscatter a signal from tag to reader. The concept is therefore also referred to as a crosspolar scheme.

As introduced in Section 2.3 a passive backscatter system has to handle the occurrence of clutter signals, which can hinder the detection of the chipless sensor.
response. The presented dual-polarization concept aims at separating the backscatter response of the chipless tag from unwanted reflections in order to achieve a clean tag detection. The unwanted reflections include (a) the mismatch reflection of the reader’s Tx antenna and (b), more important, clutter reflections from the environment.

For the former case (a) of antenna mismatch reflection the crosspolar system will use two reader antennas in orthogonal orientation\(^1\). The first antenna will be used for Tx and the second for Rx. Due to this effort, antenna mismatch is completely cancelled out as the mismatch reflection will travel towards the generator only and not into the receiver. Yet, the dual antenna system will see antenna coupling from Tx to Rx side, which ‘replaces’ the mismatch as unwanted signal. Nevertheless, the coupling power will usually be significantly weaker than the mismatch power, especially when the antennas stand in orthogonal orientation.

In many application scenarios it is possible to (at least partially) cancel mismatch and coupling signals by time-gating, when time and spatial resolution are sufficient, or by subtraction of an a-priori characterization, when mismatch or coupling have been measured beforehand. These attempts will often not lead to a perfect cancellation, but, the remaining error signal, due to inaccuracies, will be weaker when the absolute power of the unwanted signal is weaker. The crosspolar approach is here consequently advantageous.

The latter separation of the tag response against clutter, (b), is based on basic principles of EM wave reflections. As already mentioned in the introductory Section 2.1, a plane wave that incides onto an infinite dielectric or metallic boundary is reflected with a material dependent reflection factor. Moreover, for normal incidence, a linear polarized wave will be reflected in the same polarization plane. This holds for both, dielectric and metallic boundaries. Hence, a linear polarized reader interrogation signal will cause clutter signals only in its excitation polarization plane, assuming an normally oriented infinite environment. If the tag now backscatters in the orthogonal plane, a clutter-free detection becomes possible. This observation will of course also hold for moving boundaries, allowing for chipless sensing in time-variant environments as desired.

Nevertheless, depolarization of the clutter can occur at finite sized boundaries and under oblique incidence. Section 4.1.1 analyzes depolarization effects, that can limit the performance of the approach.

A chipless temperature sensor has been designed in order to proof the crosspolar concept and to evaluate its limits in practice. The designed transponder consists of a temperature-dependent notch filter and two patch antennas, which are oriented orthogonally. The setup is presented in Section 4.1.2 and has been published [Kub+12a].

The concept is partly based on [PK09], where it had been introduced for a chipless RFID. Further works on crosspolar chipless transponders are found in [Man+11a].

\(^1\)The two antennas can, of course, be integrated into a single dual-polarized antenna with two feeds.
where a displacement sensor is presented and in [VPT13], that presents RFID tags based on strip resonators.

4.1.1. Depolarization effects

This section takes a look at depolarization effects that can generate unwanted cross-polar clutter signals. The crosspolar clutter signals interfere with the wanted crosspolar tag signal. First, depolarization at infinite dielectric boundaries with oblique incidence is considered and second, crosspolar excitation at finite metal boundaries with normal incidence.

The reflection of plane EM waves at infinitely large media boundaries is described by the well known Fresnel equations, which are derived in the literature [Poz05], [Col01]. Here, the Fresnel description is extented to describe crosspolarization at infinite dielectric boundaries. For oblique incidence of a plane EM wave onto a dielectric boundary usually a separation of two cases, namely the p- and the s-case is taken. The p-case describes an incident wave, where the $E$-field vector lies completely in the cross-plane of incidence. The s-case describes a wave, where the $H$-vector lies in the cross-plane of incidence. In the s-case the $E$-vector is normal to the cross-plane, hence cases p and s are orthogonal to each other.

An arbitrary orientated, linearly-polarized, incident wave can be expressed by the summation of two waves in order to derive the polarization of the reflected wave. For this purpose, the orientation of the incident $E$-field vector $\vec{E}_0$ is described by angles $\beta$ and $\phi_e$ in a carthesian coordinate system with the $xy$-plane parallel to the boundary as shown in Figure 4.1a. The angle $\beta$ describes the tilting of $\vec{E}_0$ in the $xy$-plane and angle $\phi_e$ the tilting of its propagation direction towards the dielectric boundary with permittivity $\varepsilon_r$. The vector $\vec{E}_0$ is subsequently splitted into its p- and s-case components $E_{0p}$ and $E_{0s}$. The former component is parallel to the $y$-axis and the latter parallel to the $x$-axis. The reflected wave with $E$-field vector $\vec{E}_r$, is as well a summation of p- and s-vectors

$$\vec{E}_r = E_{rs} \hat{y} + E_{rp} \hat{x} = \gamma_{m,p} E_{0p} \hat{y} + \gamma_{m,s} E_{0s} \hat{x},$$  

(4.1)

which are each one caused by the p- and s-components of the incident field. The reflected components are calculated with the Fresnel reflection factors $\gamma_{m,p}$ and $\gamma_{m,s}$, which fulfill the condition of a continous tangential $E$-field at the dielectric boundary. Following [Col01], they are

$$\gamma_{m,p} = \frac{Z_m \cos(\phi_d) - Z_0 \cos(\phi_e)}{Z_m \cos(\phi_d) + Z_0 \cos(\phi_e)}$$  

(4.2)

and

$$\gamma_{m,s} = \frac{Z_m \cos(\phi_e) - Z_0 \cos(\phi_d)}{Z_m \cos(\phi_e) + Z_0 \cos(\phi_d)}$$  

(4.3)

with the transmission angle $\phi_d = \sin^{-1}(\sin(\phi_e) \frac{1}{\sqrt{\varepsilon_r}})$, the vacuum wave impedance of the incident space $Z_0 = \sqrt{\frac{\mu_0}{\varepsilon_0}} \approx 377 \, \Omega$, and the wave impedance of the dielectric medium $Z_m = \sqrt{\frac{\mu_0}{\varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r}}$. 
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In order to describe the depolarization, the reflected $E$-field $\tilde{E}_r$, which had been summed up of $s$- and $p$-components, is decomposed into copolar and crosspolar components with respect to the incident field. The reflected field $\tilde{E}_r$ is tilted from the $y$-axis by angle $\beta' = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{E_{rs}}{E_{rp}}\right)$. The magnitude of the copolar component $E_{rCo}$ is then

$$E_{rCo} = \cos(\beta' - \beta) \ E_r$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.4)

and the magnitude of the crosspolar component

$$E_{rX} = \sin(\beta' - \beta) \ E_r.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.5)

One observes, that the crosspolar component of the reflection is dependent on the orientation of the incident field to the boundary and on the permittivity of the boundary material. In fact, the combination of $s$- and $p$-case leads to a tilting of the $E$-field as the $p$- and $s$- components are reflected with different magnitude, according to $r_p$ and $r_s$ in (4.2) and (4.3). As the continuity criterion forces a transmission of the $E$-field into the dielectric medium, the two-angle dependent incidence leads to a two-angle dependent tangential $E$-field and hence, to depolarization.

The result of this depolarization is plotted in Figures 4.1b and 4.1c for a lossless dielectric with $\varepsilon_r = 5$. The plots show the magnitude of the crosspolar reflection in relation to the total field strength of the reflected field, i.e., $E_{rX}/E_r$, and in relation to the total field strength of the incident field, i.e., $E_{rX}/E_0$. The crosspolar component tends to zero along the $\beta = 0^\circ$, $\beta = 90^\circ$ and $\phi_e = 0^\circ$ axes. These are the ‘pure’ $p$-, ‘pure’ $s$- and normal incidence cases. The crosspolarization increases for oblique $\beta$ angles between $0^\circ$ and $90^\circ$ and towards ‘steep’ incidence $\phi_e \to 90^\circ$. In this example, the Brewster angle lies at $\phi_e = 65.9^\circ$, which leads to a locally vanishing reflection of the $p$-component, as the $p$-component travels completely into the dielectric media. Then, the reflected wave is completely $s$-polarized, which in turn leads to a strong crosspolar component. The crosspolarization is larger than 90% in the range for $\phi_e$ close to the Brewster angle and $\beta$ around $25^\circ$ as seen in Figure 4.1b. As the Brewster angle also leads to a weaker overall magnitude of $E_r$, this Brewster effect is not seen in the crosspolarization relative to the incident field, shown in Figure 4.1c.

As a conclusion, it is noted that arbitrary oblique incidence of a wave at a dielectric boundary can lead to significant crosspolar backscatter signals. Following Snell’s law of refraction, the crosspolar reflections are travelling away from the surface under the same angle as the angle of incidence $\phi_e$. That means, that the largest part of the crosspolar reflection does not directly travel towards the reader. Yet, the crosspolarized wave can propagate against secondary boundaries inside an indoor environment. After secondary reflection it will likely be received by the reader, leading to a crosspolar talkover from transmit to receive side. Furthermore, reflection at finite dielectric objects will lead to a larger scattering in space and consequently, also to a primary reception by the reader antenna.

An evaluation of Equation (4.5) shows that infinite conductive boundaries with $Z_m \to 0$ do not excite crosspolar components. This circumstance is also seen in the $p$-and $s$-reflection coefficients in (4.2) and (4.3), that both tend to -1, independent of
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(a) Incident and reflected $E$-field

(b) $E_{rX}/E_r$

(c) $E_{rX}/E_0$

Figure 4.1.: Depolarization at dielectric boundary, $\varepsilon_r = 5, \tan \delta = 0$: (a) incident and reflected $E$-field, (b) and (c) magnitude of the reflected crosspolar component $E_{rX}$ versus angles of incidence.
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Nevertheless, crosspolar fields can be excited by finite conductive materials. In order to analyze the co- and crosspolar backscatter of finite surfaces, the definition of the Radar Cross Section in (2.3) can be extended: The copolar RCS denotes a backscatter wave with copolar $E$-field magnitude and field intensity

$$S_r = E^2_{rCo}/Z_0$$

and the crosspolar RCS

$$RCS_X = 4\pi r_0^2 E^2_{rX}/E^2_0$$

refers to the crosspolar field component correspondingly.

Figure 4.2b shows simulation results of the bistatic copolar and crosspolar RCS of a rectangular $20 \times 20 \text{cm}^2$ metal sheet at $3 \text{GHz}$. The incident $E$-field is oriented in $z$-direction, and the sheet is tilted by angle $\alpha$ as shown in Figure 4.2a. The spherical angles $\theta$ and $\phi$ describe the position of the bistatic observation of the RCSs.

As given by Equation (2.5), the sheet shows a maximum copolar RCS of $2 \text{m}^2$ ($\approx 3 \text{dBm}^2$) in the monostatic observation, that is for $\phi = 0^\circ$. The bistatic observation, shows, as expected, a directive beam in broadside direction for the copolar RCS shows a directive beam in broadside direction. This beam is nearly independent on the sheet orientation $\alpha$. The crosspolar fields are, in contrast, strongly dependent on the sheet orientation and strongly dependent on the bistatic observation point. Figure 4.2b shows, that the crosspolar components tend to zero for parallel orientation of the sheet, i.e., $\alpha = 0^\circ$. But, for tilted sheets, $\alpha > 0^\circ$ and oblique observation angles, the crosspolar components are noticeable. The maximum crosspolar RCS, observed for $\alpha = 30^\circ$ at $\theta = 70^\circ$, is about 24 dB weaker than the broadside monostatic copolar RCS.

The physical explanation of the angle-dependence of the crosspolar RCS is found, when taking a look at the surface currents excited by the incident field. As schematically depicted in Figure 4.2a, the majority of currents flows in parallel orientation to the incident field and excites the copolar backscatter. But, at the sheet corners and edges, the currents are distorted due to the material discontinuity. The currents close to the edge will at least partly orient to the edge and hence, excite components in crosspolar orientation for $\alpha \neq 0$ and $\alpha \neq 90^\circ$. The radiation pattern of the crosspolar components is consequently not a beam-pattern of a homogeneously excited radiating aperture, but that of distributed radiating edges, which are spaced by the sheet size and oriented by the sheet shape. The radiating edges consequently create pattern-nulls and local maxima. This way, the crosspolar radiation strength is highly dependent on the shape, orientation and size of the object as well as on the bistatic observation point. Even in a monostatic observation, the power relation between the co- and crosspolar RCS can be lower than 1, e.g., for a very thin strip oriented with $\alpha > 45^\circ$ to the incident field, where the edge currents are dominant.

Nevertheless, the crosspolar chipless approach will often lead to a significant reduction of clutter interference as chipless systems usually operate monostatic and environmental objects are often large and oriented close to normal incidence. Crosspolar
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Figure 4.2.: Depolarization at a $20 \times 20 \text{cm}^2$ metal sheet: (a) schematic depiction of surface currents, (b) simulated copolar (Co) and crosspolar (X) Radar Cross Section (RCS) for $(\alpha/\theta)$ cut planes at 3 GHz.

rejection levels of 20 to 40 dB can be expected in primary reflections for many environmental objects.

In this context, the simple chipless scenario of Section 2.3.3 is regarded for comparison. In the example an SIR of $-20 \text{ dB}$ between transponder and copolar clutter backscatter power is seen. Suppose that in this example, the sheet would dynamically rotate in angles up to $\alpha = 30^\circ$, then according to the result of Figure 4.2b, the usage of a crosspolar reading scheme would reduce the monostatic clutter by at least 24 dB and the SIR became at least $+4 \text{ dB}$.

As a last step, the time-dependence of the crosspolar clutter rejection in relation to multiple secondary reflections is considered. Figure 4.3 shows exemplarily the measured clutter signal of an indoor lab room versus time. The baseband time signal is obtained from the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) of a 2 GHz to 4 GHz measurement with two horn antennas. Here, both the copolar and crosspolar reflections have been measured and the relation between the received copolar power $P_{Co}$ and the received crosspolar power $P_X$ is plotted. The Rx signals show a strong stochastic random-like behaviour with strong spikes, yet, the general trend can be seen in a moving average. It is visible that in the first time instants the crosspolar Rx power is significantly smaller than the copolar. The initial reflections from the environment are suppressed by more than 20 dB. After 20 ns, secondary echoes arrive and the crosspolar rejection generally decreases. The measurement underlines the effect of clutter-depolarization by multiple reflections at dielectric and metallic objects. A high suitability of the dual-polarization approach for chipless tags with a short response signal is consequently concluded. A short tag signal can profit from the primary crosspolar clutter rejection.
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Figure 4.3.: Measurement of clutter of an indoor room: copolar to crosspolar component.

4.1.2. Crosspolar Sensor Tag

The developed chipless temperature sensor system uses a dual-polarized reading scheme with two polarization planes as shown in Figure 4.4. Due to the orthogonal orientation of these two planes the tag is also denoted as the crosspolar sensor tag. It has been presented in [Kub+12a].

The sensor tag consists mainly of three elements, that are integrated on a single planar Printed Circuit Board (PCB) substrate. The three elements are: an Rx antenna, that receives the reader signal on the first linear polarization plane, a temperature-dependent notch filter, that encodes the measurand, and a Tx/backscatter antenna, that backscatters the tag signal towards the reader on the second polarization plane. The reader receives and evaluates the backscatter signal. The measured temperature relates directly to the resonance frequency of the notch filter.

The tag operates in a 200 MHz transmission band at 3 GHz. The common substrate is a Rogers RT/duroid 5880 with 3.2 mm thickness. The three tag elements are designed in microstrip technology with a line impedance of $Z_w = 100 \, \Omega$, and are introduced in the following.

The Tx and Rx antennas are supposed to cover the transmission band in order to allow feeding of the filter and backscattering of the filter signature. In order to serve the crosspolar scheme, the antennas are meant to have a strict linear polarized radiation pattern (i.e., a high axial ratio) and low crosstalk. Furthermore, a broadside radiation pattern is desired to achieve a high transmission power and to enable mounting of the tag on a metal surface as expected in industrial application scenarios. In order to fulfill these requirements patch antennas have been chosen, which are line-fed from the microstrip. The two patches are placed in orthogonal orientation, at a distance of 7 cm from each other, as shown in Figure 4.5a. Each patch measures 31 mm×37.5 mm and is fed with an inset of 7.9 mm in order to match
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Figure 4.4.: Schematic of the dual-polarized sensor principle with an incident electric field vector $\vec{E}_0$ and the backscatter field vector $\vec{E}_{rT}$.

Figure 4.5.: Components of the tag: (a) setup of the two patch antennas, (b) schematic drawing of the notch filter; © 2012 IEEE, [Kub+12a] refers.

to the line impedance of $100\,\Omega$. Figure 4.6 shows simulation results of the two patch antennas. The simulated antenna matching is better than $4.6\,\text{dB}$ in the range from 2.9 to 3.1 GHz, with an inter-patch crosstalk below $-32\,\text{dB}$ (see Figure 4.6a). The maximum antenna directivity is $7.4\,\text{dBi}$ in broadside direction and the axial ratio, defined as the relation between co- and crosspolar field components in the far-field, exceeds $15\,\text{dB}$ for azimuth observation angles $\theta < \pm 50^\circ$ (see Figure 4.6b).

The temperature-dependent notch filter is designed as a coupled line filter. A resonating open-ended line segment, with an electrical length of $\lambda/2$, is partially coupled to the microstrip that connects the two patch antennas as shown in Figure 4.5b. A BST varactor is inserted in the center of the transmission line resonator. The varactor consists of an interdigital capacity on a thick-film BST substrate with temperature-dependent permittivity. Details on the temperature-dependence of BST and on the varactor setup are found in Section 3. As the capacity is placed in the current maximum at the center of the line, it detunes the resonance frequency in dependence of temperature. This detuning is seen in the notch position as shown in Figure 4.7. A capacity reduction from $0.50\,\text{pF}$ to $0.35\,\text{pF}$ leads to a $180\,\text{MHz}$ shift.
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of the resonance frequency from 2.90 GHz to 3.08 GHz. The notch depth remains approximately constant at −8.5 dB.

Figure 4.7 shows as well results from a wireless simulation of the whole sensor tag. The wireless transmission from two orthogonally oriented reader antennas has been calculated by a full wave simulation. This simulation is setup with a distance of 25 cm between reader and tag. It shows the bandpass characteristic of the patch antennas with a maximum transmission level of −29 dB around 3 GHz. Inside the patch antenna band, the desired filter notches are recognized inside the transmission spectrum. The wireless notch positions coincide well with the notches of the ‘standalone’ notch filter. The ‘standalone’ notch positions differ by less than 3.4 MHz from the ‘wireless’ tag notch positions. These slight offsets are most likely caused by impedance matching offsets between filter and patch antennas: Towards the edges of the antennas’ Tx band, i.e., $f \rightarrow 2.9$ GHz and $f \rightarrow 3.1$ GHz, the patch impedances drift slightly away from 100 Ω as seen in the matching of Figure 4.6a. Nevertheless, the shift is uncritical for the wireless operation.

When operating the crosspolar tag in the far-field of the reader antennas, the received power in the reader $P_{RX}$ can be derived from a two-way link budget consideration. The power $P_{TX}$ that is transmitted by the reader with an antenna of gain $G_R$, is partly received by the tag with patch antenna gain $G_T$. The power that is backscattered towards the reader on the orthogonal plane, is reduced by the notch filter loss $a_f$. The Rx power is hence written as

$$P_{RX} = P_{TX} + 2 G_R - 2 a_{fs} + 2 G_T - a_f$$

in logarithmic scale, when the two free-space path losses are given by

$$a_{fs} = 20 \log_{10}(4\pi d f/c_0)$$

at the operation frequency $f$ and the gains of the transmitting and receiving antennas of the reader and tag are assumed identical.

4.1.3. Sensor Simulations and Measurements

The crosspolar temperature tag has been fabricated in a standard PCB process. The BST varactor has been glued onto the resonator with conductive paste. A photo of the 12 × 12 cm$^2$ tag assembly is shown in Figure 4.8a.

The chipless tag has been tested and verified in wireless indoor measurements. Figure 4.8b shows the setup, where the tag is mounted on a tripod and placed 1 m in front of the reader. The reader consists of two horn antennas in orthogonal orientation and a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) for transmission of the interrogation signal with a Tx power of 6 dBm and reception of the backscatter.

In order to proof the temperature-sensing concept, a heat gun has been placed next to the tag and the temperature has been controlled under support of an infra-red camera.

The received backscatter signal in the setup consists of three superimposed parts: first, the crosstalk between the two reader horn antennas, which is at a level of
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Figure 4.6.: Simulation result of the patch antennas (compare Figure 4.5a): (a) scattering parameters for matching and crosstalk; (b) directivity ($D$) and axial ratio (AR) in the $\phi = 0^\circ$ plane for patch antenna 1 and in the $\phi = 90^\circ$ plane for patch antenna 2.

Figure 4.7.: Simulated normalized Rx signal of the crosspolar tag (lower part) and transmission behaviour of the notch filter (upper part), given for three different capacitance values. The capacitance value $C_{\text{var}}$ in pF is labeled on the dashed notch marker.
Figure 4.8.: (a) A photograph of the dual-polarized sensor tag with the BST varactor from Section 3.1 and (b) a photograph of the wireless measurement setup with a tag-to-reader distance of 1 m; © 2012 IEEE, [Kub+12a] refers.

Figure 4.9.: Measured Rx signal of the dual-polarized sensor tag for different temperatures.
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Figure 4.10.: Measured resonance frequency $f_r$ and capacitance $C_{var}$ in dependence of the temperature $\vartheta$.

$-40$ dB normalized to the Tx power, second the wanted tag signal, and third reflections from the environment, i.e. the depolarized clutter. The tag signal represents a filtered and attenuated reflection of the Tx signal. It can be extracted from the signal superposition by time-gating, as the crosstalk arrives at early time instants and the clutter at late instants. In the given scenario the tag signal is detected by gating from 10 to 24 ns. In order to setup the gating, an approximate knowledge of the tag-to-reader distance $d$ is beneficial.

The gated response is plotted in Figure 4.9 for three different temperatures. It shows the bandpass transmission response of the patch antennas as well as the notch of the transmission line filter. The notch shifts to higher frequencies with increasing temperature, as has been expected from simulations. A careful comparison between measured and simulated backscatter signals, Figure 4.9 versus Figure 4.7, shows undoubtful the predicted transmission behaviour. Yet, the measurement signal carries additional ripples, that are caused by truncation of the tag signal by the time gating and by weak interferences of non-cancelled crosspolar clutter. These ripples decrease with decreasing tag-to-reader distance $d$. In the given scenario, the ripples can be accepted for a successful readout for distances up to 1.25 m.

The shift of the resonance notch has been evaluated in dependence of temperature $\vartheta$ and plotted in Figure 4.10. The notch is detuned from 2.9 GHz upwards by 198 MHz, when heating from 20 °C to 85 °C. This temperature dependence is linearly approximated as shown with the regression curve in the figure, from which slight measurement offsets are visible. These offsets are mainly caused by measurement inaccuracies related to the temperature control with heat gun and infra-red camera. According to the resonance shift, the sensor shows an absolute sensitivity of $\Delta f_r / \Delta \vartheta = 3.1$ MHz/K.

As mentioned earlier, the resonance shift is caused by the varactor’s temperature-dependent capacity. This dependence is derived from the resonance shift and plotted
as well in Figure 4.10. The capacity decreases by 32.6 %, from 0.5 pF at room temperature to 0.34 pF at 85°C.

The presented measurements proof the crosspolar chipless concept. A wireless detection of the tag temperature is possible when applying adequate time-gating. The approach is suitable as long as the environment does not cause strong crosspolar clutter within the time-frame of the tag backscatter signal.

Further analysis of the performance of the wireless reading is found in Section 4.4.
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A harmonic radar system uses two frequency bands, the fundamental transmit band at $f_1$ and the harmonic response band at $f_n$, where the harmonic frequency is an integer multiple of the fundamental $f_n = nf_1$. Consequently, Tx and Rx paths are split in frequency domain. For a chipless system this approach can bring a significant advantage: The radar clutter\(^2\) that often causes serious disturbance of the wanted signal, is caused by linear reflection of the incident radar pulse at dielectric or metallic boundaries. This way it occurs only at the fundamental frequency. The wanted tag signal, in contrast, lies at the harmonic frequency, as it is generated by non-linear harmonic generation. As a result, the backscatter reading is practically clutter-free and a simple detection of the wanted tag signal becomes possible. It is noted, that, under close observation, environmental objects can as well show non-linear reflection behaviour. [Dan10] reports on harmonic signals generated by metallic objects, such as cable shackles or vehicle components. Yet, their backscatter strength is usually negligible.

The basic idea of harmonic radar has been used in a limited number of applications. In most cases, harmonic radar tags are used to provide simple remote information with passive tags:

- in shopping centers for anti-theft protection; harmonic radar tags that are attached to textiles are detected at the shop’s exit, when not removed or de-activated at the cash desk [Fin03].
- in avalanche rescue systems; harmonic radar tags are sewed into mountain sportswear in order to ease the localization of people buried under the snow [REC].
- in localization tasks; miniature harmonic tags have been mounted onto insects to detect and track their movements [Ril+96].

In these applications the harmonic tag supplies principally only notification about its presence or absence\(^3\), which can be refered to as 1 bit of information.

The subsequently presented temperature sensor extents the harmonic radar concept in order to transmit more information from the tag to the reader: In addition to the presence information, an analog temperature measurand. Only few publications are found which discuss such chipless harmonic radar sensors. A theoretical [Bac+12] and a practical study [Vol+08] use amplitude modulation of the harmonic in order to measure gas concentration or metal corrosion. These amplitude modulations have the downside of being sensitive to the reading distance, to the antenna orientation and to the existence of objects in the line of sight and are hence, only

\(^2\)Compare Section 2.3 for an introduction of the term clutter.

\(^3\)Even in localization tasks, run-time and direction information comes rather from the reader, than from the tag.
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weakly suitable for dynamic application scenarios. In order to circumvent this drawback, the subsequently presented sensing method uses frequency position encoding of the measurand. With this approach two temperature sensor tags have been developed. They are presented in the following subsections and have been published in [Kub+14b], [Kub+14c] and [Kub+15].

The principal setup of the approach is sketched in Figure 4.11. The harmonic radar sensor is placed inside the measurement environment. The reader radiates the interrogation signal at the fundamental frequency band at $f_1$. The sensor receives the interrogation signal, doubles its frequency to $f_2$, bandpass-filters the signal to create a transmission peak and backscatters the filtered harmonic. The reader will receive the harmonic backscatter and derive the measurand from the peak position. As described above, the environmental clutter lies in the band at $f_1$ and hence, will not interfere with the useful harmonic. A key element of the sensor tag is then the harmonic generator, which requires a passive non-linear transmission element. Here, principally any device non-linearity can be exploited. Yet, for chipless wireless sensors tags, low input powers and the non-existence of a biasing voltage or pump power have to be considered in the choice. Zero-bias Schottky diodes show comparatively high suitability and have been chosen for the presented tags.

In this context, the non-linear element/diode might open up a question about the denotation as chipless. In a strict sense, the tag diode might not hold for the description operation without semiconductors. Yet, the tag still operates passive, battery-less and does not harvest energy. Neither, does a single unbiased diode provide (digital) logic. A single diode will probably also not count as an integrated circuit. Therefore, the denotations ‘chipless’ [Pal+15], ‘quasi-chipless’ [Kub+14b],

Figure 4.11.: Harmonic radar sensor principle.

---
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‘zero-power’ [AR13], ‘powerless’ [Man+14] or simply ‘harmonic’ [Vol+08] are found for tags with non-linear elements in literature. Throughout this thesis no strict differentiation between the terms chipless sensors and non-linear-chipless sensors is taken as the proof of harsh environment operation is not directly expressed by any of the terms. By replacing the silicon diode by a suitable non-silicon semiconductor diode (e.g. [Ves+97]), a metal-insulator-metal junction or a metal-to-metal junction high-temperature operability of the harmonic sensors can be developed.

4.2.1. Harmonic Radar Sensor Tags

Two harmonic radar temperature sensors have been developed, namely tag A, which has first been published in [Kub+14b] and tag B, which has been published in [Kub+15]. Their setups and performance characteristics are described in the following. Wireless measurement results of the whole tags are found in Section 4.2.2 and in Chapter 4.4. Both sensor tags have a similar working principle: They both receive the reader’s radar pulse, double its frequency to the first harmonic, generate a transmission peak by bandpass filtering and backscatter the filtered harmonic signal. This way, the Rx power \( P_{Rx} \), that is received by the reader can be described by a modified link budget equation. For a tag-to-reader distance \( d \), it is given in logarithmic scale

\[
P_{Rx} = P_{Tx} + G_{r1} - a_{fs1} + G_{t1} - a_{t1} + G_{HG}(P_{in}) + G_{t2} - a_{fs2} + G_{r2}
\]

(4.10)

when the reader’s Tx power is given by \( P_{Tx} \), the reader’s Tx and Rx antenna gains by \( G_{r1} \) and \( G_{r2} \) and the free-space path loss at the fundamental frequency by \( a_{fs1} = 20 \log_{10}(4\pi f_1/c_0) \) and by \( a_{fs2} = 20 \log_{10}(4\pi f_2/c_0) \) at the harmonic frequency. The tag receives and backscatters the reader interrogation with antenna gain \( G_{t1} \) and \( G_{t2} \), and introduces additional tag losses (e.g. on transmission lines or the filter) expressed by \( a_{t1} \). The input power \( P_{in} \), that is fed into the harmonic generator on the tag, is hence, strongly dependent on the parameters of the fundamental link and influences the gain \( G_{HG} \) of the non-linear conversion from fundamental to harmonic frequency.

Tag A operates with a fundamental frequency bandwidth of 180 MHz at 1.56 GHz. The operating frequency of tag B is approximately double the one of tag A. Tag B’s fundamental band lies at 3.05 GHz with a bandwidth of 100 MHz. Both tags are setup planar, use microstrip transmission lines and have been fabricated in a standard PCB process.

Tag A

Tag A is setup modular and consists of four components as shown in Figures 4.12a and 4.12c. Each component is manufactured on a single substrate, the substrates are interconnected with SMA adapters. The four components are a receiving antenna,
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Figure 4.12.: Components and photographs of the two harmonic radar sensors. (1), (1’) Rx antenna; (6), (6’) Tx antenna; (2) temperature-tunable filter; (3), (3’) input matching network; (4), (5’) diode; (5), (5’) output matching network; (7’), (8’) coupling slot. For c) © 2014 IEEE, [Kub+14c] refers; for d) © 2015 IEEE, [Kub+15] refers.
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a temperature-dependent bandpass filter, a harmonic generator and a transmitting/backscatter antenna:

- The **Rx antenna** is setup as a stacked patch antenna that is center-fed from a microstrip line. This antenna type has been chosen in order to cover the desired frequency bands, to achieve a broadside radiation pattern and in order to allow for on-metal mounting as expected in many sensing environments. The **Tx antenna** is designed in analogy to it. The antenna consists of two radiating metal patches, each on a Rogers RT/duroid 5880 substrate with 1.58 mm thickness. The patches measure $74.4 \times 62.0 \text{mm}^2$ for the reception at 1.56 GHz and $36.6 \times 30.5 \text{mm}^2$ for the harmonic band. The lower patch element uses an inset feed to match the impedance of the radiator to 50 Ω.

The measured antenna gain of the backscatter antenna is plotted in Figure 4.14a versus frequency. It is maximally 6.5 dBi, and larger than 3.5 dBi in the band from 2.94 to 3.3 GHz. The 3 dB bandwidth of the stacked patch is about 2.5 times larger than the bandwidth of a simple patch on the same substrate.

- The **bandpass filter** is designed as a symmetric microstrip-coupled DR as sketched in Figure 4.13a. An incoming RF signal is coupled to the output port only when exciting resonance in the DR. In detail, the $\text{TE}_{01}$ is excited in the design, which is coupled mainly magnetically to the open-ended microstrips. The center of the DR is therefore placed at the $H$-field maxima at $\lambda/4$ from the open ends and the distance between DR and microstrip determines the coupling coefficient. The resonance frequency of the DR on the substrate can be approximated by the model of Itoh and Rudokas [IR76] in order to ease the design process.

With a radius of 12.7 mm, a height of 10.4 mm and a relative permittivity of 85, the filter is designed for a center frequency of 1.56 GHz at room temperature. The measured forward transmission characteristic of the filter is shown in Figure 4.14c. The transmission peak shows a resonance $Q$-factor of 510. Due to the temperature-dependence of the ceramic dielectric with a temperature coefficient $5$ of $\tau_\varepsilon = -760 \text{ppm/K}$ at 20 °C, the resonance peak shifts towards higher frequencies with increasing temperature.

- The layout of the **harmonic generator** of tag A is shown in Figure 4.13c. The generator consists of a single unbiased Schottky diode, namely Avago HSMS2850 and two matching networks. The complex diode impedance, which shows a small real part and highly capacitive imaginary part, is matched to the 50 Ω line impedance on the input and output side by the matching networks. This matching is realized with stepped impedance $\lambda/4$ lines to match the real parts and a high-impedance line to match the imaginary parts. The matching networks are designed comparatively broadbanded to cover a fundamental frequency band from 1.47 to 1.65 GHz. Furthermore, a $\lambda/4$ open stub is placed

\[\text{Compare Section 3}\]
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on the output side to suppress transmission of the fundamental frequency and to increase the conversion gain.

The measured conversion gain of the harmonic generator is plotted in Figure 4.15b versus input frequency and in Figure 4.15c versus input power at a center frequency of 1.56 GHz. For an input power of $-20 \text{dBm}$, which represents a typical value in a wireless scenario, the conversion gain is $-28.5 \text{dB}$ at the center frequency and decreases with decreasing input power. The course of the conversion gain versus frequency in Figure 4.15b shows perceptible ripples, which indicate a leakage of the harmonic frequency to the input side. This leakage can influence the conversion gain when the input side is not perfectly matched to 50 Ω at the harmonic frequency. The harmonic leakage is then reflected back into the diode. This case is given in the assembled tag due to the rejection of the DR filter ahead. The conversion gain of the tag is hence only known with an uncertainty of about 3 dB, the height of the ripple.

Tag B

Tag B consists of three components, that are integrated onto a single hybrid substrate as shown in Figures 4.12b and 4.12d. The components are a receiving antenna, a harmonic generator and a temperature-tunable backscatter antenna, that is setup as a DRA:

- the Rx antenna is setup as an aperture-coupled patch antenna. The rectangular radiating patch element measures $21.5 \times 30.5 \text{mm}^2$ and is made from a 3.18 mm thick Rogers RT/duroid 5880 substrate. The patch is placed centered onto a coupling slot and glued onto the front side (ground side) of the base substrate. The RF signal is then coupled through the slot to the 50 Ω microstrip line on the backside.

  The simulated radiation pattern of the patch antenna is shown in Figure 4.14b for the $H$-plane. It shows a broadside beam with a half-power beamwidth of $66^\circ$ and a backside radiation rejection of at least 15.2 dB. The maximum gain is calculated to 8.1 dBi as plotted in Figure 4.14a versus frequency. The 3 dB bandwidth ranges from 2.96 GHz to 3.2 GHz.

- the harmonic generator of tag B is placed on the back side of the substrate. It uses the same diode as tag A. Matching networks are placed at the input and output side of the diode in order to match to 50 Ω and to maximize the conversion gain. The matching is realized with stepped impedance lines and open stubs as shown in the layout of Figure 4.13d. Additionally, two $\lambda/4$ open stubs are used to reject transmission of the fundamental frequency to the output side and leakage of the harmonic frequency to the input side.

  The result of the matching efforts are shown in Figure 4.15a. The measured reflection coefficient is lower than $-4.1 \text{dB}$ at the input side in the fundamental
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Figure 4.13.: Tag components: a) temperature-tunable DR filter, b) temperature-tunable DR antenna, c), d) layouts of the harmonic generators, e) f) transmission line length and impedances of c) and d).
Figure 4.14.: Measured characteristics of the (broadband) tag antennas of Tag A and B, of the temperature-dependent (narrowband) filter of Tag A, and of the temperature-dependent (narrowband) DRA of Tag B.
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Figure 4.15.: Measured and simulated characteristics of the harmonic generators (HG) of Tag A and B.
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band from 3.0 to 3.1 GHz and lower then −5.8 dB at the output side in the backscatter frequency band from 6.0 to 6.2 GHz. The desired leakage rejection is indicated by the non-matched reflection levels at other frequencies. The figure also shows the simulation result of the matching circuit. The simulated matching is notable better than the measured, which is in first line caused by fabrication and mounting tolerances in relation to the diode impedance and its package.

The measured conversion gain of the harmonic generator is plotted in Figure 4.15c versus frequency for an input power of −20 dBm. The conversion gain has a maximum of −19.1 dB and is higher than −22.6 dB throughout the frequency band of 6.0 to 6.2 GHz. At the center frequency, the measured conversion gain (which is not shown in the plot) is only 2.4 dB lower than the simulated one. This difference indicates the potential for gain improvement by further matching optimization. Figure 4.15b shows the conversion gain versus input power at the center frequency of 6.1 GHz. The plot describes a reduced conversion gain for decreasing input powers, as expected at large tag-to-reader distances in a wireless scenario. For large input powers, above −10 dBm, the conversion gain decreases as well. This behaviour is caused by the power-dependence of the diode impedance, which leads to a reduced impedance matching.

• the DRA of tag B fulfills two functionalities: temperature-dependent bandpass filtering and backscattering of the harmonic signal. The DRA consists of a half-split ceramic cylinder on the front side ground of the base substrate and its feeding from a microstrip line on the back side via a coupling slot. The DR is glued centered onto the slot as sketched in Figure 4.13b. Inside the DR the (half-split) EH\textsubscript{111}+δ mode is excited. This mode can be described by two electric dipoles standing normal on the ground area. The mode has been chosen due to its comparatively high radiation quality factor and broadside radiation beam as described in Section 3.2.1. The high Q factor generates a transmission peak, that is narrow compared to the bandwidth of the Rx antenna and to the conversion-bandwidth of the harmonic generator.

Important aspect in this antenna design is the coupling from the microstrip to the DR. First, the coupling strength determines the loading of the resonator to the 50 Ω system impedance. An increasing coupling strength leads to an (undesired) decrease of the resonance Q on the one hand, but also to a (desired) increase of the antenna gain on the other hand. Second, does the slot introduce metallic losses, which reduce the antenna efficiency. Third, a ‘clean’ excitation only of the desired mode and not of neighboring or parasitic modes is of high importance. Due to the latter reason, has the ground-side of the half-cut cylinder (with exception of the slot area) been metallized by evaporation and electroplating. As a perfect planar fit of the DR onto the substrate ground is practically impossible, this additional metallization circumvents the existence of a metal-air-dielectric transition from substrate ground to ceramic
and creates instead a metal-air-metal transition. This effort has eased the excitation of the \( \text{EH}_{111+\delta} \) mode significantly. The coupling slot is aligned centered, perpendicular to the propagation direction of the microstrip line and placed at \( \lambda/4 \) from its open end. This way, the microstrip’s perpendicular \( H \)-field can couple into the DR and locally excite the azimuth \( H \)-fields of the electric dipoles of the \( \text{EH}_{111+\delta} \).

The DR cylinder measures a height of 8.4 mm and radius 6 mm, with a relative permittivity of 50 at room temperature. In similarity to the filter of tag A, does the DR permittivity show a temperature-dependency that leads to an increase of the resonance frequency with increasing temperature. The temperature coefficient of the chosen ceramic is \( \tau_\varepsilon = -200 \text{ ppm/K} \) at room temperature.

Besides being integrated into the sensor tag, has the DRA been manufactured as a single component with an SMA-to-microstrip adapter. This component allows for a measurement characterization. The radiation pattern of the DRA is plotted in Figure 4.14b, showing a broadside beam similar to the patch antenna. The tip of the DRA beam is slightly flattened, due to a critically weak superposition of a neighboring mode. The measured copolar gain in broadside direction is maximally 2.6 dBi as plotted in Figure 4.14d versus frequency for \( \vartheta = 20^\circ \text{C} \). The gain shows a bandwidth \( Q \)-factor of 530. The figure also shows the measured crosspolar antenna gain, which indicates a crosspolar rejection of 16.5 dB at resonance and an (undesired) parasitic mode 32 MHz below the main peak with a rejection of 11.9 dB. Due to its weakness, this parasitic peak is negligible for usual wireless scenarios as the tag requires copolar excitation also on the Rx side. Yet, it can lead to sensing errors for bad alignment of tag and reader antennas.

A comparison of tag A and tag B reveals a few specific differences, that shall be noted. a) The main difference between the tags is their physical size. Tag A measures 37.5 cm \( \times \) 11.5 cm when assembled. Tag B has reduced this size by a factor of four to 10 cm \( \times \) 10 cm. This size reduction has been the main motivation of the development of the second tag in order to increase the suitability of the approach for practical application. The size reduction has been obtained by increasing the operation frequency by a factor of two, by integrating the components onto a single hybrid substrate and by reducing the number of tag components from four to three. b) The harmonic generator of tag B has been improved compared to version A in terms of conversion gain and signal leakage. In the operation band, the conversion gain of tag B is at least 8 dB higher, which results from improved impedance matching. c) A comparison of the bandpass filters of the two tags (compare Figures 4.14c and 4.14d) reveals an advantage of the DR filter of tag A. The dedicated filter shows a cleaner peak generation with a higher rejection in the stopbands. This can lead to a more robust peak detection in wireless scenarios under low SNR and/or SIR values.
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![Setup of tag A](image1.png)

(a) Setup of tag A

![Setup of tag B](image2.png)

(b) Setup of tag B

Figure 4.16.: Photographs of the wireless setups with a tag-to-reader distance of 1.5 m: In a) for tag A, © 2014 IEEE, [Kub+14c] refers; in b) for tag B, © 2015 IEEE, [Kub+15] refers.

4.2.2. Wireless Measurements and Temperature Sensing

The harmonic radar tags A and B have been tested in wireless indoor scenarios. The first scenarios are described below and analyze the ability of a remote temperature measurement. The second scenarios are found in Chapter 4.4 and describe the measurement accuracy for different reading ranges, alongside with a comparison to the other chipless approaches of this thesis.

Figure 4.16 shows the wireless measurement setups for tags A and B. In both cases has the tag been mounted at a height of about 1.7 m on metallic building structures. For tag A, the DR and the harmonic generator are facing away from the reader antennas in order to reduce the reception of unwanted signal radiation from the DR filter or SMA-to-microstrip connectors of the assembly. The temperature of both tags has been controlled under support of an infra-red camera and a heat gun, that are located next to the tag on tripods. The reader consists of a signal generator, a receiver and two horn antennas connected to each. The Tx power is 10 dBm.

For a tag-to-reader distance of 1.5 m, the Rx spectrum of tag A is shown in Figure
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Figure 4.17.: Wireless measurement results of the two harmonic radar tags A and B. In a), b) measured Rx signals, normalized to the Tx power, at different temperatures, and in c), d) resonance frequencies versus temperature.
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4.17a. This spectrum is normalized to the Tx power and obtained without further signal processing. The figure shows the measurement for six different temperatures between 22 °C and 109 °C. The desired transmission peak is clearly recognizable and shifts to higher frequencies with increasing temperature. The peak power is around −90 dB and increases by approximately 2 dB for higher temperatures, which is most likely caused by ripples in the frequency-dependent conversion gain (compare Figure 4.15b). It becomes obvious that the Rx signal is free of radar clutter. The remaining signal distortions that are visible are due to receiver noise and the (above mentioned) unwanted tag radiation from connectors and the DR. Both, self-inflicted parasitic radiation and noise, are uncritically weak and do not harm the resonance detection in this scenario. The course of the harmonic resonance frequency of tag A in dependence of temperature is plotted in Figure 4.17c. The peak shifts linearly by 102 MHz from 3.121 to 3.223 GHz, when heating to 109 °C. This shift relates to a temperature sensitivity of $\Delta f_r / \Delta \vartheta = 1.2 \text{ MHz/K}$ and a temperature coefficient of $\tau_f = \Delta f_r / (f_r \Delta \vartheta) = 380 \text{ ppm/K}$, when normalizing to the operation frequency.

The Rx spectra of tag B are plotted in Figure 4.17b. Here, the tag temperature has been varied from 22 °C to 91 °C which results in a clearly visible resonance shift. The normalized Rx peak power is around −80 dB for a distance of 1.5 m. The dependence of the peak frequency on temperature is plotted in Figure 4.17d. The resonance reacts with a sensitivity of 0.79 MHz/K to increasing temperatures, which relates to a temperature coefficient of $\tau_f = 128 \text{ ppm/K}$.

In comparison to tag A, tag B shows an about 10 dB higher Rx power for identical distances. This difference is partly caused by the higher conversion gain and reduced tag losses of version B. Despite lower Rx power, the resonance peaks of tag A are slightly easier to distinguish, which is caused by the higher stopband rejection of the DR filter, by the higher temperature sensitivity of its ceramic and by the nonlinear conversion of the DR filter characteristic (in the downstream harmonic generator). In fact, this nonlinear conversion increases the peak $Q$ by roughly 50 % compared to the linear filter characteristic (compare Figure 4.14c).
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This section introduces a chipless sensing concept, that is based on the slow decay of an EM resonance with low damping ratio. The concept includes basically three steps: first, the wireless excitation of an RF resonator by the reader’s interrogation signal. Second, the reception of the backscatter signal, which includes the wanted radiation from the resonator as well as unwanted clutter. And third, the detection of the resonance signal by time-gating of the backscatter signal.

In relation to the first and second step, the RF resonator must be coupled to free-space. The coupling allows for both, the wireless excitation, as well as the transmission of the backscatter. The free-space coupling can either be realized by coupling the resonator to an additional antenna, or by using an antenna structure as resonator. These two types are denoted as loaded antenna, respective, shorted antenna in the introductory Section 2.2.

In order to realize sensing functionality, the resonator is designed to be sensitive to the measurand. I.e., the resonance frequency is detuned by changes of the measurement value, what is refered to as frequency-position encoding in Section 2.2.

In relation to the detection of the resonance backscatter, the resonance duration is of importance. The approach requires that the resonance decays slower than the clutter of the environment. As introduced in Section 2.3 the total power of the tag signal is usually significantly weaker than the total power of interferences from the reader antenna mismatch and environmental clutter. Yet, in many applications, the energy inside a low loss resonator at late time instants can be larger than the clutter, which decays faster. This allows for a detection at late time instants, realized by time-gating of the Rx signal as shown in Figure 4.18. The approach can therefore be understood as a Time Domain separation of clutter and tag signals. Figure 4.18b depicts the components of the received baseband signal \( s \), which includes decaying power from a radiating resonator. The time constant \( \tau \) of the exponential resonance decay

\[
\tau = \frac{Q_0}{\pi f_r}
\]  

is proportional to the relation between the resonance quality factor \( Q_0 \) and the resonance frequency. It is consequently inversely proportional to the absolute resonance bandwidth. In logarithmic scale the resonance time decay is seen as a linear decrease with slope \( m \),

\[
m = - \frac{\Delta s_{\text{dB}}}{\Delta t} = \frac{20 \log(e)}{\tau}.
\]  

It is observed, that increasing the resonance \( Q \) will slow down the decay. All loss mechanisms of the resonator reduce the time constant \( \tau \) and the total resonance quality factor

\[
\frac{1}{Q_0} = \sum_i \frac{1}{Q_i}
\]  

is calculated from the summation of all individual loss quality factors \( Q_i \). The individual loss factors usually include the radiation losses, given by \( Q_{\text{rad}} \), dielectric
losses, given by $Q_{\text{mat}}$ as well as metallic losses, $Q_M$.

The approach of using time-gated resonances for the purpose of chipless wireless sensing has been introduced in [TCB09]. Here, a metallic cavity resonator is designed for pressure sensing in structural health monitoring. Another metal cavity sensor is presented in [Gha+13], which is capable of measuring temperatures up to 150°C. The slot antenna resonator in [CEG12] can as well be counted under the high-$Q$ time-gating approach. The presented resonator allows for temperature sensing up to 1000°C, but has a reported read range of only 3 cm.

The high-$Q$ resonator sensor presented in this work is based on a free Dielectric Resonator (DR). This approach allows for wireless sensing in temperature ranges significantly beyond 150°C, while at the same time having read ranges larger than 50 cm.

The design of the DR sensor has been chosen due to the following benefits compared to the named works: a) The DR is directly coupled to free-space, which avoids potentially lossy and temperature-instable feeding structures; b) The DR is chosen with a lossless dielectric and avoids lossy metal conductors on its surface, to allow for high resonance $Q$ even at high temperature; and c) Due to its high permittivity, the sensor benefits from a size reduction compared to an air-filled cavity. Temperature stability is achieved with the choice of a suitable ceramic DR material. The sensor has first been introduced in [Kub+13b].
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4.3.1. Dielectric Resonator Sensor Tag

The design of the high-$Q$ sensor is mainly oriented on three goals. First, the goal of generating a resonance with high quality factor in order to ease the TD separation of tag signal and clutter. Second, the operability at high temperature, and third, the desire for size compactness. These goals are of course (partly) oppositional. In order to meet them in an adequate compromise, the presented sensor is realized as a free DR and therefore named Dielectric Resonator Sensor (DRS).

Concerning the first goal and an operation frequency between 1 and 10 GHz, a usual free DR can excite resonance $Q_s$, in ranges up to 5000. This quality factor can be compared to planar transmission line resonators, which have quality factors usually below 300 and metal cavity resonators, which can reach $Q_s$ in ranges up 20000. Although, the potential quality factor of a DR is usually smaller than the potential $Q$ of a hollow cavity, the DR will be smaller in size when high permittivities are used. This aspect refers to the third goal.

During operation of the sensor, a resonant mode is excited within the DR. Here, the choice of an adequate resonance mode is of importance. The mode should a) show a sufficiently high radiation quality factor in order to allow for the TD separation of tag signal and resonance, b) show a suitable radiation pattern, including a sufficiently high resonant RCS in the excitation direction, and c) should preferably be symmetrical to an electric wall inside the DR.

Aspects a) and b) refer to the detection of the sensor by time-gating, whereas aspect c) will allow for a mounting of the DR on a metal ground when split into half. The latter aspect is desired due to three reasons: 1) it allows for a direct on-metal mounting of the tag, e.g., on machines or tools in an application scenario; 2) it increases the resonant RCS by a factor of two, due to the mirrored EM fields; and 3) it reduces potential multipath propagation effects as backside radiation is suppressed.

The magnitude of the backscatter power of the DRS can be modeled with the equivalent circuit of Figure 4.19a. This circuit is based on the equivalent circuit of a shorted antenna in receiving mode as introduced in Figure 2.2a in Section 2.1. The DR is described by a series $LC$ resonator with an ohmic resistance, representing dielectric losses, and the radiation resistance, that represents the radiation losses. The RCS of the DR is directly proportional to the power that dissipates in the radiation resistance. Figure 4.19b shows the RCS of the DR versus frequency. The resonant behaviour is observed as a peak in the spectrum. The smallest possible 3dB peak bandwidth width is determined by the radiation quality factor $Q_{rad}$. Increasing dielectric losses reduce the magnitude of the RCS and increase the peak bandwidth. Additionally, it is observed that the magnitude of a high $Q$ resonance is more sensitive to losses, than a low $Q$ resonance. This is seen in the comparison between Figure 4.19b and Figure 4.19c, which refer to radiation quality factors of 780 and 195.

---

6The total $Q$ of the DR is mainly limited by the dielectric material losses, which are seldomly smaller than tan$\delta$ around $1 \times 10^{-4}$, compare (4.13).
Figure 4.19.: (a) Equivalent circuit of a DR in a backscatter scenario, (b) and (c) RCS of the TE_{011+δ} mode versus frequency, for two different radiation quality factors and varying dielectric loss factor.
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Figure 4.20.: DR modes on a metallic plane with magnetic dipoles (yellow arrows), and radiation pattern (blue lines). The dashed lines indicate the mirrored parts.
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Setup

According to the design goals discussed in the previous section, the DRS is setup as a half-split ceramic cylinder that is mounted on a metallic ground plane. The dielectric cylinder measures $h = 15\text{ mm}$ in height, $\rho_0 = 20\text{ mm}$ in diameter and is made of a ceramic with a relative permittivity of $\varepsilon_r = 49.5$ at room temperature. The ceramic is denoted as K-50 in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.2. Its temperature-dependent permittivity and the dielectric loss tangent have been characterized and are given in Section 3.2.2. The basic setup of the DR sensor has been published in [Kub+13b].

In order to find a suitable DR mode, radiation properties of some modes have been introduced in Section 3.2.1. It has been observed, that the radiation quality factor $Q_{\text{rad}}$ generally increases with increasing permittivity and with increasing mode order.

The presented sensor has been specifically designed to use either the TE$_{011+\delta}$ mode with resonance at $2.8\text{ GHz}$ or the HEM$_{22\delta}$ with resonance at $3.65\text{ GHz}$. The dipole representations as well as the radiation patterns of these two modes are shown in Figure 4.20. The TE$_{011+\delta}$ is represented by two magnetic dipoles in axial orientation and exhibits a radiation quality of 780 for a permittivity of 50 and the given aspect ratio. Its radiation pattern shows two beams at $\theta = \pm 45^\circ$. The mode is therefore suitable for a tilted orientation between reader antenna and tag, as might be desired for example in applications where the reader antenna is mounted on the room or machine ceiling above the tag. The tilted orientation between reader and tag can reduce the room clutter significantly when primary clutter reflections from the environment are not mainly propagating back towards the reader.

The HEM$_{22\delta}$ mode is represented by four magnetic dipoles, and backscatters a main beam in broadside direction. It exhibits a radiation quality around 2000 for the given aspect ratio of $\rho_0/h = 0.67$ and $\varepsilon_r = 50$.

The ceramic DR material is mounted on an alumina substrate with a gold metallized top side. The center area of the substrate carries an additional gold layer, that has been screen printed. This additional layer functions as a glue connection between DR and substrate. The setup has proofed mechanical and electrical stability in repeated heating cycles in temperatures from $20^\circ\text{C}$ to $900^\circ\text{C}$. A photograph of the assembled tag is shown in Figure 4.21b.

4.3.2. Wireless High-Temperature Measurements

The sensing functionality of the chipless sensor is proofed in wireless measurements. Figure 4.21a shows the setup of the setup, in which the tag is placed inside a furnace. The reader consists of a VNA for transmit of the interrogation signal and reception of the backscatter. The VNA is therefore connected to a horn antenna, which is mounted 35 cm above the furnace, and 50 cm above the tag inside of it. The temperature is measured with a thermocouple inside the furnace. The control of the VNA, of the furnace as well as the processing of the backscatter signal (which includes the time-gating) is realized by a personal computer.
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Examples of the TD Rx signals of the setup are plotted in Figure 4.22. The figure shows the baseband envelope of the backscatter signal, when no tag is present, and when the tag is inside the furnace at 100 °C and 400 °C. One observes initial strong radar echoes of the interrogation signal at early time instants as well as the decaying resonance signal. The slope of the resonance decay increases from 100 °C to 400 °C, which indicates increasing material losses according to Equations (4.11) and (4.12).

The time-gating of the Rx signal cancels the main parts of the undesired clutter. The processed Rx signals show the desired resonance peak of the DR in FD. as shown in Figure 4.23a, the resonance peak shifts to higher frequencies for increasing temperature. In the range from 50 °C to 800 °C, the resonance frequency increases from 3.66 GHz by 182 MHz. This monotonous increase is plotted in Figure 4.23b. The resonance frequency tuning relates to a mean sensitivity of $\Delta f_r / \Delta \vartheta = 243 \text{ kHz/K}$. At room temperature, the sensitivity is slightly higher and equals 380 kHz/K. According to Equation (3.2), this sensitivity is equivalent to a temperature coefficient of 104 ppm/K.

For temperatures above 500 °C, a significant decrease of the power of the resonance peak is observed. This decreasing Rx power correlates to decreasing peak quality factors. The peak $Q$ decreases from 1900 at 50 °C to 330 at 800 °C. The quality reduction is caused by increasing dielectric losses in the DR as noted in Figure 3.13c, as well as by increasing metallic losses in the ground layer.

Further analysis of the range and measurement accuracy of the DR sensor is found in Section 4.4. There, the sensor is tested in three different environments at room temperature and compared to the other chipless sensors of this thesis.

Discussion

The presented DR sensor proves the ability of chipless wireless sensing in temperatures ranges significantly above 175 °C. The approach allows for application in...
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Figure 4.22.: Time domain Rx signal envelopes of the setup with and without the sensor tag.

Figure 4.23.: Measured Rx signals in frequency domain and the resonance frequency in dependence of temperature.
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time-variant environments, where the tag and environmental objects are allowed to move. Furthermore, operation without an optical line-of-sight is demonstrated.

The developed sensor shows applicability in temperatures up to 800 °C. In temperature ranges above 800 °C the resonance $Q$ and the SIR are too low to allow for a reliable detection in the given scenario. Herein, it is believed that the furnace cladding, i.e. the fire brick, impose additional RF propagation losses, which increase with increasing temperature.

An even higher operation temperature can be achieved by reducing the tag-to-reader distance, by weakening the environment clutter (i.e. by changing the environment), or by choosing a DR material with a smaller loss tangent at high temperature. Concerning the latter case, the choice of a material with a lower permittivity can decrease the high-temperature loss tangent, as indicated by the lower loss of alumina compared to K-50 in Section 3.2.3.
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4.4. Comparison and Proof of Concepts

This thesis presents three conceptual approaches for chipless wireless temperature sensors. For each approach a sensor tag has been developed: (1) A sensor based on a dual-/cross-polarization concept, that has been presented in Section 4.1, subsequently called Crosspolar Sensor (XPS); (2) a sensor based on harmonic radar, represented by setup B of Section 4.2, subsequently called Harmonic Radar Sensor (HRS); and (3) a sensor based on a high-\(Q\) dielectric resonator that has been introduced in Section 4.3, subsequently named Dielectric Resonator Sensor (DRS). In the following, the wireless operation of these three sensors is demonstrated and performance aspects are compared. For these purposes, the three sensors are measured in three different environments, which include a nearly clutter-free anechoic chamber, and two indoor rooms. Setups and results are presented subsequently.

4.4.1. Test Scenarios and Measurement Setups

As mentioned, all three sensor tags are measured in three different environments, which are called scenarios I, II and III in the following. Each tag and its corresponding reader is setup inside each scenario. In each setup the tag-to-reader distance \(d\) has been varied from 0.25 m to 4.5 m, in 25 cm steps. This distance variation is undertaken in order to determine the reading ranges as well as to imitate a radial dynamic movement of the tag or reader. Herein, the clutter is unknown at all distances in all setups. This unknown clutter occurrence will hence verify the clutter suppression of each approach.

The tags have been measured solely at room temperature in all setups. The three environments differ significantly in their room constitution, leading to three significantly different clutter constitutions. This includes the clutter strength, time-decay and polarization:

I) The first scenario is inside an anechoic chamber as pictured in Figure 4.24a. The tag is mounted on a styrofoam stand, which has a dielectric material permittivity close to 1. The reader antennas are mounted on tripods and connected to the VNA, that stands outside of the chamber. The styrofoam with the tag is moved in order to measure at varying distances. The anechoic setup is expected to show the weakest and fastest decaying clutter of all three scenarios.

II) The second scenario is an indoor lab room, where the tag is mounted on a brick wall as shown in Figure 4.24b. A couple of metallic and dielectric objects such as gas pipes, lamps and tables are present. The room measures 8 m in length.

III) The third scenario is an indoor lab room and shown in Figure 4.24c. The tag is mounted an a metal wall. Metallic ventilation pipes are mounted on the ceiling, metallic lab trolleys, metallic lab drawers and tables are present. The
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room measures 13 m in length. This scenario is expected to cause the strongest
and slowest decaying clutter signals among the three.

In scenarios II and III, the reader consists of a metallic lab trolley with the VNA
inside of it and the reader antennas connected to it. The trolley is moved in order
to measure at varying distances \(d\), while the tag remained fixed at the walls.

In all three scenarios, the same VNA for signal Tx and Rx is used. Yet, the reader
antenna configuration is different for each sensor tag. The crosspolar setup uses two
equal horn antennas in orthogonal orientation, each with a gain of 13 dBi. The DR
sensor uses only one of these horn antennas in copolar orientation to the tag. The
harmonic radar setup uses one of the 13 dBi antennas for Tx of the fundamental and
receives with a 15 dBi horn antenna at the harmonic frequency.

In all scenarios, the VNA has a Tx power of 10 dBm, uses an IF bandwidth of
1 kHz and is connected to the reader antennas with the same cables. This way nearly
identical receiver noise levels are expected. Furthermore, 10 measurement sample
signals are taken at each distance \(d\), for each setup. For each of these received
sample signals, the resonance frequency of the tag is determined by the reader.
This determination will either detect the resonance peak (in case of the DR and
harmonic radar sensors) or the resonance notch (in case of the crosspolar sensor)
after processing the Rx signal. The difference between the true resonance frequency
\(f_r\) of each tag at the given temperature and the measured/determined frequency
position \(\bar{f}_r\) of each measurement sample signal is called resonance position error

\[
\epsilon_f = f_r - \bar{f}_r. \quad (4.14)
\]

This error is given in the following subsection for all scenarios. Due to the 10 sample
repetitions, the position error can be evaluated with statistical means, resulting in a
mean value and a standard deviation of \(\epsilon_f\). This way, both the impact of noise as well
as the impact of the free-space propagation, including multipath or (de-)polarization
effects, on the determination of the resonance position can be evaluated. Furthermore,
the resonance position error is normalized to the sensor’s absolute temperature
sensitivity \(s_\theta = \Delta f_r / \Delta \theta\), in order to describe the temperature detection inaccuracy

\[
\epsilon_\theta = \frac{\epsilon_f}{s_\theta} \quad (4.15)
\]
at a given distance.

The processing of the Rx signals by the reader includes time-gating for the crosspo-
lar and DRS tags, and the determination of the resonance position for all tags. The
time-gating is chosen under consideration of the time-spread of the tag signal and
the time-spread of the clutter of each scenario. The crosspolar sensor has a fast-
decaying signal in comparison to the high-Q resonance of the DRS. Hence, for the
crosspolar setup a short time gate is used, that is meant to filter out the reader
antenna coupling at early time instants and clutter signals at late time instants. For
the DR sensor, a comparatively long time gate is used, that is meant to start after
the clutter has decayed sufficiently. The harmonic radar signals are not time-gated.
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The resonance peak of the DRS and the harmonic radar setup, is identified as the absolute maximum of the (gated) Rx signal in FD. The resonance notch position of the crosspolar setup is identified as the deepest local minimum, between the absolute maximum of the Rx signal and its neighboring most significant local maximum in FD.

The achieved tag results are obtained without knowledge of the clutter, i.e., without including clutter reference measurements in the processing. All subsequently presented signal amplitudes and signal powers are given after normalization to the Tx amplitude, respective, Tx power.

4.4.2. Results and Discussion

First, note is taken of the clutter signals of the three scenarios. Figures 4.25a and 4.25b show the clutter signals of the three scenarios for the crosspolar and for the DR sensor setup in TD. The depicted baseband Rx signals are normalized to the amplitude of the Tx signal. These signals have been obtained by calculating the IFFT of the FD Rx signals of the setups, when no tag is present. The plots show the clutter signals for a distance \( d = 2 \) m. Although, the clutter is principally different at each distance, these examples can represent qualitatively the clutter of other distances as well. The Rx signals show the received antenna mismatch (for the copolar DRS) or antenna coupling (for the crosspolar setup) in the first nanoseconds (\( t < 20 \) ns), and radar echoes from the environment, that arrive afterwards. It becomes clear that the clutter strength increases significantly from scenario I to scenario II and III, in both, the copolar and crosspolar setups. As an example, at 200 ns the received clutter signal of the crosspolar setup has reached the noise level with amplitudes below \( 1 \times 10^{-7} \) in the anechoic chamber (scenario I). At the same time, scenarios II and III show roughly a factor 10 and 100 times higher amplitudes. In the copolar DRS setup, scenarios II and III show 100 and 700 times higher amplitudes than scenario I at the same time instant. As expected the room of scenario III with its many metallic surfaces, leads to the strongest clutter power. It shows the slowest clutter decay, due to its large size and the nearly lossless reflections at the metallic surfaces.

Furthermore, it is noted, that in the first 60 ns of the crosspolar setup, the Rx signals of scenarios II and III have comparable amplitudes, but are significantly weaker than in the corresponding copolar setups. On the contrary, at time instants > 200 ns, the difference between corresponding crosspolar and copolar setups is usually smaller than a decade. This underlines the occurrence of depolarization by multiple reflections as discussed in Section 4.1.1.

Based on these clutter observations, the time-gate of the DRS is taken from 100 ns to 800 ns in scenario I, from 150 ns to 800 ns in scenario II, and from 350 ns to 800 ns in scenario III. The time-gate of the crosspolar sensor, allows only for small adaptations to the environment, due to the comparatively short time-period of the tag signal. It is chosen from 20 ns to 60 ns in scenario I and III and from 25 ns to 60 ns in scenario II.
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Figure 4.24.: Photos of the three scenarios with the sensor setups: (1) sensor tag, (2) antenna(s) of the reader.
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Second, note is taken of a few examples of the Rx signals of the three tags. Figure 4.26 shows the processed tag signals of scenario I and III, the 'easiest' and 'most difficult' scenario. In the anechoic chamber the notch of the crosspolar tag at 2.925 GHz is easily recognized at 1 m and 3 m distance as shown in Fig. 4.26a. In scenario III, in contrast, the tag signal at 1 m distance is hardly distinguished from the clutter of the empty room and the tag notch is not detected properly (Fig. 4.26b).

Figures 4.26c and 4.26d show Rx signals of the harmonic radar setups in scenarios I and III. For 1 m and 3 m distance, the tag peak is recognized at 6.147 GHz. It becomes obvious, that shape and amplitude of the Rx signals, as well as the power of the noise floor, are nearly independent of the environment. Nevertheless, for 3 m distance in scenario III, a slight peak shift of 3 MHz is recognizable.

Figure 4.26e shows the Rx signal of the DR sensor for distances of 1 m and 3 m inside the anechoic chamber. The resonance peak is easily identified at 3.650 GHz. As mentioned above, in scenario III (see Figure 4.26f) the time-gate is chosen to start at a later time-instant in order to account for the increased clutter power. This reduces the power of the tag signal, but enables proper tag reading. The resonance peak at 1 m is only slightly interfered, with an SIR around 15 dB.

Third, the measurement accuracy is evaluated. Inaccuracies in the determination of the resonance peak or notch relate directly to inaccuracies of the temperature measurements. The resonance position error and the temperature detection error, according to Equations (4.14) and (4.15), are plotted in Figures 4.27 to 4.28, for all
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Figure 4.26.: Examples of Rx signals in frequency domain. XPS: crosspolar sensor; HRS: harmonic radar sensor; DRS: dielectric resonator sensor.
three setups in all three scenarios. As mentioned above, here both the mean and standard deviations of the sample measurements at each distance are given.

Starting with the crosspolar setup in the anechoic chamber as plotted in Fig. 4.27a. It becomes obvious that receiver noise has only weak influence on the notch detection as indicated by a standard deviation smaller than 1 MHz for most distances up to 4.5 m. Yet, the mean values of the detected notch positions, show recognizable offsets up to 11 MHz, especially for distances larger than 1.5 m. These offsets relate to mean temperature detection errors up to 3.6 K, when assuming a sensor sensitivity of 3.1 MHz/K (compare Section 4.1.3). When moving to scenario II and III, it becomes obvious that the detection errors of the crosspolar tag increase significantly at distances larger than 1 m. As indicated in Figure 4.26b, the increased clutter power of these scenarios, makes the crosspolar tag detection at larger distances practically impossible. Here, the read range of the tag is judged to be at 1 m in scenario II and 0.75 m in scenario III. This judgement is based on a maximally acceptable detection error of 6 K.

The results of the harmonic radar sensor are presented in Figure 4.28a to 4.28c for scenarios I to III. The sensor shows a range of 4 m in scenario I, and 3.25 m in scenarios II and III. Hence, the harmonic radar system shows the largest reading distance in the ”most difficult” environment (scenario III). It becomes obvious that the range of this sensor is only weakly dependent on the environment as the reading is practically clutter-independent. Nevertheless, the harmonic radar sensor shows a recognizable impact of noise onto the peak determination, as it has the lowest Rx power in comparison. This circumstance is mainly caused by the harmonic conversion loss of the tag, which does not occur in the other concepts. The mean temperature measurement error is smaller than 1 K in scenario II and smaller than 3.5 K in scenario III for distances smaller than the named maximum range.

The DR sensor shows mean peak errors smaller than 0.26 MHz for distances up to 4.50 m in the anechoic chamber. Here, the deviations due to noise are nearly negligible and the mean temperature accuracy is better than 0.7 K (see Fig. 4.29a). In scenarios II and III the maximum reading range is observed at 3.50 m and 2.25 m. The peak is detected with an error smaller than 0.56 MHz or 1.5 K.

As a last step, the Rx power at the resonance position of each setup is plotted in Figure 4.30. The measured Rx power of the crosspolar setup in the anechoic chamber follows the description of a link budget calculation according to Equation (4.8) very well for distances between 0.5 m and 3 m. The DRS setup in scenario I is approximated by the radar equation (2.4) and is directly proportional to 1/d^4. For the harmonic radar system of the anechoic chamber, the Rx power is approximated by Equation 4.10 under consideration of the input power dependent conversion loss. The power of scenarios II and III are partly showing significant deviations from the theoretical approximations. These deviations are discussed in the following subsection.

The maximum range and the maximum mean temperature detection inaccuracies of the setups for a distance of 1.5 m are summarized in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.27.: Resonance position error of the crosspolar sensor (XPS) setup.
Figure 4.28.: Resonance position error of the harmonic radar sensor (HRS) setup.
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Figure 4.29.: Resonance position error of the dielectric resonator sensor (DRS) setup.
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Figure 4.30.: Mean Rx power versus distance $d$. The dashed line extensions indicate a strong impact of clutter on the Rx power and therefore an erroneous detection.
Table 4.1.: Measured range and temperature inaccuracy error at 1.5 m distance of the three setups. XPS: crosspolar sensor; HRS: harmonic radar sensor; DRS: dielectric resonator sensor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setup</th>
<th>Scenario I</th>
<th>Scenario II</th>
<th>Scenario III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XPS</td>
<td>range: &gt; 4.5 m</td>
<td>1.0 m</td>
<td>0.75 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>error: 0.7 K ( &gt; 5.4 K)</td>
<td>( &gt; 5.3 K)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRS</td>
<td>range: 4.0 m</td>
<td>3.25 m</td>
<td>3.25 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>error: 0.8 K</td>
<td>0.3 K</td>
<td>1.8 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRS</td>
<td>range: &gt; 4.5 m</td>
<td>3.5 m</td>
<td>2.25 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>error: &lt; 0.4 K</td>
<td>0.6 K</td>
<td>0.4 K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

The description of the tags’ Rx powers in Figure 4.30 indicate the occurrence of effects related to the free-space propagation.

For the crosspolar and DR setups in scenarios II and III increasing tag-to-reader distances lead to increasing free-space path losses. This decreases the Rx power of the tag to values similar or even smaller than the clutter power. This reduced SIR is indicated by sharp drops or rises of the Rx power at the resonance position. For distances larger than 1 m and 0.75 m in scenarios II and III of the crosspolar setup as well as for distances larger than 3.5 m and 2.25 m in scenarios II and III of the DR setup, the tag signals cannot be separated from the clutter. This coincides with increasing detection errors.

For the harmonic radar sensor, in contrast, the clutter power is negligible and the noise power is nearly independent of the scenario. Nevertheless, noteworthy deviations of the tag’s Rx power from the link budget calculation and from the anechoic chamber measurement occur (see Figure 4.30b). For example in scenario III the Rx power drops by almost 9 dB when increasing the distance by only 7% from 3.25 to 3.5 m. This drop is unlikely caused by noise interference as the SNR at 3.25 m is still 20 dB. Instead, this and similar drops are most likely caused by multipath propagation effects, in the form of destructive self-interference. Especially scenario III inherits multiple propagation paths due to the metallic ventilation pipes mounted on the ceiling. These objects are stronger 'illuminated' by the radiation beams of reader and tag antennas at large distances.

In addition, a slight depolarization of the backscatter signal of the harmonic radar in scenario III is suspected. As mentioned in Section 4.2.1, the DRA backscatter antenna of the tag shows an undesired parasitic mode with a crosspolar radiation direction. This mode can lead to a shift of the resonance peak, when the free-space propagation has an impact on the polarization due to reflections. This is probably the reason of the larger measurement errors of scenario III, which increase roughly
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by a factor 2 compared to scenario I.

Another noteworthy aspect is the observation, that the detection of the crosspolar sensor in scenario II appears more difficult than in scenario III at 0.25 m distance. In fact, the former setup is the only one of all 9 setups with an unprecise detection at the shortest distance. This is most likely caused by a significant depolarized initial clutter reflection from the brick wall. The nearly planar metal wall of scenario III, in contrast, will likely cause a mainly copolar initial reflection, and only secondary reflections from the reader antennas, the reader trolley or other objects lead to crosspolar interference as discussed in Section 4.1.1.

As a summary, it is noted, that the DR sensor allows for the most precise temperature detection. Up to a range of 1 m, the temperature detection error of all DR setups is smaller than 0.35 K. This performance is reached due to the high \( Q \) factor of the DR resonance which equals 1780 at room temperature. This is a factor of 3.4 times larger than the \( Q \) factor of the harmonic radar tag, and about 35.6 times higher than the one of the crosspolar tag. It is noted, that the resonance position error \( \epsilon_f \) scales with the resonance bandwidth of the tags. The average resonance position error of the setups of scenario III within the reading range of each tag, results to an error-to-bandwidth relation of roughly 20\% for the three setups. A sharper peak is obviously less sensitive to noise and to multipath interferences.

Furthermore, it is mentioned, that an optimization of the time-gating of the crosspolar and DR setups can lead to slight increases of the reading accuracy, when the tag-to-reader distance is known. This can be an entry point for further optimizations, but limits a dynamic movement of tag or reader and is hence, not of special interest at this point.
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In a classical wireless communication system, signals that carry information, are transmitted from a transmitter to a receiver station via a radio channel. The radio channel usually adds noise to the Tx signal and comprises multipath propagation. The latter effect leads to fading and in turn, to distortion of the Tx signal. In order to counteract these distortions and to reduce implicated transmission errors, Channel Estimation (CE) methods are used. Pilot-based channel estimation uses a priori known Tx symbols, that are transmitted from transmitter to receiver in order to estimate the channel’s transfer function and to equalize the subsequently received signals, that carry unknown data symbols [Kam11]. In an Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM)-system the time-frequency grid can be used to arrange a pattern of pilot and data symbols, where each pilot is spaced by a certain time- or frequency-distance to its pilot neighbours [Col+02].

Such established channel estimation methods gave inspiration to the subsequently presented method of radar clutter estimation in chipless systems. As explained in Section 2.3, clutter often presents the strongest limiting factor for chipless systems in harsh industrial environments. In order to counteract clutter interference, the method estimates clutter signals and yields an estimate of the non-interfered tag signal. For this estimation, two frequency bands are used that surround the tag resonance frequency range. These estimation bands might remind the reader of the pilots in an OFDM system. Hence, the proposed method could be called channel estimation as it estimates the channel of the tag-to-reader communication. Yet, in a stricter sense, the clutter interference is not directly equivalent to self-inflicted multipath-interference of a user signal1 as clutter represents rather an additional signal. However, the reader will find both denotations, channel estimation and clutter suppression, throughout the chapter as they incorporate the two views.

The following sections take a closer look at the clutter-disturbed tag signal and at the estimation method as published in [Kub+13a] and [Kub+14a].

5.1. Clutter interference

In a wireless sensor scenario the sensor is usually placed on and surrounded by several objects as shown in Figure 5.1. A radar pulse, that is transmitted by the reader, excites the wanted tag backscatter signal as well as unwanted reflections from the objects, which are called clutter. The Rx signal at the reader is a superposition of all of these signals, leading to interference of wanted and unwanted components.
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Figure 5.1.: Reading scenario with static and dynamic objects that cause clutter.

The objects of the environment can be divided into static objects, i.e., objects that do not move relative to the reader antenna and dynamic objects, i.e., objects that move, vibrate or rotate. Consequently, the clutter is composed of static and dynamic signals. From these two, the dynamic signals are in the focus of the estimation method and two assumptions are taken:

- static interference signals (including the static clutter, and potentially the static reader antenna mismatch) can be neglected as they are known from clutter reference measurements and pre-subtracted from following measurements. Usually, this reduces the power of the interference signals significantly.

- Doppler shifts due to the movement of the objects or of the tag can be neglected. This appears reasonable, as an object speed of less than \( v_d = 100 \text{ km/h} \) will cause a frequency shift of less than \( \Delta f_d = \frac{v_d c_0}{c_0^2} f_0 = 280 \text{ Hz} \), which is small compared to a resonance peak bandwidth in the MHz-range.

The interference power can be further reduced by time-gating of the Rx signal. This cancels unwanted signals that arrive either very early or very late compared to the tag signal. This may include reader antenna mismatch, reflections from objects far away from the reader or late echoes.

Using far-field approximation, the backscatter power, that is received by the reader antenna from an arbitrary object with a Radar Cross Section (RCS) at distance \( r \) is given by the radar equation (2.4). From this, the normalized Rx signal can be derived, whose magnitude relates proportional to the root of the RCS and which possesses a frequency-dependent phase. This Rx signal can either represent the wanted tag signal or an unwanted interference. If the tag’s RCS is given by \( \text{RCS}_T \) and its Rx phase described by \( \varphi_T \), then the tag signal is given by

\[
S_T(f) = \sqrt{\text{RCS}_T(f)} \frac{A_R f}{\sqrt{4\pi c_0 r^2}} e^{j\varphi_T(f)}
\]  

(5.1)

if the reader antenna is modeled as an aperture with gain \( G = 4\pi A_R/\lambda^2 \).
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Unwanted signals, that originate from environment objects can be described in a similar fashion to (5.1). For a number of \( N_I \) objects the interference signal is given by the sum

\[
S_I(f) = \sum_{i=1}^{N_I} \sqrt{\text{RCS}_{I_i}(f)} \frac{A_R f}{\sqrt{4\pi c_0 r^2}} e^{j\varphi_{I_i}(f)} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_I} A_{di} e^{j\varphi_{I_i}(f)}
\]  

(5.2)

in which cross-section RCS\(_{I_i}\) and phase \( \varphi_{I_i} \) are assigned to the \( i \)-th object. The resulting Rx amplitude \( A_{di} \) can be estimated for metallic objects according to equation (2.5), which describes the RCS of a flat metal surface with cross-sectional area for normal incidence. The interference signal magnitude of a plain metal block

\[
A_{di} \propto A_M f^2
\]

(5.3)

is then proportional to its cross area \( A_M \) and increases quadratically with frequency. The total clutter interference signal of (5.2) will superimpose with the tag signal.

The clutter estimation method is designed for chipless tags, that encode information in the transmission peak of a resonance, denoted as frequency-position encoding in Section 2.2. The RCS of these tags varies strongly with frequency, and has a maximum at the resonance position. In TD the resonance is seen as a damped oscillation. The damping creates an exponential decay of the oscillation with time constant \( \tau \) as shown in Figure 5.2a. The phase of the resonance signal in FD shows the typical 180° phase jump with a maximum slope equal to \( \tau \) at resonance \( f_0 \), as plotted in Figure 5.2b.

The amplitude of the clutter signal of a single metal block is, in comparison to the resonance, slowly varying in frequency. In TD, this interference is therefore represented by a short pulse, and approximated by a single dirac pulse. Multiple interferers are then given by a set of \( N_I \) dirac pulses, as shown in Figure 5.2a, where the \( i \)-th pulse has magnitude \( A_{di} \) and is located at time instant \( t_{di} \). The time instant is used to describe the relative delay of the clutter pulse to the onset of the exponential decay of the tag resonance. In FD, the single dirac has a linear phase, whose slope is given by the pulse delay, \( \varphi_{I_i} = -2\pi ft_{di} \). According to the Fourier-transform, the single dirac pulse will show a constant amplitude in FD which approximates the \( f^2 \)-increase in (5.3) in a narrow frequency range.

Yet, one or several additional dirac interferer will lead to a non-constant, rippled amplitude of the total interference signal in FD. For two pulses, the amplitude is nearly sinusoidal with ripple magnitude \( \sqrt{2A_{d1}A_{d2}} \) and period \( 1/(t_{d2} - t_{d1}) \). The oscillation period decreases with increasing time difference between the pulses. This amplitude-‘oscillation’ is analog to channel fading in wireless communications, where it motivates the use of channel estimation methods as mentioned in the previous introduction. The phase of the interference signal in FD is now rippled as well, and exemplarily plotted in Figure 5.2b. In relation to communication channels, the total time span \( T_M \), measured from the resonance onset to the time instant of the last interferer (see Figure 5.2a) is called delay spread. It is the inverse of the coherence bandwidth

\[
\text{BW}_c = 1/T_M,
\]

(5.4)
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Figure 5.2.: Modeled interference of the tag signal with a clutter pulses: (a) tag resonance oscillation and dirac interference pulses in TD, (b) tag and interference signal in FD, (c) undisturbed tag Rx signal, (d) - (h) disturbed Rx signal for different constellations of SIR and \( t_{di} \), for \( N_I = 1 \) and \( N_I = 2 \).
which is a measure for ‘how fast’ the channel changes along the frequency axis.

The wireless propagation leads to the superposition of interference and tag signal at the reader, which includes both, amplitude and phase of the two signals. The sum signal \( S = S_T(f) + S_I(f) \) is exemplarily shown in Figures 5.2c to 5.2h for \( NI = 1 \) and 2. Here, different constellations of Signal to Interference Power Ratio (SIR), according to (2.8), and interference pulse time delays are depicted. For \( NI = 1 \), it becomes obvious that the initial resonance peak at \( f_0 \) can remain a maximum if tag and interference are in phase, it becomes a minimum for destructive superposition, \( \varphi_T(f_0) - \varphi_I(f_0) = \pi \), or it can have any amplitude value in between for arbitrary phase constellations. For \( NI > 1 \), additional local maxima appear from the channel fading. Consequently, one sees the resonance peak shifting, vanishing or drowning. As a consequence, the chipless sensing becomes erroneous or impossible. The severity of the disturbance increases with decreasing SIR and decreasing tag-to-interference phase slope relation \( \frac{d\varphi_T}{df} / \frac{d\varphi_I}{df} \). The latter holds for the observation that high-Q resonances and short channel responses are beneficial for the chipless reading.

The following estimation method is based on the model of signal superposition and counteracts the peak disturbance in order to yield an improved detection of the resonance.

5.2. Estimation Method

The measured Rx signal \( \overline{S} \) at the reader is assumed to be the sum of the measured non-interfered tag signal \( \overline{S}_T \) and of the measured backscatter \( \overline{S}_I \) of the relevant dynamic intereferers

\[
\overline{S}(f) = \overline{S}_T(f) + \overline{S}_I(f) \tag{5.5}
\]

Here, the measured tag and interference signals can be approximated by the theoretical expressions \( S_T(f) \) and \( S_I(f) \) in (5.1) and (5.2). The clutter estimation/CE method splits the received signal \( \overline{S} \) into three bands as depicted in Figure 5.3:

- The set of frequencies between \( f_{1,2} \) and \( f_{2,1} \) is called the tag backscatter band \( B_0 = [f_{1,2}, f_{2,1}] \). In this frequency range, the tag resonance peak is expected to be found. The band carries both, the useful signal and the interfering signal

\[
\overline{S}_{B_0}(f) = \overline{S}_T(f) + \overline{S}_I(f) \text{ for } f \in B_0 \tag{5.6}
\]

as given by (5.5). Here, it is assumed that further coupling, beyond signal superposition, between tag and interfering object can be neglected.

- The estimation band \( B_1 = [f_{1,1}, f_{1,2}] \) lies below the tag band and is spaced from the resonance range. It is assumed that the clutter signal is dominant and the magnitude of the resonance backscatter is negligible small

\[
\overline{S}_{B_1}(f) \approx \overline{S}_I(f) \text{ for } f \in B_1 \tag{5.7}
\]

Consequently, the band can be used to approximate the interference signal.
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![Diagram showing separation of Rx signal into estimation bands B1 and B2 and tag backscatter band B0.]

- The upper estimation band $B_2 = [f_{2,1}, f_{2,2}]$ is an equivalent of the lower estimation band $B_1$ and lies above the resonance range. Here, the magnitude of the tag backscatter signal is usually negligible as well, 
  \[ \overline{S}_{B,2}(f) \approx \overline{S}_I(f) \text{ for } f \in B_2 \] 
  (5.8)

and $B_2$ is also used to estimate the interference.

The splitting of the Rx signal allows a view onto spectral characteristics of the dynamic interference signal in a limited frequency range. This separation of the interference component is a key element of the presented method. The spectrum of the interference signal in the central tag backscatter band is estimated from spectral properties found in the outer estimation bands: Based on $\overline{S}_{B,1}$ and $\overline{S}_{B,2}$, an estimate $\hat{S}_I$ of $S_I$ in $B_0$ is developed. The estimate is complex in order to include both magnitude and phase of the interference. In order to develop an adequate estimation, two basic cases are considered:

a) in the first case, the width of the backscatter band $B_0$ is small compared to the coherence bandwidth, i.e., $f_{2,1} - f_{1,2} \ll B_W$. Then the interference is a slowly varying signal in FD compared to the tag resonance peak and the peak shift. Linear interpolation of magnitude and phase of the interference signal across the tag backscatter range is sufficient. This leads to a minimal computational effort. The bandwidth of the estimation bands $B_1$ and $B_2$ can be chosen very small (in the range of a few kHz) as principally only two frequency support points are necessary.

b) in the second case, the resonance peak is wide compared to the channel coherence bandwidth, $f_{2,1} - f_{1,2} > B_W$. Then linear interpolation will usually be insufficient as the clutter variation versus frequency is fast. This case is
subject of the subsequently described ‘advanced interpolation’ approach and of the scenarios in the measurement section. In this case the width of the estimation bands should be chosen large (comparably wide as the width of \( B_0 \)) in order to possess adequate detection sharpness. The difficulty of interpolating the clutter signal increases now with increasing delay spread \( T_M \).

Following case b), first, \( \hat{S}_I \) is settled to approximate amplitude and phase of the lower and upper estimation band signals \( S_{B,1} \) and \( S_{B,2} \), as the approximations of (5.7) and (5.8) suggest. In order to describe the complex difference between estimation and measurement in these two bands, two estimation errors \( \epsilon_1 \) and \( \epsilon_2 \)

\[
\epsilon_1 = \int_{f_{1,1}}^{f_{1,2}} |S_{B,1}(f) - \hat{S}_I(f)| \, df \\
\epsilon_2 = \int_{f_{2,1}}^{f_{2,2}} |S_{B,2}(f) - \hat{S}_I(f)| \, df
\]

are defined. The sum \( \epsilon_t \)

\[
\epsilon_t = \epsilon_1 + \epsilon_2 \rightarrow 0
\]

of these two errors is taken as an optimization criterion. It will be minimized by a suitable interference signal estimate. As described in the previous Section 5.1 clutter reflections from flat metal surfaces in the far-field can be approximated by short pulses in TD. The estimate \( \hat{S}_I \) of the unknown interference signal \( S_I \) is consequently setup of \( N_I \) Dirac pulses

\[
\hat{s}_I(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{N_I} \left( A_i e^{j\varphi_i} \delta(t - t_{di}) \ast g_i(t) \right), \quad (5.12)
\]

each at time instant \( t_{di} \), with relative phase \( \varphi_i \) and convoluted with the weighting function \( g_i \). In FD, the diracs are represented as a sum of complex oscillations and the estimation signal is given by

\[
\hat{S}_I(f) = \sum_{i=1}^{N_I} A_i e^{j2\pi f t_{di} - \varphi_i} G_i(f). \quad (5.13)
\]

Each oscillation is multiplied with the Fourier-transformation of the weighting function \( G_i(f) = \mathcal{F}(g_i(t)) \). This frequency-dependent weighting is applied primarily due to the observation in Equation 5.3, which sees an increasing Rx power of a metal block’s backscatter signal versus frequency, when using aperture antennas. This behavior is imitated by the weighting

\[
G_i(f) = (f - f_{1,1}) \alpha_i + 1 \quad (5.14)
\]

with linear slope \( \alpha_i \).

The interference pulse approach leads to four unknowns for each Dirac pulse in \( \hat{S}_I \): magnitude \( A_i \), time instant \( t_{di} \), phase \( \varphi_i \) and slope \( \alpha_i \). Consequently, a set of \( N_I \) pulses leads to a total number of \( 4N_I \) unknowns, which are to be found with
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a suitable optimization method. Here, a sequential optimization algorithm is used to satisfy the criterion of (5.11). It is described in Section 5.2 and delivers the estimation signal $\hat{S}_I$. The desired tag signal $S_T$ is afterwards estimated as $\hat{S}_T$

$$\hat{S}_T(f) = \overline{S}(f) - \hat{S}_I(f)$$

(5.15)

by subtracting the interference signal estimate $\hat{S}_I$ from the measured Rx signal.

In order to evaluate the quality of the clutter estimation and suppression, the detection of the tag’s resonance peak position is the most important indicator. The true resonance position at $f_r$, is estimated as the frequency $\hat{f}_r$ which shows the largest magnitude in the estimated tag signal $\hat{S}_T(f)$ in $B_0$. The true resonance position $f_r$ is determined by measuring the tag without interference. The difference between estimated and true resonance position

$$\epsilon_{f_r} = f_r - \hat{f}_r$$

$$= f(\max |\overline{S}_T(f)|) - f(\max |\hat{S}_T(f)|) \cdot f \in B_0$$

(5.16)

is called resonance position error $\epsilon_{f_r}$. It is strongly linked to the accuracy of the crucial estimation of the phase of the interference signal. The phase estimation error

$$\epsilon_{\phi} = \phi - \hat{\phi} = \angle S(f) - \angle \hat{S}_I(f)$$

(5.17)

in the second place and the resonance position error in the first place are taken to judge the estimation quality in the reading scenarios of the following measurement section 5.3.

Sequential Optimization of the Estimate

As described above, the goal of the channel estimation method is to find an adequate mathematical description of the interference signal. The taken approach to reach this goal is the summation of $N_I$ time-shifted Dirac pulses. As (5.13) indicates, this approach leads to $4N_I$ unknowns in order to describe magnitude, time instant, phase and slope of each pulse. This leads to an optimization problem, that allows for different solutions. In this work, the problem is solved by a sequential routine with $N_I$ sequences.

In each sequence $i$ of $N_I$, an initial estimate of the four unknowns is found by calculating the FFT of the Rx signal in the estimation bands $\overline{S}_{B,1}$ and $\overline{S}_{B,2}$. Here, the relevant interference pulse should be seen as a peak in the spectrum. The peak amplitude and time instant is optimized to fulfill the criterion in (5.11) using (5.13) with $N_I = 1$. This leads to an intermediate estimate of $S_I$, which is subsequently subtracted from the measured Rx signal $\overline{S}$. Afterwards the $(i+1)$-th sequence is started, which takes the rest of the latter subtraction as its starting point. Finally, the complete estimate $\hat{S}_I$ is the summation of all Diracs as found in the sequences as given by (5.13).

The sequential estimation is used mainly in order to reduce the computational complexity. Instead of solving a joint $4N_I$-dimensional criterion, $N_I$ statements with 4 unknowns are solved.
5.3. Measurements

Wireless measurements have been performed to prove the presented clutter interference method. Details on the measurement setup and results are found in the following sections. During these measurements, two different chipless sensor tags have been used.

The first tag is the DR temperature sensor of Section 4.3.1. It consists of a ceramic resonator mounted on a ground sheet. The temperature-dependence of the ceramic’s permittivity leads to a temperature-dependence of the tag’s resonance frequency and hence, allows for a remote temperature measurement. In this setup the dielectric $TE_{011,\delta}$-mode is used (compare Section 4.3.1).

The second tag is a strain sensor, that has been presented in [MSJ11]. It is setup as a composite right-/left-handed microstrip antenna. The antenna is formed by two mushroom elements and measures $1.5 \times 1.5$ cm$^2$ as shown in Figures 5.4a and 5.4b. The mushroom elements are spaced by a gap, that is mechanically loaded by applied strain tension. The resulting mechanical deformation of the gap width between $250 \, \mu$m and $600 \, \mu$m shifts the antenna resonance from $3.05$ GHz to $3.2$ GHz. This tuning is detected by the reader who concludes the measured strain value from the resonance position.

The two different tags use very similar principles for the chipless sensing: they both use frequency-position encoding of the measurement value, they both operate close to $3$ GHz and they are both electrically small. Yet, the tags have significantly different resonance bandwidths: the strain sensor shows resonance quality factors of 50, the DR temperature sensor of 550, a factor 11 times higher. The impact of this bandwidth difference will be discussed.

In order to create an interference scenario, the tags are placed next to a metal block. This block causes the interference signal, and it will be placed at different locations in order to imitate a dynamic movement.

5.3.1. Measurement Setups

Two similar reading scenarios are analyzed. The first scenario with the temperature sensor and the second with the strain sensor. In both cases, the measurements are conducted in the same indoor room. The sensor tag and the metal block interferer

Figure 5.4.: The strain sensor from [MSJ11]: (a) mushroom structure with gap capacity, (b) photograph. © 2011 IEEE
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Figure 5.5.: Photographs of the two measurement setups. © Cambridge University Press, reproduced with permission, [Kub+14a] refers.

Figure 5.6.: Top view of the placement of reader antenna, sensor tag and metal block during the measurements.
are placed on a stand, facing the reader antenna at distance $d_1$. The reader horn antenna is connected to a vector network analyzer, that transmits the interrogation signal and receives the backscatter. The setups are shown in Figures 5.5a and 5.5b. In the scenario of the temperature sensor, a heat gun and an infra-red camera are used to control the temperature of the tag.

The distance $d_1$ between tag and horn antenna has been 85 cm in the temperature scenario and 60 cm in the strain scenario. These slightly different distances have been chosen in order to have identical tag Rx powers, as the DR temperature sensor has a slightly higher peak RCS.

The metal block, which causes the dynamic interference, has a cross-section of $10 \times 12 \text{ cm}^2$ (40 times the area of the DR) in the first scenario and $4.5 \times 9 \text{ cm}^2$ (18 times the area of the strain tag) in the second. These metal block sizes have been selected in order to achieve comparable SIR power relations in both scenarios.

In both scenarios, the block is placed at a distance $d_2 = 10 \text{ cm}$ next to the corresponding tag as shown in Figure 5.6. From this point the block is moved stepwise in radial direction to five different positions in order to imitate a dynamic movement of the interferer. Each of these five positions is spaced by $d_3 = 1 \text{ cm}$ to its neighbor position and named $P_i$ with $i = 1, \ldots, 5$. At the center operation frequency of $3 \text{ GHz}$, each 1 cm step equals a phase shift of $72^\circ$ of the interference signal relative to the tag signal. Hence, the five steps comprise a total $360^\circ$ phase shift with constructive, destructive and intermediate superposition.

According to the consideration of Section 5.1, static clutter signals of the measurement environment are subtracted under support of a reference measurement and time-gating. This way the channel estimation focuses on the variant interference parts which are caused by the metal block. The subsequently presented Rx and estimation signals (Figures 5.7 and 5.8) are consequently given after this pre-processing and are normalized to $\frac{1}{100}$ of the Tx signal amplitude.

For each scenario, i.e. for each sensor tag, two different measurement values are evaluated. These measurement values, i.e. resonance positions, have been chosen for a comparable relation between resonance shift and peak bandwidth $\frac{\Delta f_0}{\Delta f_{BW}} = 1.2$ in both scenarios. The temperature in the first scenario is set to $\vartheta_1 = 20^\circ \text{C}$ and $\vartheta_2 = 35^\circ \text{C}$, leading to DR resonances at 2.914 GHz and 2.920 GHz. The gap of the strain sensor is mechanically set to $W_1 = 345 \mu\text{m}$ and $W_2 = 535 \mu\text{m}$ corresponding to sensor resonances at 3.100 GHz and 3.176 GHz.

Consequently, there are ten combinations of resonance and block position per scenario. The estimation method has been applied to all of these combinations.

It is noted, that the calculation of the interference estimate has been performed in post-processing steps after the measurement on a standard office computer. Each estimation required about 0.6 s computation time. In an application, this allows for real-time processing of the algorithm with update rates in the lower Hertz range.
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Figure 5.7.: Measurements of the sensor tags (without metal block) and of the metal blocks (without sensor tags). (a) Strain tag with gap widths $W_1$ and $W_2$ and metal block at positions $P_1$ and $P_2$. (b) Temperature tag at temperatures $\vartheta_1$ and $\vartheta_2$ and the metal block at positions $P_3$ and $P_4$. The two estimation bands are marked grey shaded.
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Figure 5.8.: Four example results of the clutter suppression method with measured, estimated, corrected and tag only Rx signals. The two estimation bands are marked grey shaded. The legend applies to all sub-figure. For the strain tag with gap $W_i$ and block position $P_i$ in (a) and (b), for the temperature tag with temperature $\vartheta_i$ and block position $P_i$ in (c) and (d).
Figure 5.9.: Resonance position error, according to (5.16), before and after application of the clutter estimation method (CE); the error is given in MHz and relative to the peak bandwidth.
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5.3.2. Measurement Results

First, note is taken of the isolated backscatter signals of the tag (without interferer) \( S_T \) and of the metal block (without tag) \( S_I \).

Figure 5.7b shows the Rx signal of the DR tag for \( \vartheta_1 \) and \( \vartheta_2 \) with its resonance peaks at 2.914 GHz and 2.920 GHz, and peak amplitudes of 0.64. The plot also shows the backscatter response of the metal block alone, at position \( P_3 \) and \( P_4 \), as representatives of all five block positions. The block signal has a rippled course with mean amplitude of 1.17, resulting in an SIR of 0.3.

Figure 5.7a shows the Rx signal of the isolated strain sensor. The resonances are easily identified for gap widths \( W_1 \) and \( W_2 \). The Figure also includes two isolated signals of the corresponding metal block. Its rippled magnitude increases with frequency as (5.3) suggests. A comparison between the two block signals indicates a very similar shape, as well as a pulse delay offset according to the spacing \( d_3 \), recognized in the frequency shift of the ripples. The SIR is equal to 0.5.

Second, note is taken of the disturbed Rx signal \( S \), with both, tag and interference components. The disturbed Rx signal is plotted in Figures 5.8c and 5.8d for two examples of the temperature tag scenario; and in Figures 5.8a and 5.8b for two examples of the strain sensor scenario. In all of these cases cases the tag resonance cannot be clearly identified anymore. The tag signal is significantly disturbed. In the cases of Figures 5.8c and 5.8a, the disturbance leads to a local amplitude decrease, or minimum in the resonance peak range. In the cases of Figures 5.8d and 5.8b, the disturbance has created signal amplitude increases, distorted local maxima, around the peak position. These depicted examples show consequently destructive and constructive interferences cases. It is noted, that in all cases, the new minima and maxima positions are in the proximity, but not identical to the true resonance positions.

Third, the channel estimation method is applied to the disturbed Rx signals. For the temperature scenario, \( N_I = 1 \) Dirac pulse has been taken to approximate the clutter. The estimation bands are chosen in the ranges \( B_1 = [2.86 \text{ GHz}, 2.89 \text{ GHz}] \) and \( B_2 = [2.94 \text{ GHz}, 2.97 \text{ GHz}] \). For the strain sensor scenario, \( N_I = 2 \) Dirac pulses have been taken to approximate the interference within \( B_1 = [2.5 \text{ GHz}, 2.8 \text{ GHz}] \) and \( B_2 = [3.3 \text{ GHz}, 3.6 \text{ GHz}] \). With these settings the estimation algorithm has been applied to estimate the interference signal and to subtract it from the Rx signal. This yields the estimations of the tag signals as shown in Figures 5.8c to 5.8b. Inside the central backscatter band \( B_0 \), the tag estimates show good agreement to the non-interfered tag signals in the cases of Figures 5.8c, 5.8a and 5.8a; and acceptable agreement in the case of Figure 5.8d. The resonance peaks are reconstructed. Although, amplitude and ripple differences are visible between original and estimation (especially in the latter case), the decisive peak positions are found with satisfying accuracy in all four cases. In these examples, the offset \( \epsilon_f \) between true and estimated peak frequency, according to Equation (5.16), is equal to \(-0.25 \text{ MHz}\) in both temperature measurement examples and equal to \(2.0 \text{ MHz}\) and \( 4.0 \text{ MHz} \) in the strain measurement examples.

Subsequently, a comment on the phase estimation shall be noted. Due to the 11
times larger bandwidth of the strain resonator, the strain scenario copes with a significantly larger phase difference of the interference signal across the backscatter band $B_0$. This makes the phase estimation of the strain scenario potentially more difficult and error-prone. Yet, this difficulty is counteracted with a larger bandwidth of the estimation bands $B_1$ and $B_2$ in this scenario and the phase estimation error, according to Equation (5.17), is smaller than $\pm 20^\circ$ within $B_1$ and $B_2$ in all four examples.

Finally, the results of all ten combinations of block position $P_i$ and sensor resonance of both scenarios are listed in Figure 5.9. Without application of the estimation method, the search for a resonance peak in $B_0$ is as difficult as expected from the theoretical considerations in Section 5.1. Although, for a few constructive interference cases with $\varphi_T - \varphi_I \approx 0^\circ$, an acceptable determination of the peak resonance is possible despite the interference, most un-corrected Rx signals show large resonance detection errors. After application of the channel estimation algorithm, the tag resonance shapes are reconstructed, or at least well approximated, in all cases. The resonance position is found within significantly smaller error intervals after application of the clutter suppression. For the temperature sensor scenario, the resonance position error $\epsilon_f$ lies in the interval $-15.5$ to $+8.0$ MHz when no clutter estimation is applied. This error interval is reduced to $-0.75$ to $+0.25$ MHz when applying the proposed method. For the strain sensor scenario, the clutter interference leads to resonance detection errors within $[-102, +90]$ MHz without countermeasures. Application of the method reduces the error to $[-12, +6]$ MHz. Consequently, the resonance position error is reduced by a factor of 20 in the first scenario, and by a factor of 10 in the second.

Discussion

The channel estimation method, as proposed in this chapter, has proven to enable detection of clutter-interfered tag resonances. The impact of a dynamically placed metal block is strongly reduced in both chipless scenarios.

For the temperature sensor, the average resonance estimation error is 0.35 MHz which is equivalent to a temperature measurement uncertainty of 1.2 K, as the sensor sensitivity is given by $0.3 \text{kHz/K}$ (compare Section 4.3.1 and [Kub+13b]). In the second scenario, the average resonance estimation error is 3.8 MHz, which correlates to a strain measurement uncertainty of $16.6 \times 10^3$ ppm, when assuming a strain sensitivity of 228 Hz/ppm [MSJ11].

It is evident, that the temperature scenario yields 10.8 times smaller absolute measurement errors, despite having nearly the same operation frequency and a slightly smaller SIR. On the contrary, the temperature sensor has an 11 times higher resonance $Q$. This leads to the conclusion, that the resonance position estimation error does scale with the peak bandwidth. In fact, Figure 5.9 shows very similar error-to-bandwidth relations $\epsilon_f / BW_p$ of the two scenarios. Higher resonance $Q$-factors leads consequently to a more robust detection in absolute terms.

Aside, it is expected that the estimation errors will increase for decreasing SIR
and for decreasing coherence bandwidth. A large time-spread of strong clutter pulses leads to a fast-varying interference signal in FD and very difficult tag detection. In such cases the proposed estimation method could work together with clutter suppression by crosspolar, or high-$Q$ time-gated approaches, such as presented in Chapters 4.1 and 4.3.
6. Conclusion and Outlook

Wireless sensors are used in numerous application fields to monitor and control various processes and physical states. Commercially available wireless sensors at the current state-of-the-art can support the majority of these tasks, but reach their limits in certain specific applications. Some of these specific applications are found in harsh environments, e.g., at high temperatures. Here, disadvantageous limitations of available sensors include the maximum operating temperature, the requirement of an optical line-of-sight, and/or the sensor durability. As an example, a usual silicon chip-based wireless sensor is limited to temperatures below 175°C. This thesis has investigated chipless wireless sensors to exceed or overcome these limitations.

A chipless sensor is based on passive RF backscatter mechanisms. The sensor is setup as an entirely electromagnetic circuit and avoids the usage of semiconductor ICs. Due to this avoidance and due to propagation and penetration properties of RF signals, a chipless sensor can enable operation in temperatures significantly beyond 175°C and does not require an optical line-of-sight. Conceptual and design challenges concerning the operation of chipless sensors have been analysed in the thesis. The challenges mainly include (1) the occurrence of interfering time-variant radar clutter in relation to wireless communication aspects and (2) the choice and design of suitable measurement transducers in relation to high temperature. Referring to the first challenge, three general chipless sensor concepts as well as a chipless channel estimation method have been introduced, realized and validated. The concept realizations focus on temperature sensing, but are generally suitable for the sensing of other physical quantities as well. Main findings of the approaches are summarized subsequently. Referring to the second challenge, measurand-sensitive dielectrics are used as transducer materials in order to serve the chipless concepts in a favorably way. A microwave high-temperature dielectric material characterization method has therefore been developed and presented.

A concluding look is taken at the characterization method. It is based on resonances of a free Dielectric Resonator (DR) as it takes advantage of its high field concentration inside the dielectric and its comparatively slow resonance decay when a suitable mode is chosen. Field and radiation characteristics of DR resonances have prior been analysed and reveal the suitability of higher order modes. The characterization method has shown capability of measuring small loss tangents in ranges as low as $2 \times 10^{-3}$ to $1 \times 10^{-4}$. Complex permittivity characterization results of a commercial proprietary ceramic compound in temperatures up to 600°C and of aluminum oxide in temperatures up to 900°C are presented.

Referring to the chipless sensor concepts, a short conclusion is given. As mentioned, the three concepts are based on three different approaches to realize the
necessary separation between wanted tag signals and unwanted clutter. The con-
cepts are realized and proofed with dedicated temperature sensor demonstra-
tors. The clutter separations as well as the temperature sensing capabilities of these sen-
sors are proofed in indoor measurement scenarios. The demonstrated measurement
accuracies are generally dependent on the SIR and SNR of the measurement scenar-
ios as well as on the sensor’s resonance bandwidths. Therefore, increasing measure-
ment accuracies are reached at lower reading distances and higher resonance quality
factors.

The first one of the three sensor concepts is based on polarization separation
between the wanted tag response and unwanted clutter. The realized sensor tag is
setup as a Printed Circuit Board (PCB) with two patch antennas and a tempera-
ture-sensitive notch filter. Wireless measurements have demonstrated its sensing capa-
bility in temperatures between 20°C and 110°C. Under beneficial conditions in the
anechoic chamber, the sensor shows a read range of more than 4.5 m. In practical
applications, the range is more limited due to depolarization effects in the envi-
ronment. Nevertheless, a measurement accuracy of 4 K is observed in two indoor
scenarios for ranges up to 0.5 m.

The second sensor uses a harmonic radar concept to separate clutter and tag
signals in frequency domain. The sensor tag converts the fundamental excitation
signal to the first harmonic by exploiting the non-linearity of an unbiased diode.
The tag design includes a temperature-sensitive narrowband Dielectric Resonator
Antenna (DRA), as well as matching circuits for the complex diode impedance.
Harmonic conversion losses as low as 19 dB for small input powers of −20 dBm have
been achieved. The approach leads to a practically clutter-free tag detection and
to the largest read ranges of 3.25 m in the measured indoor scenarios. Temperature
measurement accuracies of better than 1.8 K are observed at reading distances of
1.5 m.

The third sensor concept is based on a time domain separation of wanted and
unwanted signals. The sensor consists of a high-Q resonator, whose energy decays
slower than the environment clutter. The corresponding demonstrator is setup as a
ceramic DR cylinder, which is mounted on a metallic ground plane. This comparativ-
ely simple device has demonstrated wireless temperature measurements in ranges
up to 800°C, without requiring an optical line-of-sight. Due to its high resonance
quality factor, the sensor offers measurement accuracies of at least 0.6 K at room
temperature and 1.5 m reading distance. The sensor’s read range is mainly limited
by the environment clutter and only weakly influenced by the reader’s transmit
power. Read ranges of more than 2.25 m have been demonstrated in three different
environment scenarios.

In addition to the realized sensors, a channel estimation method for chipless sys-
tems has been developed. This estimation method is used to suppress clutter inter-
ferences by measuring the backscatter response in two frequency bands adjacent to
the tag resonance. The method has proved capability of allowing tag detection and
significant error reduction in two scenarios with small SIRs values of 0.5.

To the author’s best knowledge, the dynamic clutter suppression presents the
first published application of channel estimation means in chipless systems. Furthermore, it is noted that the DR sensor has been the first chipless sensor to prove operability in temperatures above 175°C with read ranges significantly higher than 20 cm. Concerning operation at ‘usual’ temperatures below 100°C, the DR sensor has demonstrated higher measurement accuracies with similar read ranges compared to chip-based RFID sensors at the current state-of-the-art. Concerning operation at high temperatures, the DR sensor significantly exceeds the maximum temperature limit of commercially available SAW sensors, which is at 400°C. Therefore, it appears as a promising candidate for industry-oriented wireless temperature sensing demands in harsh environments.

Regarding further developments of the topic, a couple of improvements and advancements shall be mentioned. The prototypes developed in this thesis have focused on proofs of the concepts. By adjusting resonance frequencies and sensor sensitivities, the prototypes can be designed to operate according to legal frequency regulations. A straightforward adaption would probably target the ISM bands at 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz or the UWB frequency ranges between 3.1 GHz and 10.6 GHz.

Regarding the DR sensor, one drawback of the setup is its resonance sensitivity to materials on the cylinder surface. This undesired sensitivity can cause measurement errors in application scenarios with dirt or liquids touching the sensor. It can probably be counteracted by a suitable radome, realized e.g. as a low-permittivity coating or a proper housing.

The maximum operating temperature of the DR sensor is mainly limited by the increasing dielectric losses at high temperatures. In order to further increase the sensor’s temperature range, other ceramic materials can be used. Here, materials with lower permittivities can show smaller loss tangents at high temperature, as already observed in the characterization of aluminum oxide. Currently ongoing research activities concerning the DR sensor include: efforts of a size reduction by increasing the operation frequency to mm-waves, the localization of the sensor within the environment by using advanced reader architectures, and the translation of the concept towards chipless RF identification by using multiple resonators.

Concerning the harmonic radar sensor, further investigations focusing on the nonlinear element can extend its temperature range. The used diode represents currently the strongest temperature limitation of the sensor. The diode can be replaced by a metal-to-metal or metal-insulator-metal junction, which promises stable non-linearity in ranges significantly above 200°C.

In contrast to the DR sensor, both the harmonic radar concept as well as the crosspolar concept do not generally require high-Q transducer materials. As a consequence, they offer promising application potential when only low-Q transducer materials are available. This can be the case at very high temperatures, or when other measurands shall be monitored wirelessly. The latter goal may include mechanical strain sensing with piezoelectric transducers, electric field strength sensing with BST, or gas sensing with transducing functional materials.
A. Appendix

Temperature Limit of a Doped Semiconductor

The operation of a semiconductor IC is based on the combination of doped semiconductor layers. The doping of a semiconductor adds a number of potential carriers to the material lattice. These carriers can either be donor electrons or acceptor holes, referring to n-type or p-type materials. Focusing on the former material, the total number of donor electrons in the lattice is denoted as \( N_D \), and the number of majority carriers in the conduction band as \( n_C \). Furthermore, a number of \( n_i \) intrinsic carriers can exist in the conduction band, which have been excited across the valence band of the intrinsic material. In dependence of temperature, a doped semiconductor can be in one of three different regimes, which are called the ionization or freeze-out region, the extrinsic region and the intrinsic region. They are plotted in Figure A.1 for a typical n-type Silicon semiconductor that is phosphorus doped with \( N_D = 1 \times 10^{16} \text{ cm}^{-3} \) donor electrons. The regions are distinguished by the number of majority carriers \( n_c \) in relation to the number of doping carriers \( N_D \) and to the number of intrinsic carriers \( n_i \):

- In the **freeze-out region** (\( \vartheta \to 0 \text{ K} \)) the available thermal energy is insufficient to excite intrinsic electrons across the band gap and only few to none electrons are released from donor sites, i.e., \( n_c \to 0 \) and \( n_i \to 0 \). Hence, current conduction is hardly possible; the semiconductor practically acts as an insulator.

- The **extrinsic region** is the standard operation region of an IC. All donor electrons are excited to the conduction band, i.e., the number of majority carriers is approximately equal to the total number of donor electrons in the lattice, \( n_c \approx N_D \). The material now acts as an n-type, and the setup of space charge regions in p-n-junctions or metal-semiconductor junctions becomes possible. This, in turn, leads to the desired possibility of current control in diodes and transistors.

- When temperature increases, the increased thermal energy excites an increasing number of intrinsic electrons across the bandgap, i.e., \( n_C > N_D \) and one enters the **intrinsic region** of the material. As the number of intrinsic electrons \( n_i \) now outnumbers the donor electrons, the material practically behaves as a conductor. [Pie96]

From the observation of carrier concentration, it becomes obvious that both an upper and a lower temperature limit exist for the operation of a semiconductor IC. As diodes and transistors rely on the combination of doped layers, the control of
current and voltage in an IC is based on the behaviour of extrinsic carriers. Both p- and n-type materials become insulators or conductors when temperature limits are exceeded. Excess of the limits leads to malfunction of the device as it either stops operation or breaks down, eventually including thermal breakthrough and device destruction.

The temperature limits of a specific semiconductor material are dependent on its doping and its bandgap energy $E_G$. As the number of intrinsic carriers increases approximately proportional to the Boltzmann factor $e^{-E_G/(2k\vartheta)}$, with Boltzmann constant $k$ and temperature $\vartheta$, a large bandgap and a high doping will raise the intrinsic temperature limit. [TS02] names 175 °C as the upper application limit of usual silicon semiconductors circuits. Most commercially available ICs are specified to an even stricter maximum operation temperature of 125 °C (or less) for reliable operation [Wika].

Gallium arsenide (GaAs), silicon carbide (SiC) and gallium nitride (GaN) are used to develop high-temperature electronics as their bandgaps of 1.42 eV, 3.26 eV and 3.49 eV are significantly higher than the 1.12 eV of silicon.
# B. Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$B_p$</td>
<td>Pulse bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>Antenna directivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{E}$</td>
<td>Electric field vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_r$</td>
<td>Resonance frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>Antenna gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_m$</td>
<td>Material-dependent reflection factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{H}$</td>
<td>Magnetic field vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{Rx}$</td>
<td>Receive/Rx power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{Tx}$</td>
<td>Transmit/Tx power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{rad}$</td>
<td>Radiation quality factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>Radar cross section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>Rx Signal in frequency domain, $S(f)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s$</td>
<td>Rx Signal in time domain, $s(t)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{mn}$</td>
<td>Scattering parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_e$</td>
<td>Temperature coefficient of the material permittivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_f$</td>
<td>Temperature coefficient of the resonance frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\vartheta$</td>
<td>Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_w$</td>
<td>Line impedance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B. Acronyms

BST  Barium Strontium Titanate
CMOS Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor
CW  Continous Wave
CE  Channel Estimation
EM  Electro-Magnetic
DR  Dielectric Resonator
DRA Dielectric Resonator Antenna
DRS Dielectric Resonator Sensor
FD  Frequency Domain
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
HPBW Half Power Beam Width
HRS Harmonic Radar Sensor
IFFT Inverse Fast Fourier Transform
IC  Integrated Circuit
IR  Infra-Red
OFDM Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing
PCB Printed Circuit Board
RFID Radio-Frequency Identification
RF  Radio Frequency
RCS Radar Cross Section
SAW Surface Acoustic Wave
SIR Signal to Interference Power Ratio
SNR Signal to Noise Power Ratio
TD  Time Domain
TE  Transversal Electric
TL  Transmission Line
TM  Transversal Magnetic
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>UWB</strong></th>
<th>Ultra Wideband</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>VNA</strong></td>
<td>Vector Network Analyzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>XPS</strong></td>
<td>Crosspolar Sensor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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